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center.  The three manuscripts included in this document: 
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selected journals 

2. Examine visitors’ interest in using handheld computers (iPods) for learning in 
a science museum, and report on refining protocols for this type of research. 
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use and understanding of an exhibit on scientific chaos. 

 
This study was approached in two phases, the first phase follows the principles of 

design research in exploring ways to present the iPods within the most favorable 

context to encourage learning.  These changes were systematically implemented and 

their impact on visitors’ experiences were documented.  The second phase of the 

research focused on one particular exhibit and three accompanying videos on the iPod.  

This exhibit is well loved, but difficult to understand for visitors and docents alike.  

Through naturalistic inquiry and iterative open coding, I found visitors interpreted 

appropriate use of the exhibit in four distinct ways:  HOW DOES IT WORK?, 

WAITING FOR THE SPLASH, INTERACTING, and RESTING.  However, iPod 
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users all interpreted appropriate use of the exhibit as HOW DOES IT WORK?.  

Careful observation of visitors’ actions at the “Chaos Wheel” exhibit suggests that the 

exhibit needs some revision if it is to become more accessible to more visitors.  The 

iPod represents one way to increase the accessibility of the exhibit, but other means 

should be explored.
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INTRODUCTION 

The field of research that is examining the depth and breadth of learning 

throughout the lifespan is in the midst of a revolution.  Learning throughout the 

lifespan is discussed in many contexts under many different names:  lifelong learning, 

life-wide learning, out-of-school learning, informal education, non-formal education, 

and free-choice learning.  While this range of monikers all essentially refer to the same 

thing, each phrase carries different implications for this type of learning.  I prefer the 

term “Free-Choice Learning” (Falk & Dierking, 2000) because it emphasizes the 

agency of the learner to freely choose one activity over another.  Free-Choice 

Learning (FCL) is learning that occurs when learners choose where, when, why, what, 

and with whom they learn.  A broad range of learning activities fall under the purview 

of FCL including visiting museums, botanical gardens, zoos, aquariums, libraries, and 

parks; attending a public lecture, dialogue event, and the theater; watching movies and 

television; reading books and newspapers; surfing the web; and pursuing a hobby or 

sport.  While the range of FCL opportunities is only bound by the human imagination, 

most published research on free-choice science learning focuses on learning that takes 

place in science museums1 and related institutions.  This study is no exception. 

This dissertation represents a key stage of the professionalization of the field of 

FCL research (Roberts, 1997), as the first dissertation partially fulfilling the 

                                                
1 For the remainder of this document museum will be used as a generic term to refer to 

museums, science centers, exhibition halls, zoos, aquariums etc.  This is common 

convention in the field.  
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requirements for a PhD in Science Education with a focus on Free-Choice Learning.  

Researchers in the field have been working hard to create a scholarly field of study 

from a diffuse body of research lacking theoretical direction.  The quest for a more 

scholarly field reached a critical mass with the “Public Institutions for Personal 

Learning:  Understanding the Long-Term Impact of Museums” meeting held in 

Annapolis, MD in 1994.  At this ambitious conference researchers gathered to develop 

a unifying set of broad research questions and conceptual frameworks to guide 

research in a way that is simultaneously theoretically and practically focused.  The 

conferees additionally implored researchers to expand their methodological tool kit 

and to look for new kinds of evidence of learning. 

In the publications that came out of this conference, Friedman (1995) argued 

for the need for an academic home for “informal science education.”  He suggested 

that for the field to develop into a discipline, an academic center would be 

advantageous.  In the 1970s the SESAME (Search for Excellence in Science and 

Mathematics Education) center at the University of California at Berkley served as a 

home for informal science education, but this was not sustained (Friedman, 1995).  In 

the intervening 30 years researchers have been scattered among a number of 

institutions, and very few of these researchers have been able to dedicate their careers 

to free-choice learning research.  The program at Oregon State University represents 

the most recent attempt to establish an academic center for FCL, and fits well with 

some of Friedman’s hopes for such a center. The OSU program has intimate ties to an 

informal science center, offers graduate programs at the PhD and Masters levels 
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within a college of science, places a strong emphasis on science, and has been 

launched with seed funding from the university.  However it still lacks a broadly 

interdisciplinary faculty and an undergraduate minor program, two of Friedman’s 

suggestions. 

This dissertation examines the state of peer-reviewed research on FCL, and the 

introduction and impact of a socio-technical tool on visitors’ experiences in a science 

museum.  The first manuscript, “The Current State of Research on Free-Choice 

Learning in Informal Science Education” is an analysis of the literature published in 

the International Journal of Science Education, Journal of Research on Science 

Teaching, and Science Education from 1997-2007.  I examined the literature based on 

conceptual framework, setting, method of data collection, method of data analysis, and 

participants.  I also compared the articles published in 1997 to 2007 to look for shifts 

in research practices; there has been a significant increase in the use of two conceptual 

frameworks: the Contextual Model of Learning (CML) and the sociocultural approach. 

The second manuscript, “Incorporating Handheld Computers into a Public 

Science Center:  a design research study” examines the necessary factors for 

implementing a program using iPods to deliver video and audio content at a museum.  

This study used the principles of design research (e.g. Brown, 1992; Cobb, Confrey, 

diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003) to develop and document the necessary features of 

a successful program.  Design research focuses on the early stages of the research 

cycle that are often ignored in presentations of research (Phillips, 2006).  Much as 

Vygotsky (1987) examined how learners learned how to do a task while his 
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contemporaries taught learners a task and then measured their performance, design 

research focuses on the initial phases of a project. 

By being flexible to change, and open to suggestions from participants, we 

were able to optimize the implementation of the program using handheld computers.  

Some adaptations were procedural as in developing a sign-out procedure that afforded 

security for the devices and comfort for participants, whereas others were physical 

such as attaching a small map and set of instructions to each device, and putting signs 

at all exhibits with connecting content.  Additionally, the study began using iPods and 

similarly priced PDAs (personal digital assistants), but the low-cost PDAs were 

eliminated from the study early on due to problems with slow processor speeds and 

limited memory capacity.   Another finding from this research that warrants further 

study was that visitors were more likely to participate in the program on days when 

there were two researchers present.  Overall participants enjoyed their experience with 

the iPods and felt that the experience made their experience more meaningful.  This 

finding encouraged the next phase of this research endeavor. 

As called for by Brown (1992), the design research phase of this study lead to 

another cycle of inquiry based on the traditions of naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985; Moschkovich & Brenner, 2000).  The third manuscript, “Connecting to 

Chaos:  examining the impact of a program using iPods at an exhibit on Scientific 

Chaos” focuses on the impact of using an iPod and associated content at an exhibit.  

This socioculturally influenced study focuses on how groups use the space around an 

exhibit on chaos with and without the iPods, and on how groups’ definitions of chaos 
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(as well as how to interact with the exhibit) change as a result of using the iPods and 

the exhibit.  The exhibit “The Chaos Wheel” is a double-water wheel that was 

designed to demonstrate the delicate balance between chaotic patterns and clock-like 

patterns.  Although visitors often spend a long time at this exhibit, very few visitors 

use the exhibit as intended by the creators.  Visitors without iPods use this exhibit 

space in four basic ways that embody four different “situation definitions” (Goffman, 

1959; Rommetviet, 1974) – HOW DOES IT WORK?, WAITING FOR THE 

SPLASH, INTERACTING, and RESTING.  The visitors who used the iPods all 

operated under the HOW DOES IT WORK? situation definition. 

Ubiquitous computers (e.g. iPods, PDAs, internet capable cell phones, etc.) are 

a part of current reality, and museums are eager to incorporate these tools into the 

visiting experience.  Museum designers’ reasons for incorporating handheld 

computers into the visiting experience range from a desire to showcase new 

technology, to attract and appeal to diverse visitor groups (e.g. Proctor & Tellis, 

2000), to provide more (and different styles of) content (e.g. Bellotti, Berra, & 

diGloria, 2003), and to reach audiences who speak different languages (e.g. Jarvis, 

2007).  Ubiquitous computers were not designed to be used in the museum setting, so 

implementing their use in a museum is not necessarily straightforward.  As the 

ubiquitous computers are repurposed as learning tools in museums, visitors will 

change the ways in which they interact with the computers and with the exhibits, and 

potentially with each other.  This dissertation examines some of those changes and 

what makes them possible.   
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Conceptual Framework 
My research is guided by a melding of the sociocultural and the constructivist 

frameworks.  While constructivism and socioculturalism have distinctly different 

histories (and some would say philosophies) rooted in the early 20th Century, 

combining these two perspectives has become common.  Rogoff (1991), a 

socioculturalist, draws on Piaget (1977) to explain some of her findings, and 

conversely uses some of her findings to refute other portions of Piaget’s research.  

Gilbert & Priest (1997) frame their definition of learning in a constructivist manner – 

learning is the building and refining of mental models, yet acknowledge the 

importance of social interaction in developing these models.  According to Fosnot & 

Perry (2005)  

[modern] constructivism as a psychological theory stems from the 
burgeoning field of cognitive science, particularly the later work of 
Jean Piaget … the sociohistorical work of Lev Vygotsky and his 
followers, and the work of Jerome Bruner, Howard Gardner, and 
Nelson Goodman, among others who have studied the role of 
representation in learning.  It also has roots in biology and evolution… 
(p. 11) 
 

The most explicit combination of the two theoretical perspectives is in Falk & 

Dierking’s (2000) Contextual Model of Learning (CML) which states that learning is 

personally, socially, and physically situated and that it takes time.  Although the CML 

is a popular conceptual framework, my combination of socioculturalism and 

constructivism is not the CML.  I will highlight the crucial ideas of constructivism, 

socioculturalism, and the CML then describe my own position on learning. 
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Behaviorism 
Behaviorism describes the simplest and most basic type of learning – stimulus-

response.  The central tenet of behaviorism is that external stimuli motivate 

individuals to respond (learn) and that responses (learning) can be measured as a set of 

observable behaviors, and that learning is a linear process (Bransford, Brown, & 

Cocking, 1999).  Many early studies in museums, and many current studies (e.g. 

Sandifer, 2003) use behaviorist methods.  Behaviorism has distinct appeal if one is 

interested in knowing which types of exhibits draw visitors and which do not.  

Although this kind of question is understandably important to museum practitioners, it 

does not allow researchers to understand what visitors learned from interacting with 

those exhibits. 

Fosnot & Perry (2005) criticize behaviorism for focusing on the rote 

memorization of facts and skills, where learners strive for behavioral competence at 

the detriment of understanding.  Yet, there are times and places when behaviorist 

learning applies.  Pavlov demonstrated behaviorist learning in his famous salivating 

dog experiments, and every parent who has successfully potty trained their children, or 

quit a bad habit knows that behaviorism can produce desired behaviors remarkably 

well in humans as well.   

When the goal of learning is purely behavioral and a deep understanding of the 

why’s and how’s of a topic is not necessary, then behaviorism will suffice.  Children 

do not need to know why they need to be potty trained, or why they need to stay quiet 

in the restaurant, they just do.  Although behaviorism has its place in training people to 

change their behaviors, it does not describe or attend to the type of learning that occurs 
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in informal educational settings that afford a high degree of choice to learning.  This 

has been highlighted by Falk and Dierking (1992, 2000). 

Constructivism 
Constructivism is based on the idea that “knowledge represents… what we can 

do in our experiential world, the successful ways of dealing with the objects we call 

physical and the successful ways of thinking with abstract concepts” (von Glasersfeld, 

1995 p. 7, emphasis in original).  Further, von Glasersfeld (1995) asserts that we can 

only understand things that we can experience, and without experience, things 

essentially do not exist in any meaningful form.  Instead of focusing on ‘The Truth,’ 

constructivists focus on viability – or the ability of an individual’s mental model to 

function within a particular context.  Constructivists focus on how people construct 

multiple realities, and the consequences of these created realities on their creators 

(Patton, 2002). 

The constructivist perspective is diametrically opposed to the more 

traditionalist realist perspective where there is a “Truth” out there beyond human 

experience that is to be absorbed by learners, and that some learners are capable of 

absorbing and parroting this knowledge on standard assessments, and some are not.  

Dykstra (2005) and other constructivists argue that this elitist idea of learning and 

knowing is not useful and does not encourage learners to fully understand the material 

they are learning.  Instead of focusing on the ability to manipulate already established 

ideas and knowledge, constructivists focus on the learner’s conceptual understanding 
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of scientific phenomena, their experiences, and the learner’s ability to explain what 

they know (Dykstra, 2005).  

According to Piaget, humans construct knowledge through three methods: 

assimilation, accommodation, and equilibration.  During assimilative learning current 

observations and experiences fit neatly into a person’s pre-existing mental model, or 

conceptual understanding of the world.  An experience that requires accommodation 

does not quite fit into a person’s existing model, so the person adapts their existing 

model to include the new experiences.  Equilibration occurs when an experience or 

observation cannot be reconciled with one’s mental model.  These events, often 

experienced as “Aha!” moments, cause one to reject one’s existing mental model in 

favor of a new one that can be reconciled with the recent event.  

This re-equilibrating and restructuring of a person’s mental structure is not a 

linear process, but a dynamic system (a kin to scientific chaos).  Equilibration events 

occur at unstable bifurcation points and the reorganization that ensues is unimaginable 

before the bifurcation point has been reached (Fosnot & Perry, 2005).  Many 

constructivist learning environments, science museums included, aim to cause 

equilibration events for learners.  However, Allen (2004), a constructivist, argues that 

ideas that are too divorced from a learner’s prior knowledge may not cause an 

equilibration event as intended, but an accommodation event leading to further 

alternate conceptions.  Connecting to learners’ prior knowledge is crucial to 

meaningful learning from the constructivist point of view.   
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Although Piaget, von Glasersfeld (1995), and many other constructivists 

acknowledge the potential influence of social interaction on learning, they see other 

people as another component of the environment focusing on the internal mental 

functions of the individual.  The main focus of learning in the constructivist 

framework is the dynamic interplay of knowledge construction and conceptual change 

in an individual’s mind (Anderson, Lucas, & Ginns, 2003). 

Socioculturalism 
According to Wertsch (1991), “the basic tenet of a sociocultural approach to 

mind is that human mental functioning is inherently situated in a social interactional, 

cultural, institutional, and historical context” (p. 86).   All social animals have basic 

observational skills (lower mental functions), and humans have developed language 

and other social tools that enable greater communication and learning (higher mental 

functions) between people.  These tools have allowed humans to create vast stores of 

knowledge and complex systems to distribute and access this knowledge.  While the 

tools have given humans freedoms, they have also constrained us within their 

frameworks (see Ogbu, 1995).  Since language and other social tools are malleable, 

the social context of a situation must be accounted for before the functions of the mind 

associated with it can be understood.  This approach is in direct opposition to the 

popular premise in psychology that human behavior and learning can be explained and 

studied divorced from their cultural circumstances in decontextualized lab settings.   

L. S. Vygotsky and his fellow scholars initially developed the cultural-

historical approach in the idealistic early years of the Soviet Union as a Marxist 
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psychology. Although there are non-trivial differences between Vygotsky’s cultural-

historical approach and current sociocultural perspectives, Vygotsky’s thoughts are at 

the core of the sociocultural perspective.  His ideas on the importance of social and 

historical factors on learning and the development of the mind focused on three 

principles:  knowing the origin of mental processes is crucial to understanding the 

mind, internal mental functions are an echo of social relations, and higher mental 

functioning is controlled through the internalized use of social tools.   

Vygotsky’s first principle is based on the assumption that mental processes can 

be understood by understanding the processes’ origins such that mental processes 

cannot be comprehended when taken out of their original social context (see 

Vygotsky, 1986).  His second principle is that individuals’ psyches are amalgamations 

of their social interactions.   

Vygotsky’s (1987) core ideas have driven research into how novices become 

experts (e.g. Lave & Wegner, 1991; Rogoff, 1995; Tal & Moreg, 2007), how groups 

learn together through language (e.g. Ash, 2003; Matsuov & Rogoff, 1995; Rogoff, 

1991), and on how humans use social tools to influence their own ways of thinking 

(e.g. Wertsch, 1998).  Unlike more traditional discourse analysis, sociocultural 

discourse analysis focuses on the “living language” (Bakhtin, 1986). Bakhtin asserted 

that since every speaking event occurs in a context of prior events and anticipated 

events and since the tools of language come to users with cultural and historical uses 

and meanings, speech belongs not only to the speaker, but also to the audience who 

hears and interprets the utterances (Wertsch, 1991).  Modern discourse analysis draws 
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on this approach to interpreting conversations (e.g. Gee, 1998; Ash, 2004), and many 

sociocultural researchers use discourse analyses as their primary tools.   

Although dialog and discourse are fundamental, action, especially mediated 

action, is central to a sociocultural approach to learning (Wertsch, et al., 1995; 

Wertsch, 1998).  Action differs from behavior, in that action refers to the intentional 

and purposeful, while behavior also includes the subconscious and reflexive.  

Mediated action is action that results from the interplay of the intra-mental and the 

inter-mental planes, the self and the other – whether the other is another mind or a 

tool.  As Wertsch (1998) argues, in understanding mediated action, it is not the 

participant that is of interest, nor the tool that they are using, but the complex, 

dynamic interplay between the two that is at the heart of the sociocultural approach. 

Contextual Model of Learning 
 The Contextual Model of Learning was developed by Falk and Dierking 

(2000) as an updated version of their earlier Interactive Experience Model (1992).  

The CML suggests that “all learning is situated within a series of contexts. …learning 

is not some abstract experience that can be isolated in a test tube or laboratory but an 

organic, integrated experience that happens in the real world.” (Falk & Dierking, 

2000, p. 10)  According to Cox-Peterson, Marsh, Kisiel, and Melber (2003) the CML 

requires that attention must be paid to a learner’s prior experiences with a learning 

object or a learning environment and discussion with others when examining learning. 

 While socio-culturists examine the social context of learning (especially the 

group and even group learning), and constructivists investigate how individuals use or 
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change their knowledge, those following the CML examine learning in both contexts 

by both groups and individuals.  

Emergent Perspective 
 Cobb and Yackel (1996) use the term “emergent perspective” to describe their 

own learning theory that is an amalgamation of other learning theories, I will do the 

same.  In the most basic sense, learning is the process of taking in information about 

one’s environment and making sense of that information, and learning is always 

occurring on some level in all living organisms.  Learning takes place on a multitude 

of planes, and attempts to explain learning have been made using a number of 

different theoretical frameworks and in a variety of different disciplines.   

 Meaningful learning is learning that is connected to the learner’s personal and 

social context.  I believe that internal motivation is crucial to learning, and that 

sociocultural factors can mediate an individual’s motivation.  I see learning as the 

process of developing and refining mental models of the world, moving from a novice 

way of doing and thinking to a more expert way of doing and thinking.  These mental 

models can be constructed individually, or with a group, and dialogue with others 

constitutes learning.  Additionally, learning is a mediated action that involves one’s 

mind, the minds of others, and the use of tools. 

 Although my personal understanding of learning draws on sociocultural and 

constructivist theory, it is not in the same way as the CML.  One of the main 

differences between my understanding of learning and the CML is the CML’s 

emphasis on time.  I do not argue that time is not a crucial component of learning, just 
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that this study does not address the temporal component.  The attention to the temporal 

component in learning advocated in Falk and Dierking’s (2000) CML calls for 

examining a museum visitor’s life before and after the museum visit in order to situate 

the learning within the greater context of the visitor’s life.  Not only was such a 

longitudinal component beyond the scope of this study, it does not appear necessary to 

document all forms of meaningful learning in museums. First this study focused on 

modes of participation and the influence of a cultural tool on those modes of 

participation, and second scientific chaos is not a familiar topic for most visitors.  In 

both cases it is not necessary to document the visitors’ lives before and after the event 

to document meaningful learning. 

 From this perspective not all learning is equal, certain types of learning are 

deemed more valuable than others.  Because I am interested in personally constructed 

knowledge, repeating exhibit text verbatim is not necessarily an indicator of 

meaningful learning, yet even minor changes in a personally constructed definition are 

indicators of meaningful learning.  Additionally, I take seriously participants’ ways of 

making meaning from the exhibit, as long as they are viable scenarios.  Due to the 

high levels of choice afforded to visitors to museums and their different reasons for 

attending a museum, visitors should not be expected to always use all exhibits as 

intended by the exhibits’ designers.   

Methodology 

My conceptual framework has guided my choice of methods, participants, and 

research design throughout this dissertation.  I draw on the methodological traditions 
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of constructivism and socioculturalism to investigate learning in environments that 

afford learners choice.  The melding of these two conceptual frameworks attends to 

both the personal and the social aspects of learning. 

In the tradition of the sociocultural approach (Vygotsky, 1987), my research 

attends to the incorporation of a cultural tool into the group activity of visiting a 

museum.  Prior criticisms of computer exhibits/interventions have suggested that they 

are inherently “heads down” (Hsi, 2004) or isolating (Heath, vom Lehm, & Osborne, 

2005) experiences that shut down social interaction in museum settings.  Wary of 

these criticisms, we investigated a number of ways to make devices created for solo 

use (iPods) into tools suitable for group use.  The sociocultural approach emphasizes 

focusing on groups as the unit of analysis as the members co-construct meaningful 

interpretations of activities and experiences.  As such, the unit of analysis for this 

study is visiting groups. 

However, my emphasis on visitor groups does not exclude the constructivist 

emphasis on conceptual change as a crucial facet of learning.  To attend to my 

constructivist perspective I examined the impact of using the iPod and the exhibit on 

participant groups’ understanding of scientific chaos.  I used concept maps of 

participant groups’ responses, iPod videos, and of the exhibit itself to facilitate 

comparison among the models of chaos.  The constructivist framework also guided the 

development of the situation definitions and defining actions as successful or not.  

Success is defined within the visiting group’s reality.  If a visiting group is WAITING 

FOR THE SPLASH, a successful interaction with the exhibit would be seeing a 
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satisfying splash; similarly, discussing the mechanisms that make the exhibit work 

would be inappropriate.  The constructivist framework allows for multiple successful 

outcomes given that the learner demonstrates the use of viable information.  

This study is a mixed method approach driven by the principles of design research 

(Brown, 1992), and naturalistic inquiry (Patton, 2002).  Design research is a fruitful 

approach to early investigations into programs designed for learning.  Brown (1992) 

argues for a strong connection between design research and more formalized research 

in an iterative process.  The design research phase is a theory building phase, and the 

naturalistic inquiry phase tests the conclusions from the first phase. These two types of 

research iteratively feed into each other as illustrated in Figure 1.  Findings from one 

phase of the research are used to inform the questions and processes of the next cycle 

of research.  Design research focuses on refining environments to make them more 

conducive to learning through cycles of creating improvements, testing those 

improvements, and making changes in order to identify the most effective 

improvements for learning.  Naturalistic inquiry takes those improvements vetted in 

the design research cycle and creates an authentic assessment that fuels a data coding 

and analysis cycle to create a detailed description of the learning environment that 

leads to recommendations that can start another design research cycle (Figure 1). 

Research Questions 
 Overall this dissertation examines the impacts of supplementary programs 

delivered via ubiquitous computers in science museums on visitors’ activities and 

conceptual understandings.  Each manuscript attends to a different facet of this issue: 
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1. Chapter 2:  What is the state of research on learning in free-choice situations?  

How do conceptual frameworks influence research methods, data collection, 
data analysis, research settings, and participants? 

2. Chapter 3:  Implementing Handheld Computers 
a. Are visitors interested in using handheld computers as learning tools in 

a museum setting? 
b. What factors are necessary to scaffold visitors’ use of handheld 

computers in a museum setting? 
3. Chapter 4:  How does using an iPod equipped with extra video content impact 

visitors’ use of an exhibit on scientific chaos? 

Research Cycle 

 

Figure 1: This figure shows the inquiry cycle feeding back and forth from design 
research to naturalistic inquiry. 

 

Manuscripts 
 The three manuscripts that comprise this dissertation are aimed at three 

different peer reviewed journals.  My first manuscript “The Current State of Research 

on Free-Choice Learning in Informal Science Education” is going to be submitted to 

the International Journal of Science Education in the near future.  This journal is 

written in British English, not USA English, so this paper follows those conventions.  
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In addition to submitting the manuscript for publication, I plan to submit a version of 

the appendix to this paper to be published at www.informalscience.org.  This matrix of 

the studies included in the review would be helpful for others in the field, or those 

trying to get a broad sense of the state of the field of free-choice learning research in 

informal science education.  I have included it here because it helps to situate my own 

conceptual framework within the field of published work.  My second manuscript 

“Incorporating Handheld Computers Into a Public Science Center:  a Design Research 

Study” has been accepted for publication in the October, 2008 issue of Visitor Studies.  

The third manuscript “Connecting to Chaos:  Examining the Impact of a Program 

Using iPods at an Exhibit on Scientific Chaos” will be submitted to Science 

Education.   

 I deliberately chose to submit these manuscripts to journals read by educational 

scholars and journals and other sources read by science museum professionals.  This 

decision fits with the guiding principles of design research and the sentiments of the 

scholarly field of free-choice learning.  Because design research emphasizes research 

FOR learning, not OF learning (R. Lesh, personal communication, 07/07), and aims to 

generate theory and educational products (get reference from Rachel!) attending to 

both audiences is a paramount concern.  Additionally, attending to the concerns of 

scholarly researchers and practitioners has been repeatedly emphasized in the free-

choice learning research literature (e.g. Falk & Dierking, 1995; Falk, Dierking, & 

Foutz, 2008).   
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THE CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON FREE-CHOICE LEARNING IN 
INFORMAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 

Abstract 
This study critically assesses the literature on free-choice science 
learning published in International Journal of Science Education, 
Science Education, and Journal of Research in Science Teaching from 
1997-2007.  I explore links among a study’s conceptual framework and 
methods of data collection, analysis, and study setting.  In addition to 
examining the body of research as a whole, I also examined changes in 
the descriptive and statistical methods of analysis presented in the 
research published in these journals from1997 to 2007.  This broad 
overview of the field of free-choice science learning shows a field that 
is becoming more strongly rooted in some mix of the sociocultural and 
constructivist frameworks on learning. 

Introduction 
It is practically commonplace to note that society (especially Western post-

industrial society) is in the midst of a cultural revolution from the Industrial Age to the 

Information/ Knowledge Age (Reich, 2002; Negroponte, 1996).  The Industrial Age 

was a ‘one size fits all’ world of Ford’s Model T cars [any colour you want, as long as 

you want black], assembly line jobs, and Levittowns [suburban tract developments of 

identical houses built in the USA after World War II]; the new Knowledge Age is one 

of customized Nikes ordered via the internet and shipped straight from the factory in 

Thailand, ever shrinking portable personal (and customizable) computers, 

globalization, the internet, cell phones and the personalization of information.  As 

society changes so do its members’ needs for scientific information.  The premium on 

knowledge is so high that people seek out personalized learning experiences in their 

free time, to keep up to date with current scientific information necessary to be 

informed citizens.  In response to this need the number of available informal science 
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learning experiences has exploded over the past 15-20 years with cable and satellite 

dish television, the internet, science and eco-tourism, and new museums. 

Learning in the knowledge age occurs primarily outside of the confines of 

compulsory schooling, and is called a number of different things [informal or non-

formal education, out-of-school learning, lifelong learning, free-choice learning] and 

encompasses an unfathomable range of activities and situations.  Like Falk and 

Dierking (2000) I prefer to examine this diverse range of learning opportunities 

through the lens of free-choice learning.  This term situates this type of learning in 

terms of what it affords [learners can choose (to varying degrees) what, when, where, 

and with whom they want to learn] instead of what this type of learning is not [not 

formal, not school].  While the bounds of free-choice learning are only as constraining 

as any learner’s idiosyncratic passions and interests, some typical areas of free-choice 

learning include visiting museums3, science centres, zoos, aquaria, botanical gardens, 

and parks, watching educational TV, and movies, reading books and magazines, 

pursuing hobbies, participating in exercise and fitness, playing games, caring for pets, 

surfing the internet, doing community service, traveling, etc.  The defining 

characteristic of free-choice learning is the control afforded to the learner and its self-

motivating nature, something closely related to Csikszentmihalyi’s (1991) idea of 

“flow”.  Flow activities are simultaneously appropriately challenging and sufficiently 

                                                
3 For the remainder of this document the word museum will be used to encompass a 

range of learning institutions from museums, science centers, botanical gardens, zoos, 

aquariums, and parks.   
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rewarding in a way that makes participating with the framework of the activity highly 

enjoyable.  These activities, which usually take place during free-time, are highly 

idiosyncratic with each person finding flow in different experiences. 

Because people believe their free time to be precious, free-choice learners are 

highly motivated to make the most of their learning experiences. (Goodbey, 2001).  

Although people have been investigating visitor behaviour in museums since the early 

20th century (cf. Gilman, 1916; Robinson, 1931; Melton, 1933), much of the early 

work was a-theoretical, centered on the ill-defined question “are visitors learning?”  

Many studies used school-like assessments to measure learning without theoretically 

or operationally defining learning in the context of the study, or considering realistic 

learning goals given the constraints of a single museum visit.  As such, many studies 

reported visitors had not learned.  Yet there was a strong feeling that these 

investigations were not capturing the true nature of learning in the diverse range of 

free-choice settings.  Falk and Dierking (1992), and others, found that many adults had 

vivid, detailed memories about trips to museums from their childhood, and others 

could attribute specific conceptual understandings to museum experiences.  Perhaps 

the wrong questions were being asked.  

The “Public Institutions for Personal Learning:  Understanding the Long-Term 

Impact of Museums” conference at the Institute for Learning Innovation in Annapolis, 

MD, USA was held in 1994 to “develop a manageable list of learning outcomes that 

could result from a museum visit…” and to reframe these outcomes as research 

questions to investigate learning in museums (Falk, Dierking & Holland, 1995).  This 
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research agenda, guided mainly by constructivist theory and broadly sociocultural 

approaches to learning represents a conscious effort to move the field in a more 

theoretical direction.  Based on this research agenda Falk and Dierking (2000) 

developed the Contextual Model of Learning that learning is personally, socially, and 

physically situated, and that it takes time.  

This article explores the impact of the “Public Institutions for Personal 

Learning:  Understanding the Long-Term Impact of Museums” (PIPL) conference and 

subsequent publication (Falk et al., 1995) on research published from 1997-2007 in 

the International Journal of Science Education, Science Education, and Journal of 

Research in Science Teaching.  My goal for this review was to look for the impact of 

the 1994 PIPL conference [a second conference “In Principles, In Practice” was held 

in 2004] throughout the diverse settings of free-choice science learning as reported in 

peer-reviewed research. 

The PIPL conference represented a gathering of experts on learning from an 

array of theoretical perspectives:  Jeremy Roschell offered the constructivist 

perspective, Douglas Herrman and Dana Plude offered expertise on the limits and 

abilities of human memory, issues of motivation were addressed by Mihaly 

Csikszentmihalyi and Kim Hermanson; John Ogbu, Eugene Matusov, and Barbara 

Rogoff offered the sociocultural perspective on learning, and Alan Hedge and Gary 

Evans brought expertise into physical factors that influence learning (Falk et al, 1995).  

Recommendations from the PIPL conference include focusing on the process and the 

product of learning, examining the place of museum learning in people’s lives, 
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establishing effective exhibit design principles, and the importance of hypothesis 

generating and testing.  The PIPL conferees called for researchers to move beyond fact 

recall as a measure to discover more suitable ways to document museum learning. 

Papers included in this review examined science learning across the gamut of 

free-choice learning as long as the papers focused on learning, or on changing a 

learning environment to make it a more conducive environment for learning.  Papers 

examining out-of-school learning for the express purpose of informing formal 

schooling practise were not included in this review.  Similarly papers dealing with 

public understanding of science, but not the learning or doing of science were 

excluded.  The research included in this review was chosen to determine the state of 

knowledge, researchers’ ways of knowing, participants’ ways of knowing and 

learning, and methodologies used to document free-choice science learning.  I 

examined the conceptual frameworks, research methods, settings, participants, and 

findings of the reviewed articles and looked for evidence of a strong, theoretically 

based research program across the field.  In addition I have statistically examined the 

relationships among these factors, in order to determine the significance of trends and 

relationships among key characteristics of the studies. 

Conceptual Frameworks 
The vast majority of the articles included in this study fall into four broad 

conceptual frameworks on learning:  Behaviourist (10%), Constructivist (34%), 

Sociocultural (41%), Contextual Model of Learning (18%), and Experiential (8%) 

(Table 1).  The remaining papers (12%) are empirical, a-theoretical, or are the sole 
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articles drawing on a particular theory (some articles explicitly draw on more than one 

theory so the percents equal more than 100%).  

Type of Study by Conceptual Framework 

 
Empirical Studies 
(%) n = 83 

Theoretical Studies 
(%) n = 13 Total (%) n = 96 

Behaviorist 10% 0% 10% 

Constructivist 29% 23% 33% 
CML 13% 23% 17% 
Sociocultural 33% 38% 40% 
Experiential 6% 8% 7% 
Other 6% 8% 7% 
No Theory 4% 0% 4% 

Table 1:  This table shows the conceptual frameworks used by the authors of articles 
included in this review.  Empirical studies are ones where the researcher collects some 
form of data and does something with them; theoretical studies are ones that do not 
include any data collection or analysis. 

 
For an article to be classified as behaviorist, authors must be looking at a 

stimulus-response type of interaction.  Articles that examined “behaviours” but not 

explicitly stimulus-response were classified as a-theoretical.  Also, while it is arguable 

that the Contextual Model of Learning (CML) (Falk & Dierking, 2000) is a melding of 

the sociocultural and the constructivist frameworks, it is examined as a distinct 

framework only when authors cite it expressly.  The CML is distinct, in that it is a 

model of learning developed by Falk and Dierking specifically to describe free-choice 

learning.  Thus using the CML framework represents an author’s attempt to unify the 

field of free-choice learning around a common framework. 
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Behaviourism 
 According to Fosnot and Perry (2005) ‘psychologists working within this 

[behaviourist] theory of learning are interested in the effect of reinforcement, practise, 

and external stimulus on a network of associations and learned behaviours.’  Under the 

behaviourist model, learners are passive receivers of knowledge and assessments are 

used to determine whether or not learners respond correctly to stimuli.  The 

behaviourist model of the world posits that there is a “truth” out there beyond human 

perception, and that learning is a linear process.  Behavourist studies, like Fisher’s 

(1997) study on the influence of humor on learning, emphasize decontextualized fact 

recall as the primary measure of learning.   

In free-choice learning environments some researchers (e.g. Novey & Hall, 

2006) opt for examining behaviorist outcomes out of convenience for the researchers 

and comfort of the visitors.  Sandifer (1997, 2003) analyzed time spent at exhibits as a 

proxy for learning on the premise that if one is looking at an exhibit (stimulus) one 

must be absorbing the information from the exhibit that will lead to learning 

(response).  While behaviourism has been popular in traditional classroom settings, 

and museum exhibit design (see Allen, 2004), it does not seem to be the best way to 

capture the learning that occurs in free-choice learning environments in the minds of 

many researchers in the field (e.g. Brooke & Solomon, 2000; Falk & Dierking, 1992). 

Constructivism 
 Constructivism is based on the idea that ‘knowledge represents… what we can 

do in our experiential world, the successful ways of dealing with the objects we call 

physical and the successful ways of thinking with abstract concepts’ (von Glasersfeld, 
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1995 p. 7, emphasis in original).  Allen (2004) and other constructivists focus on 

viability – or the extent to which a mental model can be used to satisfactorily explain a 

phenomenon or to complete a novel task.  Constructivists do not believe that there is a 

“truth” beyond human perception because there is no way to see the world beyond the 

goggles of one’s own mind (von Glasersfeld, 1995). 

Falcão et al. (2004) view learning as ‘the process of revision of an individual’s 

mental models and science learning involves progressive approximations and 

understanding of the consensual models of science’.  Constructivist theory also 

emphasizes that science is a human construct that is subject to revisions, paradigm 

shifts, and inherent biases that are undetectable to the observer (von Glasersfeld, 

1995).  Rennie and Williams (2002) suggest ‘[learning] science concerns not only 

learning new things, but becoming more aware of and interested in science, 

developing a broad-based knowing and understanding about science and its 

relationships with society and ourselves’.  While many constructivists acknowledge 

the influence of other people on knowledge and the role of humans in creating the 

construct of science, the social realm remains secondary to the individual’s mind.  The 

unit of analysis in the constructivist framework is always an individual learner, and 

dialogue is used as evidence of each individual’s understanding. 

Socioculturalism 
 Socioculturalism, on the other hand, focuses on the interactions among people 

and the learning of the group as a whole.  In this case dialogue is learning.  This 

conceptual framework is rooted in the work of Vygotsky (1986) and examines how 
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learning results from people interacting with other people and their created 

environment.  From the sociocultural perspective learning and knowing are 

inextricably connected with human culture so much so that people raised in different 

cultures have been shown to use their brains differently.   Through a series of 

‘tapping’ tests, Tsunoda (1995) found that native Japanese speakers and native 

Western language speakers use different hemispheres of their brains to perceive 

different types of sounds by the time they are six or seven years old.  In the 1920s 

Vygotsky (1986) proposed that language was the ultimate social tool that shaped inner 

mental functioning.  While language or discourse analysis is still prominent as a 

method for socioculturally based studies, current socio-cultural research also 

investigates the appropriation of other cultural tools or even of modes of participation. 

Research on sociocultural learning in free-choice settings focuses on 

interactions among participants (e.g. Boyer & Roth, 2006), modes of participation 

(e.g. Meisner, et al., 2007; Rahm, 2002), families learning together (e.g. Ash, 2003, 

2004), apprenticeship (e.g. Tran, 2007), and other social aspects of learning.  

Socioculturalists listen to what people say (e.g. Tunnicliffe, Keith, & Osborn, 2000), 

observe what people do (e.g. Palmquist & Crowley, 2007), and how people use 

cultural tools such as language to make meaning out of shared situations (e.g. Ash, 

Crain, Branndt, Loomis, Wheaton, & Bennett, 2007).  Ash (2003) describes learning 

as a collaborative activity among members of a social group, “yet the activity 

reciprocally informs the individuals/group.  The social activity is mediated by tools 

signs, people, symbols, and language, and by actions” (Ash 2003, p. 140). 
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Contextual Model of Learning 
 The CML is a unique blend of sociocultural and constructivist frameworks, 

explicitly developed for explaining learning in free-choice environments.  “Within this 

model, a learner’s past experience with an object on display, her familiarity with the 

location, and her discussion with a companion must all be considered when examining 

learning” (Cox-Peterson, Marsh, Kisiel, and Melber, 2003, p. 201).  Time is a crucial 

element in the CML, but not in the sense that time spent on task is a measure of 

learning as in the behaviourist perspective.  The temporal plane represents the on 

going, life-long nature of learning, and that one individual learning experience is just 

one ‘thread in the tapestry’ of one’s life (Rennie & Johnston, 2004).  While some view 

constructivist and sociocultural perspectives as conflicting positions, Cobb and 

Yackel’s (1996) emergent perspective also blends these two ways of thinking. 

 Those ascribing to the CML use a variety of means to collect data to describe 

the myriad types of learning occurring in environments designed for free-choice 

learning (Falk & Storksdiek, 2005).  According to Rennie and Johnston (2004) this 

includes involving visitors in the research process to ensure appropriate interpretation 

of museum visits.  Whereas socio-culturists examine the social context of learning 

(especially the group and even group learning), and constructivists investigate how 

individuals use or change their knowledge, those following the CML examine learning 

in both contexts by both groups and individuals. 

Experiential 
 The experiential model is situated within the work of John Dewey who 

believed that authentic experiences lead to meaningful knowledge learning.  Those 
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operating under this theory believe that “information gained through experience 

provides a requisite contextual base for assimilating information obtained through 

symbolic, vicarious, and other indirect means” (Brossard, Lewenstien, & Bonney, 

2005, p. 1102).  Researchers following the experiential model of learning examine the 

influence of personally relevant learning experiences on individual learners.  Many 

studies following the experiential model of learning investigate the role of special 

programmes set up for underserved learners (e.g. Jones, 1997; Salminen-Karlsson, 

2007). 

Other and No Theory 
 Some other frameworks drawn on to ground studies of free-choice learning in 

the sample are gender studies, play theory, deconstructivism, social learning theory, 

and practical work.  Other articles are not readily classified into a theoretical 

framework, and do not provide sufficient justification to be classified into any 

particular theory.  These articles often pursued behaviourist questions, but briefly cited 

a smattering of constructivist and sociocultural sources.  For the most part these 

articles are not the focus of this research and review.  There were few articles that fell 

into the a-theoretical category which may indicate an adherence to the IPIP-1 call for 

more theoretically based research, that is situated within a growing professionalism 

seen throughout the field. 

Methodologies  
 Methodologies include research methods, research settings, participants, and 

research analysis.  The articles are examined under each of these lenses to develop an 
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understanding of the body of research in free-choice learning.  From this point 

forward, only articles that are empirically based, or detail an actual research endeavor 

are included in the analysis.   

Methods 

Data Collection Methods 
Data 
Collection 
Methods 

Obs. Int. Survey Timing Theor. D/W CMaps Multi 

 56% 45% 19% 4% 4% 6% 6% 43% 

Table 2:  Methods of data collection used in studies included in this review N = 83 
(obs = observations, int. = interviews, theor. = theoretical, D/W = drawing or writing, 
CMaps = concept maps, and Multi = multi method data collection.) 

 

The variety of research methods and contexts in the field of free-choice 

learning is large.  Many early studies into learning in non-school contexts attempted to 

use classroom-like assessments to measure learning in these environments (e.g. Fisher, 

1997).  One of the calls from the IPIP-1 conference was for a broadening of 

methodologies used to document learning in free-choice environments.  Seven 

different data collection methods were identified in the literature from 1997-2007:  

observations (56% of sample studies), interviews (45%), surveys (19%), participant 

drawings or writings (6%), concept map comparisons (6%), timing studies (4%), and 

theoretical studies (4%). In an effort to gain a more complete understanding of 

learning, 43% of the reviewed studies utilized multiple methods of data collection 

(Table 2). 
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Settings 
 The settings in which free choice learning occurs are wide-ranging, but the 

majority of research (70%) is focused on learning in museums and other public 

settings.  The remainder of the research documents science in every day life (17%), 

and science-based community programmes (13%).  Research in museums and public 

places is split between studies of general public museum visitors (63% of museum-

based studies), and studies of school-based museum visitors (35% of museum-based 

studies).  These settings include interactive science centers (e.g. Allen, 1997), natural 

history museums (e.g. Kisiel, 2005), national parks (e.g. Novey & Hall, 2007), zoos 

(e.g. Lindemann-Matthies & Kamer, 2006), and aquariums (e.g. Falk & Adleman, 

2003) (Table 3). 

Distribution of Study Settings 

Study 
Setting 

Percent of Studies 
(n=70) 

Museum General Public 46% 
Museum School Visitors 24% 
Programme 13% 
Every Day 17% 

Table 3:  Study settings, note n = 70 in this chart because not all studies fit in these 
categories. 

 

 Every day science learning represents a vast realm of possible research 

settings.  The most basic investigations in the sample are into how children spend their 

free time (e.g. Korpan, Bisanz, Bisanz, Boehme, & Lynch, 1997; Hall & Schaverien, 

2001), TV watching (e.g. Dhingra, 2003), and awareness of environmental health 

hazards (Alsop & Watts, 1997). 
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Much of the research in the sample on programmes centers around 

programmes designed to serve traditionally underserved and underrepresented learners 

(e.g. Jones, 1997; Fadigin & Hammrich, 2004; Salminen-Karlsson, 2007).  Other 

programmes are citizen science projects (e.g. Trumbull, Bonney, Bascom, & Cabral, 

2000), dialogue events with scientists (e.g. Rennie & Williams, 2006), after school 

science programmes (e.g. Watts, 2001). 

Participants/Unit of Analysis 
Free-Choice Learning Experiences (non-school) 

 Because the considerations and constraints of school-based visits to museums 

are significantly different from non-school based visits, I consider these distinct 

venues of free-choice learning research.  General visitors are the most common 

research participants, with 45% of all research studies in free-choice learning focusing 

on these visitors and their needs.  These articles examine conceptual change and 

memory after interacting with an exhibit, or exhibition (e.g. Fisher, 1997; Medved & 

Oatley, 2001; Stevens & Hall, 1997), visitor motivation and action (e.g. Falk & 

Adelman, 2003), and exhibit or gallery development (e.g. Schauble & Bartlett, 1997). 

Field Trips and School Visits 

Classroom visits to museums provide researchers a unique opportunity to 

investigate the impact of a museum visit.  With non-school visitors, researchers have 

very little opportunity to witness preparations for a museum visit or follow up 

activities, but with school groups pre- and post- activities can be documented (Lucas, 

2000), and visitors’ knowledge structures can be assessed before and after the visit 
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(Anderson, Lucas, Ginns, & Dierking, 2000).  In addition, more in depth assessments 

can be used such as Henriksen and Jorde’s (2001) use of persuasive writing samples as 

evidence of the impact of a museum visit on visitors’ understanding of radiation. 

School-based visitors can make up anywhere from very few to 100% of 

visitors to museums.  In the UK some museums are designed solely for school use 

(e.g. Brooke & Solomon, 2000; Rix & McSorley, 1999).  Because of this intimate 

relationship between formal and free-choice learning environments, many studies aim 

to document and investigate the nature of school-based visits to museums (e.g. 

Tunnicliffe, 2000; Anderson & Nashon, 2007; Bamberger & Tal, 2007).  Around the 

world school groups make up a significant portion of visitors to museums and other 

public spaces designed for science learning, and increasingly teachers are pressed to 

justify including field trips in an already busy curriculum.  Many researchers are 

examining ways for museums to better serve teachers and to help foster better field 

trip experiences.  These studies address the unique aspects of school-based trips such 

as accountability (e.g. Tal, Bambergerer, & Moreg, 2005) and assessment (e.g. Griffin 

& Symington, 1997; and Mortensen & Smart, 2006).  Kisiel (2005, 2006) investigated 

teachers’ motivations and agendas in taking field trips.  Others such as Phillips, 

Finkelstein, and Wever-Frerichs (2007) investigated the available partnership 

opportunities between museum educators and classroom teachers.  

Every Day Experiences 

Participants in these studies are doing and learning science in a free-choice 

manner.  These studies aim to document how children of different ages spend their 
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time and which of these activities are science-based or science related.  Korpan et al. 

(1997), and Gerber, Marek and Cavallo (2001) developed interview protocols and 

instruments to measure children’s out-of-school experiences.  In contrast Hall and 

Schaverein (2001) became participant observers in the lives of children and their 

families around doing and learning science.  McSharry and Jones (2002), Dhingra 

(2003), and Phillips and Norris (1999) investigate participants’ perceptions of 

scientific content in the media.  Alsop and Watts (1997) examined participants 

understanding of radiation in a town with high levels of natural radon gas. 

Programmes 

 Free-choice science learning programmes serve many different participants 

from amateur bird watchers (e.g. Brossard, et al., 2005), to urban gardeners (e.g. 

Rahm, 2002; Fusco, 2001), to robot builders (Salmien-Karlsson, 2007), to families 

participating in an after school science project (Watts, 2001), to dialogue events with 

scientists (Lehr, et al, 2007).  While some of these programmes were open to anyone 

interested in participating, others were geared towards participants from underserved 

and underrepresented populations with regard to science, technology, and engineering.  

Fadigin and Hammrich (2004), for instance, examined the long-term impact of 

participation in an after school science programme on urban female participants’ 

career choices. 

 Analysis 
 The modes of analysis are as diverse as the modes of data collection, setting, 

and participants.  Data were examined using qualitative analysis (e.g. Ash, 2003; 
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Rahm, 2004), quantitative analyses (e.g. Falk & Storksdiek, 2005; Medved & Oatley, 

2000), and multiple or mixed methods of analysis (e.g. Kisiel, 2006; Tunnicliffe, 

1998).  Analyses rangeed from predictive statistical analyses (e.g. Sandifer, 2003) to 

descriptive statistical analyses (e.g. Rix & McSorley, 1999) to coding interview 

responses (e.g. Afonso & Gilbert, 2006) to discourse analysis (e.g. Dewitt & Osborn, 

2007) to accounts of practice (e.g. Jarman, 2005), (Table 4). 

Quantitative-Descriptive Statistical Analysis 

 Some form of statistical analysis was included in 57% of the studies:  

descriptive statistical analysis was employed in 54% of the studies, and predictive 

statistical analysis was used in 21% of the studies (Table 4).  Descriptive statistics 

were often used in initial investigations into a topic as in Phillips et al.’s (2007) 

exploratory study into the availability of programmes for school groups and teacher 

professional development opportunities at museums in the USA.  Korpan et al. (1997) 

and Gerber et al. (2001) used descriptive statistical analysis to examine the results of 

their instruments on children’s free-choice activities.  McSharry and Jones (2002) 

reported the television watching habits of 7-40 year old participants from the UK to 

document the percentage of science-based television available and watched in a 

certain broadcast area.  Descriptive statistical analysis often accompanied other modes 

of analysis. Ash et al. (2007) paired a descriptive statistical analysis with discourse 

analysis in an examination of a family’s biological talk at an aquarium.  

Researchers use descriptive statistical analysis for a variety of reasons, 

Brossard et al. (2005) opted to adapt an instrument, so their analysis represented the 
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initial analysis of this new instrument.  Fisher (1997) used descriptive statistics to 

study the impact of humor on visitors’ ability to recall facts from a planetarium 

presentation coupled with some predictive analysis of his survey results. 

Many investigations relying on descriptive statistical analysis can be considered 

research into understudied areas.  Some of these studies represented the first time 

some of these questions had been asked, which made predictive comparisons difficult 

for many researchers.  At this point in the field what is known is scant in comparison 

to what is unknown; thus, descriptive statistical analysis maybe the strongest analysis 

possible. 

Types of Data Analysis Used in Articles published 1997 – 2007  

Type of Data Analysis Percent of Articles (n = 83) 
Statistical Analysis 57% 
Descriptive Statistical Analysis 54% 
Predictive Statistics 21% 
  
Qualitative 54% 
Account of Practice 4% 
Coding 36% 
Concept Map 4% 
Design 1% 
Discourse Analysis 6% 
Ethnography 3% 
Model of Learning 1% 
Narrative 1% 
Writing/Drawing 11% 

Table 4:  Types of data analysis used in the studies included in this review. 

 
Quantitative – Predictive Statistical Analysis 

This group of articles used predictive statistical analysis to examine the degree 

of influence various factors had on learning, time spent at an exhibit, discussions at 
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exhibits, or the likelihood that participants came from the same population.  These 

studies use statistical tools such as t-tests (e.g. Medved & Oatly, 2000), χ2 analysis 

(e.g. Tunnicliffe, Lucas, & Osborne, 1997), factor analysis (Falk & Storksdiek, 2005), 

and analysis of variance (Sandifer, 2003). 

Tunnicliffe (1998, 2000; Tunnicliffe, et al., 1997) compared the distribution of 

types of dialogue between school-based visitors and family visitors, and between boys 

and girls to look for statistically significant differences between the populations.  

Sandifer (1997, 2003) used predictive statistical analysis to examine if connections 

exist among exhibit types, visiting conditions, and time spent at exhibits and 

exhibition halls.  Using predictivie statistical analysis, Lindemann-Matthies and 

Kamer (2005) tested the influence of an interaction with a docent on visitor learning 

using predictive statistical analysis.  Hohenstein and Tran (2007) and Falk (1997) used 

predictive statistics to examine the influence of different labeling conditions on visitor 

learning.  Through χ2 analysis Allen (1997) compared the effectiveness of different 

inquiry tasks on visitors’ understanding of coloured light and shadows. Another use of 

predictive statistical analysis was to quantify change before and after a learning event.  

Rennie and Williams (2006) for example, compared participants’ answers before and 

after a science dialogue events, to look for the impact of the programme.  Comparison 

of participants’ attitudes and knowledge allowed Falk and Adelman (2003) to examine 

the impact of participants’ prior knowledge and interest in conservation on their 

learning at a museum. 
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Qualitative 

About half (54%) of the articles included some form of qualitative analysis 

(Table 4).  Qualitative analysis included developing taxonomies of motivations 

(Kisiel, 2005) or agendas (Kisiel, 2006), documenting experiences through participant 

quotes (e.g. Jones, 1997), drawn or written artifacts (e.g. Allen, 1997; Anderson et al., 

2003), and ethnographic analyses (e.g. Boyer & Roth, 2006).  Some qualitative 

researchers aim to be passive observers (Hohenstein & Tran, 2007), whereas others 

immersed themselves in the lives of the participants in their study.  Hall (Hall & 

Schaverein, 2001) supplied her participants ‘emergency’ extra pieces to science kits 

on weekends, visited children in the hospital, and did her best to facilitate and 

document rich science experiences for her participants. 

By creating “video traces” of visitors’ interactions Stevens and Hall (1997) 

analyzed how participants interacted with video footage of themselves interacting with 

an exhibit.  Participants’ discussions of their prior action were analyzed to document 

the impact of the video traces programme.  Rennie and Williams (2002) interviewed 

visitors, staff, and volunteers at a museum to highlight prevalent attitudes toward 

science in order to inform the creation of an instrument.   

Much qualitative analysis involved reducing huge volumes of interview and 

observation data into codes or patterns of use (36%).  Coding was a way to identify 

common themes, and repeating ideas in qualitative data.  Tal used coding to examine 

the breadth of teachers’ roles on guided field trips and to condense this variety into 

generalized modes of participation (Tal, Bamberger, & Morag, 2005; Tal, & Moreg, 
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2007).  Crowley et al. (2001) used coding to identify patterns of parent-child dialogue 

that may be indicative of family learning activity, and Griffin and Symington (1997) 

used coding to make meaning from observations of learners’ actions on school visits 

to a science museum. 

In a collection of studies, Ash (2003, 2004, and Ash et al., 2007) analyzed bi-

lingual discourse among family members in free-choice learning environments.  

Discourse analysis is informed by the sociocultural understanding that “talking, 

listening, responding, gesturing, and interacting with others and with the artifacts and 

living objects in museums and aquaria are central activities in making sense of 

science” (Ash et al., 2007, p. 1582).   Gilbert and Priest (1997) and Lucas (2000) 

examine the discourse before during and after class visits to museums to witness how 

these experiences became an on going factor in the lives of the participants.  Meisner, 

et al., (2007) include gestures in their analysis of visitors’ use of and performance at 

interactive exhibits.  Boyer and Roth (2006) highlighted the importance of dialogue in 

a volunteer habitat-restoration project.  In this ethnographic study, some participants 

were observed to use conversation as a way to contribute to the project that might be 

overlooked using a different methodology.  These studies relied heavily on 

participants’ voices to convey adequate meaning. 

 Analysis of participants’ artifacts was another mode of qualitative analysis.  

Artifacts included concept maps (Anderson et al., 2000), drawings (Allen, 1997), 

essays (Henriksen & Jorde, 2005), and journals (Jones, 1997). Non-linear, graphical 

representations of learners’ mental models of topics or phenomena, concept maps (e.g. 
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Anderson et al., 2003) and their derivatives Personal Meaning Maps (e.g. Falk & 

Adleman, 2003) were used to compare learners’ mental models before and after a 

learning experience. 

 Another class of studies applied theoretical constructs to create a product.  

Meredith et al. (1997) detailed the development of an affective model of museum 

learning through an application of theoretical literature on affect to museums.  

Similarly, Schauble and Bartlett (1997) detailed the application of constructivist 

principles to the restructuring of a gallery that used the unique nature of museums to 

support visitor learning. 

 Free-choice learning research from 1997-2007 utilized a diverse array of data 

analysis techniques.  The analytic techniques varied with the setting, the participants, 

and the conceptual frameworks employed by researchers.  Modes of analysis are 

constrained by modes of data collection, and the research questions asked, but not all 

researchers use the same methods of analysis as others who use the same method of 

data collection.  While Ash (2004) analyzes conversation with discourse analysis, 

Tunnicliffe (2000) analyzes conversation using predictive statistics to examine 

visitors’ talk at exhibits about or containing live animals.  Boyer and Roth (2006) and 

Rahm (2002) used an ethnographic approach to describe the impact of participation in 

a community science programme, while Brossard (2005) used a survey to document 

the impact of participating in a citizen science project.  Additionally, Anderson et al. 

(2000) used concept maps to support a qualitative analysis of learning, while Falk and 

Storksdiek (2005) use concept maps (personal meaning maps) for a factor analysis.  
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Just as conceptual frameworks, and methods of data collection influence methods of 

data analysis, all three factors intimately influence findings, and researchers ideas of 

what constitutes a successful study, or a successful measure of learning. 

Findings 
 Like all other aspects of research into free-choice learning, findings are highly 

dependent on the questions asked, the method of analysis, and the theoretical 

framework under which the research was conducted.  However, themes appear to be 

emerging that span theoretical frameworks and other differences.  Studies that use 

predictive statistics ask concrete questions of their data and assert concrete and 

specific recommendations (e.g. Falk, 1997; and Lindemann-Matthies and Kamer, 

2005).  Other studies are more exploratory (e.g. Phillips et al., 2007) or developmental 

(e.g. Gerber et al., 2001) and may represent one of the first endeavors into a specific 

area of research.  In these studies documenting the types and frequencies of learning 

opportunities is a significant contribution.  Qualitative researchers let the participants’ 

tell their own story through lengthy quotes (e.g. Ash, 2004), vignettes (e.g. Hsi, 2007), 

and to present rich descriptions (e.g., Hall and Schaverien, 2000).  These findings are 

highly situated, but highly detailed such that readers can draw their own conclusions 

as to the degree of applicability to other situations.  The hypothesis 

generating/hypothesis testing cycle called for in the IPIP-1 can be seen in Rennie and 

Williams’ work (c.f. 2002, 2006).  Because learning is highly situated and 

contextualized, I have organized the findings based on the research setting. 
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Museums (non-school) 
Research into learning episodes in museums found a variety of factors that 

influence visitor learning.  According to Fisher (1997) humor has a slightly negative 

effect on learning [defined as fact recall].  Lindemann-Matthies & Kamer (2005) 

found interactions with a docent at an interactive display have a statistically significant 

positive influence on visitor learning and attitudes toward conservation, yet Lucas 

(2000) observed docent interactions negatively impacting learning on a class trip.  

Many studies found certain personal characteristics to be highly influential on learning 

in free-choice environments.  Falk and Adelman (2003), Brody, Tomkiewicz, and 

Graves (2002), and Palmquist and Crowley (2007) found that visitors’ prior 

knowledge and interest shape visitors’ learning.  This connection between prior 

knowledge and learning is at the core of the constructivist framework, and these 

findings lend credence to the practise of using the constructivist framework to explain 

science learning in environments that afford a high level of choice to the learners. 

Other studies focused on characteristics of museum exhibits or exhibitions that 

do and do not foster learning, learning activity, or learning behaviors.  Sandifer (2003) 

found open-ended and technologically novel exhibits hold visitors’ attention longer 

than exhibits that lack these characteristics.  Afonso and Gilbert (2006, 2007) found 

that the type of analogy used to connect an exhibit to a scientific phenomenon 

influenced visitors’ ability to explain the exhibit and its target phenomenon.  

Hohenstien and Tran (2007) and Allen (1997) found that certain questions and 

learning activities were better at eliciting learning at exhibits than other questions and 
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learning activities.  Novey and Hall (2007) found that an audio tour was more 

effective and memorable at certain locations than at other locations along a tour route. 

Another major avenue of findings centered on visitors’ conversations as 

evidence for learning.  Ash (2003, 2004), Ash and colleagues (2007), and Segel, 

Esterly, Callanan, Wright, & Navarro, (2007) demonstrated the negotiation of 

distributed knowledge among bi-lingual families in museums.   Crowley et al. (2001) 

and Palmuqist and Crowley (2007) use language to understand how parents help 

children construct knowledge.  Meisner et al. (2007) showed how visitors use gesture 

and performance to convey meaning and to assist other visitors’ learning.  These 

studies are grounded in a sociocultural framework that posits that learning always 

involves multiple learners working together and using cultural tools.  

Museum-School Interactions 
Fostering good museum-school relations are high on many museums’ priority 

lists; schools bring in large numbers of visitors and participants for educational 

programming, and many museum educators are former classroom teachers.  In 

addition, school visits represent the future for museums since visiting museums as a 

child is a good indicator of whether or not one will visit a museum as an adult (Falk & 

Dierking, 1992).  In examining fieldtrips and school visits to museums, many 

researchers have classified teachers as novice fieldtrip leaders (Cox-Peterson et al., 

2003; Griffin & Symminton, 1997; Tal et al., 2005; Tran, 2007).  DeWitt and Osborne 

(2007), Tal et al. (2005) and Tran (2007) recommend that museums offer more 

professional development to help teachers develop expertise.  Lucas (2000) and 
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Gilbert and Priest (1997) documented well-supported class trips to museums that were 

well connected to the class curriculum.  These studies were exceptional; many studies 

found fieldtrips that were disorganized and disjointed from the curriculum, and relied 

on didactic worksheets and guided tours (Bamberger & Tal, 2007; Griffin & 

Symmington, 1997; Tal et al., 2005; Tal and Moreg, 2007). 

While not all fieldtrips were intimately connected to classroom learning, this 

was not the goal of all teachers.  Kisiel (2005) identified eight motivations for 

fieldtrips ‘to connect with the classroom curriculum, to expose students to new 

experiences, to provide a general learning experience, to foster student interest and 

motivation, to provide a change in setting or routine, to promote lifelong learning, to 

provide student enjoyment or reward, and to satisfy school expectations’.  These 

motivations informed teachers’ use of instructional strategies (Kisiel, 2006), which 

influenced the degree of choice and control afforded student visitors.  Mortensen and 

Smart (2007) demonstrated how a worksheet designed based on the CML could ensure 

that teachers attended to state and national standards, and students were allowed some 

choice in their visit. 

Programmes 
Many accounts of programmes represented action research; the authors were 

intimately connected to the participants in many cases.  Trumbull, Bonney, Bascom, 

and Cabral (2000) found that a citizen science project triggered scientific modes of 

thinking.  Participants’ levels of skepticism and uncertainty toward science can change 

through participating in some programmes, but the change is not necessarily in a 
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helpful direction (Brossard et al., 2005; Rennie &Williams, 2006).  Rennie and 

Williams found participants more likely to readily accept information presented by a 

scientist as “fact” than before participating.  Lehr et al. (2007) suggests that 

interactions between scientists and non-scientists will be successful when these events 

are equal dialogues among interested citizens with distributed expertise.   

Fusco (2001), and Rahm (2002, 2003) found urban gardening projects 

authentic settings for urban youth to engage with the practise of science.  As 

participants became familiar with appropriate modes of participation, their 

involvement with the programme shifted (Boyer & Roth, 2006; Rahm 2002, 2004; 

Salmien-Karlsson, 2007).  Part of that shift in participation includes Fadigin and 

Hammerich (2004) finding that participating in an after school science programme 

impacted girls’ career choices later in life.  While these programmes can provide 

access to science and technology, they can also limit choice and acceptable modes of 

participation.  In the UK, Scouting Troupes participate in many science-based 

activities, but often rely on tightly controlled situations that severely limit participants’ 

choice and control over the activity.  Salmien-Karlsson (2007) found the culture of a 

community-based robotics course was at odds with the modes of activity in which 

female participants were interested in engaging. 

Everyday science 
While everyday science is probably the most prevalent science, it is 

underrepresented in the literature.  Through surveys, interviews, and observations 

Gerber et al. (2000) Hall and Schaverien (2001), Hsi (2007), Korpan et al. (1997), 
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McSharry and Jones (2002), and Phillips and Norris (2000) all found that children and 

adults participate in a wide variety of activities in their free time, some of which are 

science based or science related.  For the most part, people are not aware of the extent 

to which scientific and science-based content is showcased in media and advertising 

(McSharry & Jones, 2002; Phillips & Norris, 2000).  In addition, Dhingra (2003) 

found that teenagers are influenced by the tone and voice of how science is presented 

on television.  Similarly, Alsop and Watts (1997) found science learning to be highly 

contextualized to learners’ idiosyncratic circumstances, in this study residents of a 

village with high levels of radon gas.  

Analysis 
 According to the IPIP-1 conferees, the field of free-choice learning was 

disjointed and a-theoretical being driven more by individual programmatic and 

evaluational needs than research agendas, let alone a unified research agenda in 1994.  

The IPIP-1 conference asked the research community to change things, and it appears 

as though the community has heeded the call.  To examine changes in the field from 

1997 – 2007 I compared the suite of articles published in 1997 (13 articles) with the 

suite of articles published in the field in 2007 (15 articles), these two years represent a 

large chunk of the published articles, and have statistically more articles published 

than any other years (Table 5).  Based on a chi-squared analysis on conceptual 

framework, there has been a significant increase (p ≤ 0.05) in articles written under the 

sociocultural approach and the contextual model of learning.  There seems to be a shift 
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toward acknowledging the social aspect of learning and its importance in accounting 

for learning in free-choice settings. 

Comparison of Articles Published in 1997 and 2007 

 
 

Number of 
Articles 

Behaviorist Constructivist Contextual 
Model 

Sociocultural 

1997 13 3 5 1 4 

2007 15 0 1 3 9 

chi-squ 
0.3076923
08 3 3.2 4 6.25 

p = 
0.05 no no no yes yes 

Table 5:  Articles by theoretical framework in 1997 and 2007. 

 
 Research methods are influenced by a study’s theoretical framework (waiting 

on statistical analysis Table 6).  Studies from a behaviourist perspective relied most 

heavily on surveys and somewhat on observations, while constructivist and CML-

based studies relied close to equally on observations and interviews, and sociocultural 

studies relied most heavily on observations and somewhat on interviews.  The 

differences in the behaviorist philosophy versus the sociocultural philosophy can been 

seen in the disparity in the research methods chosen.  Because behaviourist learning 

theory posits that exposure to an appropriately designed stimulus should produce 

specific responses, surveys are perfect instruments to measure linear, incrementally 

gained knowledge and facts.  This take on learning is anathema to the sociocultural 

point of view, such that only one study relied on surveys.  Instead, observations of 

what visitors are actually doing together as they interact with people and environments 

rich in scientific tools and artifacts are the main method of data collection.  Rooted in 
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the Piagettian tradition of the clinical interview, the constructivist-based studies favor 

(although slightly) interviews to other methods of data collection. 

Data Collection Methods by Conceptual Framework 

 Surveys Observations Interviews 

Behaviourism 42% 25% 0% 

Constructivism 15% 26% 35% 
Contextual Model 
of Learning 10% 45% 30% 

Sociocultural 3% 64% 33% 

Table 6:  Comparison of conceptual frameworks and type of data collection. 

 
 Unlike criticisms of earlier work in the field, this survey of research shows a 

field strongly grounded in theory.  Only 4% of all the articles could not be placed 

within a theoretical framework, and one of those articles was an exploratory study 

documenting the current opportunities for interaction between school groups and 

museum-based educators) Phillips et al. (2007) (Table 1). While it is good to see 

highly theoretical work, there is merit to exploratory studies in an under-studied field. 

 Although much of the work in the field of free-choice science learning 

can be soundly situated within one or more conceptual frameworks, this was not 

always explicit.  Some studies (e.g. Phillips et al., 2007) are exploratory, while other 

studies are just not clear in detailing their conceptual framework.  Brooke and 

Solomon (2001), for example, explicitly state that they are against the behaviourist 

framework, but never make it clear what their framework actually is.  Just as it is not 

enough for the  field of free-choice learning to be learning that does not take place in 

schools, being not behaviourist, or non-traditionalist does not establish a conceptual 
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framework.  Additionally, the theoretical framework of some studies is artfully hidden 

in the phrasing of the research question, or the framing of the conclusion.  More 

researchers should follow Ash’s (2004) lead and explicitly define learning within the 

scope of the study.  Researchers in the field are examining a variety of facets of the 

learning that occurs in free-choice settings, thus it is crucial for the goals, definitions, 

and expectations about learners and learning to be explicitly addressed.  A researcher’s 

conceptual framework and understanding of learning should be standard features of 

articles written from this point forward.  By being explicit in one’s assumptions, one’s 

research can be better understood and interpreted by practitioners and other scholars of 

free-choice learning.  

Free-choice learning research is not evenly distributed among the three 

journals:  37% of the articles were published in the International Journal of Science 

Education, 46% in Science Education and 17% in the Journal of Research in Science 

Teaching.  The number of publications in the Journal of Research in Science 

Teaching, is significantly lower than average (Table 7).   

Without a journal dedicated to research on free-choice science learning, much 

of the published research has been included in special or supplementary editions of 

these three journals.  Roughly one third of all articles published in these three journals 

dealing with free-choice learning were included in special editions.  However in 

comparing 1997 with 2007 things seem to be changing.  1997 and 2007 included 

special issues; in 1997, 85% of all published articles were included in Science 

Education’s special issue.  In contrast, slightly fewer than half of the articles published 
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in 2007 appeared in the International Journal of Science Education’s special issue.  

Free-choice learning seems to be gaining a place amongst the mainstream of science 

education research. 

Analysis of Articles Published by Journal 

Journal 
Number of 
Articles 

Percent of 
Articles chi-squ (p=0.05 at >3.84) 

IJSE 30 37% 0.333 
Science 
Education 37 46% 3.703 

JRST 14 17% *6.259 

Table 7:  Articles in this review by the journal in which they are published.  The only 
journal that published a number of articles significantly different from the average is 
the Journal of Research in Science Teaching.  It is important to note that this does not 
take into account the number manuscripts were submitted to each of these journals, so 
the cause for this discrepancy cannot be determined. 

 

Conclusion 
 Published research in free-choice science learning has shifted to include a more 

sociocultural perspective over the decade from1997-2007.  This attention to the social 

influences on learning is encompassed in the growing number of articles using the 

sociocultural approach and the CML.  Like Cobb and Yackel’s (1996) emergent 

perspective, the CML blends cognitive aspects of constructivism with social aspects of 

socioculturalism.  While this dualistic perspective is made explicit under the CML, 

others hint at this connection without being explicit. 

 If there is one pervasive flaw in the whole body of research in the sample, it is 

a lack of explicit definitions of terms, goals, and what descriptions of what success 

looks like.  Learning means many things to many people, so it would behoove authors 
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to provide working definitions of any potentially ambiguous terms or situations.  

Additionally, theoretical frameworks should be clearly and concisely outlined and tied 

to research methods, questions, and data analysis. 

 Articles published more recently have a different flavor than articles published 

a decade ago.  There is an underlying desperation present in articles from the late 

1990s, seeming needing to prove the worth of this understudied form of learning.  

Earlier works relying on assessments validated in formal settings and relying on 

transmission-absorption models of learning were not capturing the essence of free-

choice learning.  By shifting towards an alternate conception of the scope and nature 

of learning in free-choice environments, a better picture of learning is taking place in 

these unique settings. 
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Appendix: Matrix of Studies Included in The Literature Review:  1997-2007 
Empirical Data Derived Studies 

International Journal of Science Education 
Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 

Korpan et al. 1997 NT INT ST - D Citizens “[results] could contribute to research on children’s conceptual learning and scientific 
reasoning by providing information about the context in which learning occurs.” This 
study is grounded in the emergent literacy movement. 

Tunnicliffe, 
Lucas, & 
Osborne 

1997 SC OBS ST - P 
-D, C 

Visitors Discourse analysis of content shows learning 

Tunnicliffe 1998 SC OBS C, ST - 
P 

Visitors Does gender influence talk at dinosaur exhibits? 

Phillips & 
Norris 

1999 CON INT C, ST - 
D 

Citizens Misconceptions about science can hinder readers’ understanding of subsequent 
scientifically-based texts. 

Rix & 
McSorley 

1999 CON OBS, 
INT, 
SUR 

C 
ST - D 

Field Trip “Science is a dynamic process which explores ideas and produces knowledge which 
is tentative, and which may be challenged by further evidence.” 

Medved 
&Oatley 

2000 BEH INT ST - D Visitors Memory is evidence of learning.  Episodic memory - memory for any episodic event, 
semantic memory - conceptual knowledge. 

Tunnicliffe 2000 SC OBS ST - P 
- D, C 

Visitors Conversation is a sign of learning.  School groups should demonstrate quantitatively 
different talk at exhibits than family groups. 

Brooke & 
Solomon 

2001 BEH OBS Q, CS Field Trip Highlights the dichotomy between exploring and factual learning. 

Gerber, 
Marek, 
Cavallo 

2001 BEH SUR ST - P 
- D 

Citizens "...experiences, cognitive conflict, and social interaction are key components to 
intellectual development”...“informal learning is the sum of activities in the time 
individuals are not in the formal classroom in the presence of a teacher.” Study claims 
ties to constructivism and socio-cultural frameworks, but this isn't apparent in the 
study design. 
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Empirical Data Derived Studies (cont.) 
International Journal of Science Education (cont.) 

Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 
Watts 2001 CON OBS 

INT 
C 
Q 

PROG People actively construct working understandings of science within their life 
circumstances, and have islands of science expertise. 

Brody, 
Tomkiewicz 
& Graves 

2002 CON 
EXP 

INT Q Visitors Prior knowledge is crucial to present understanding, and is tied to personal values, 
beliefs, and knowledge systems.  People create cognitive bridges from one experience 
to others.  

McSharry & 
Jones 

2002 BEH SUR ST - D Citizens Exposure to TV can change children’s behaviours. 

Stocklmayer 
& Gilbert 

2002 CON INT Q 
ST - D 

Visitors “Awareness will be enhanced through ownership and access, through personal 
experience and exploration, rather than by didactic transmission teaching of the 
traditional kind.” Learning involves active participation and choice. 

Anderson, 
Lucas & 
Ginns 

2003 CON OBS, 
INT, 
CMP 

CMP Field Trip Constructivism focuses on the role of the individual in making meaning from discrete 
bits of information, and the building of mental structure. 

Falcao, et al. 2004 CON CMP   Field Trip Learning science is the process of developing mental models of scientific phenomena 
that increasingly approximate the consensual models of science. 

Brossard, 
Lewenstein, 
& Bonney 

2005 SC 
CON 
EXP 

SUR ST - D Citizens Experiential Theory  of Learning “information gained through experience provides a 
requisite contextual base for assimilating information obtained through symbolic, 
vicarious, and other indirect means.” Also similar to Legitimate Peripheral 
Participation. 

Jarman 2005 CML 
EXP 

OBS 
INT 

Q 
AoP 

PROG Learning environments contain - free-choice, pedagogy, curriculum, assessment.  
Learning includes social interaction, and play. 

Afonso & 
Gilbert 

2006 CON INT ST - D 
C 

Visitors “Successful remembering depends on the information stored as well as on the aspects 
of the external environment that are the focus of attention that initiate the process of 
retrieval.” Learning is making connections to prior understandings forming mental 
models. 
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Empirical Data Derived Studies (cont.) 
Rennie & 
Williams 

2006 CON SUR ST - P 
- D 

Visitors “Visitors learn science, but what is learned may be unique to the individual”  This 
article focuses on how visitors make use of museum resources not how well they 
remember facts as presented. 

International Journal of Science Education (cont.) 

Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 
Ash et al. 2007 SC OBS 

INT 
Q, 
TAX, 
DA. 
ST - D 

Visitors - 
F 

Making sense of science (in museums) includes: conversing,  gesturing, and 
interacting with others and with the exhibits 

DeWitt & 
Osborne 

2007 SC OBS ST - 
DQCS 

Museum 
Educators 

“Activity theory approaches human cognition and behavior as embedded in 
collectively organized, artifact mediated activity systems” … “resources developed 
by museum educators with the intent of supporting better teacher practices must 
resonate with the teachers’ activity systems in order to be successful.” 

Hohenstein 
& Tran 

2007 SC OBS, Ti ST - D 
C 

Visitors “Conversation is a social mechanism whereby learning can be mediated through 
language.” 

Hsi  2007 SC, 
PL 

OBS 
INT 

Q Citizens Play can develop cognitive and language skills and lead to social development, social 
participation and working together.  

Meisner, et 
al. 

2007 SC OBS Q, DA Visitors “’performers’ not only use the exhibits but also create engaging and enjoyable 
experiences, both for themselves and those observing them.” 

Phillips, 
Finkelstein 
& Wever-
Frerichs 

2007 EMP SUR ST - D MUS-
SCH 

Details the current state of the relationship between museum education departments 
and schools in the USA.  What types of programs are offered, who do they serve.  

Salminen-
Karlsson 

2007 GEN 
EXP 

OBS Q 
Q 

PROG “The reason girls are not as interested in technology as boys is that they are not 
encouraged to acquire the same experiences of artifacts - and especially of motion - in 
their early childhood.”  The remedy is to allow girls to have those experiences. 

Segel, et al. 2007 SC OBS ST - P 
Q 

Visitors - 
F 

“Conversations with parents and other family members give young children hints and 
guidance about how adults in their cultural community think about the biological, 
physical, and technological world.”  
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Empirical Data Derived Studies (cont.) 
Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 

Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
Meredith, et 
al. 

1997 BEH TE MoL learning This study develops a cyclic model of affective learning in museums. 

Fusco 2001 SC 
CON 

OBS 
INT 

  PROG Learning is a dynamic and recursive process of constructing meaning.  Article 
mentions sociocultural underpinnings, but details a study focusing on 
constructivist measures of learning. 

Rahm 2002 SC OBS, 
INT 

Q, 
AoP 

PROG “The focus should be on a person’s changing forms of participation in practice, 
not that person’s possession of knowledge."  

Ash 2003 SC OBSINT CQ Visitors - F Sociocultural view of learning : 1. mutable social groups participate in activities 
2. the activity is collaborative and reflexive - shaping and being shaped by 
individual group members. 3. Activity is mediated by cultural tools (e.g. 
language, ways of knowing and participating) 

Cox-
Peterson, 
Marsh,  
Kisiel, & 
Melber 

2003 CML INT 
OBS 

C 
ST - 
D 
Q 

Field Trip The CML suggests that a blend of the sociocultural context, personal 
experience, and the physical environment all interact to contribute to the 
learner’s experience.  "Within this model, a learner’s past experience with an 
object on display, her familiarity with the location, and her discussion with a 
companion must all be considered when examining learning.” 

Dhingra 2003 SC OBS, 
INT, 
SUR 

Q Citizens Television watching mediates people’s understanding of the nature of science. 

Falk & 
Adelman 

2003 CON OBS, 
INT, 
CMP, 
SUR 

ST – 
D- P 

Visitors Learning is a generative process that requires effort for learners to actively 
construct meanings in a world and mediated by sociocultural interactions. 

Sandifer 2003 BEH OBS 
timing 

ST - P 
ST - 
D 

Visitors “... initial attraction of visitors attention to an exhibit is primarily based on 
curiosity, defined as the degree to which an individual will devote cognitive 
resources to new information of stimuli.”  In this study time at exhibit = 
learning. 
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Empirical Data Derived Studies (cont.) 

Journal of Research in Science Teaching (cont.) 
Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 

Solomon 2003 SC OBS, 
INT, 
SUR 

ST - 
D, Q, 
DA 

Citizens Children’s science learning is influenced by parent’s views of science learning. 

Fadigin & 
Hammrich 

2004 GEN 
SLT 

SUR, 
INT, WR 

ST - 
D, Q, 
C 

PROG Gender stereotypes may restrict girls from seeing a career in science as a viable 
option. 

Kisiel 2005 CML INT 
SUR 

C ST 
- D 

Field Trip Personal agendas are linked to learning in museum spaces. 

Mortensen & 
Smart 

2007 CML OBSSUR ST - P 
- D 

Field Trip Learning is a 2 step process: 1. an experience.  2. Assimilation of the experience 
into his/her prior understanding.  Group conversations are good indicators of 
learning.  This study evaluates worksheet based on the CML. 

Tal, & 
Morag 

2007 SC OBS C 
Q 

Field Trip "[Learning is] groups communicating and collaborating to construct knowledge 
and discursively develop understanding through critical thinking and mutual 
meaning making.  Through active involvement, learners become prepared for 
later participation in related events.” 

Science Education 
Allen 1997 CON DR 

INT 
ST - 
D - P 
Q 

Visitors It is more important to focus on building a conceptual understanding and the 
ability to model scientific concepts and inquiry skills than to focus on the 
acquisition of domain specific facts and information.  Learning is demonstrated 
through viable knowledge. 

Alsop & 
Watts 

1997 SC 
CON 

INT Q CS Citizens Learning is change as individual’s construct their knowledge in a sociocultural 
context… “emphasis is on things that are learned outside of formal education 
and now this knowledge is influenced by the social and cultural contexts in 
which the problem solving takes place” 

Falk 1997 CML OBS ST - 
D - P 

Visitors Unifying labels in an exhibition hall help visitors learn scientific concepts from 
an exhibition, but only when labeling is bold and explicit. 
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Empirical Data Derived Studies (cont.) 
Science Education (cont.) 

Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 
Fisher 1997 BEH SUR ST - 

D 
Visitors Learning is the ability to recall decontextualized facts, "humorous" inserts did 

not improve fact recall, therefore humor hinders learning. 

Gilbert & 
Priest 

1997 CON OBS 
INT 

Q Field Trip “A model is a representation of an idea, object, event, process, or system." A 
model is an analogical representation of one system or phenomenon in light of 
the entities and structures of another system. 

Griffin & 
Symington 

1997 CON 
SC 

OBS 
INT 

Q, ST 
- D, C 

Field Trip “Informal learning is characterized by free-choice and by being unstructured and 
non-sequential; self-paced, voluntary, and exploratory; non-assessed and open-
ended; and social.”  

Jones 1997 EXP SUR 
WR 

Q PROG Responsive education must attend to the particular needs of modern society, 
including creating educational experience that are personally relevant to 
minority students. 

Sandifer 1997 BEH Ti, OBS ST - P 
-D 

Visitors Time spent on task is a learning associated behavior. 

Schauble & 
Bartlett 

1997 CON DP DR Visitors Science is constructed over time by learners, and one event will only build on a 
person’s already established framework.  Certain forms of learning are better 
suited to museum settings. 

Stevens & 
Hall 

1997 SC     Visitors Video recordings leave a record of learning to reflect upon exhibits are designed 
objects with socio-technical histories.  Learning is the act of making 
representations. 

Anderson, 
Lucas,  
Ginns & 
Dierking 

2000 CML CMP 
(PMM) 
INT 

Q, 
CM. 
Qu 

Field Trip “ Knowledge is socially constructed in ways that are idiosyncratic, progressive, 
integrative, dependent on prior knowledge, and not entirely predictable.” 

Lucas 2000 CON OBS 
INT 

Q Field Trip Learning is mental models and the social construction of knowledge.  This 
article shows how crucial small incidents can influence cognitive learning 
objectives. 

Trumbull, et 
al. 

2000 CON SUR, 
WR 

ST - 
D 

Citizens “Participation triggered thinking that fits various aspects of systematic inquiry.” 
Inquiry is "thinking like a scientist". 
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Empirical Data Derived Studies (cont.) 
Science Education (cont.) 

Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 
Crowley, et 
al. 

2001 SC, 
CON 

OBS C, Q, 
ST - P 

Citizens This study examined child/parent interactions to determine the ZPD and to 
elucidate children's mental models. 

Hall & 
Schaverien 

2001 SC OBS, PO Q Citizens Cognition is situated in culture.  Learning is a generative act. 

Henriksen & 
Jorde 

2001 CON P/P WR Q,C, 
N 

Field Trip Learners must be able to apply their knowledge for it to be useful.  This study 
used essay responses to investigate learning. 

Rennie & 
Williams 

2002 CON SUR 
INT 

ST – 
D ID 

Visitors Thinking differently about science includes becoming more aware of science, 
and the relationships among science, society, and self. 

Ash 2004 SC OBS, 
INT 

C, Q Visitors - F Meaning is created through dialogues through time.  

Pedretti 2004 CML OBS, 
INT 
SUR 

Q 
C 

Visitors “A science center’s role is to seek tools to draw the cultural framework , animate 
the debate, and promote healthy skepticism over superstition and irrational 
thinking.”  

Rahm 2004 SC OBS Q, E, 
DA 

PROG Learning is socially situated, and influenced by the context, participants, and 
interactions. 

Falk & 
Storksdiek 

2005 CML OBS, 
INT, 
CMP, 
SUR 

ST - 
D 
ST - P 

Visitors Multiple measures of learning are needed to capture the breadth of learning 
possibilities in a free-choice environment. 

Tal, 
Bamberger, 
& Moreg 

2005 SC OBS, 
INT 

C, Q Field Trip Teachers are novice museum guides who need professional development and 
mentorship to develop expertise. 

Boyer & 
Roth 

2006 SC OBS Q 
E 

Citizens “Each person pursues forms of participation in relation to the activity, against 
which all actions take their sense.” Learning is changing forms of participation.  
Learning and teaching occur through ordinary participation of a group of people 
with diverse expertise. 
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Empirical Data Derived Studies (cont.) 

Science Education (cont.) 
Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 

Kisiel 2006 CML SUR 
OBS 

ST - 
D, C, 
Q, Qu 

Field Trip Visitor agenda influences learning.  

Lindemann-
Matthies & 
Kamer 

2006 BEH SUR ST - P 
ST - 
D 

Visitors Learning is fact recall and stimulus response. 

Novey & 
Hall 

2006 CON 
BEH 

OBS,T, 
SUR 

ST - P 
ST - 
D 

Visitors "Open-ended qualitative approaches are needed, but time consuming and 
invasive ... “melded didactic and constructivist perspectives” … “free-choice 
learning broadly reflects a learner-based approach toward how people process 
information rather than a transmission-reception model of learning” 

Afonso & 
Gilbert 

2007 CON OBS 
INT 

ST - 
D 
Q 
Qu 

Visitors “Engaging with an exhibit can result in an agreeable experience as well as in the 
retrieval of memories that can be useful in making sense of the exhibit.  As a 
consequence, visitors can (re)construct a scientific or technological idea (the 
target of an exhibit)”   

Anderson & 
Nashon 

2007 CML OBS Q Field Trip Learning is the holistic combination of experience and prior experiences, 
attitudes, and personal background. 

Bamberger 
& Tal 

2007 CML OBS 
INT 

ST - 
D, Q, 
DA 

Field Trip “Learning out of school allows the use of local resources and community-
oriented content, enhances idiosyncratic learning experiences, and encourages 
nonhierarchical relationship of facilitator and learner.” 

Palmquist & 
Crowley 

2007 SC OBS 
INT 

ST - 
D, C, 
Q 

Visitors - F “... development of expert knowledge is co-constructed with parents, caregivers, 
and peers across learning  opportunities in everyday contexts.”…“habits of 
information collection and processing established in collaboration with parents 
might influence the kinds of information that can be connected to an island of 
expertise.” 

Tran 2007 SC OBS 
INT 

Q 
C 

Field Trip “Teaching is conceptualized here as the act of aiding individuals who lack 
knowledge of skills, understanding, or subject area by those who have them.”  
Learning is moving form novice to expert. 
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Literature Review 
Science Education 

Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 
Griffin 2004 SC     Field Trip “Students value choice and control in their learning in museums as well as 

appropriate opportunities for orientation, socializing, and revitalization.” 

Theoretical Papers 
Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 

International Journal of Science Education 
Griffin 1998 CON 

PW 
EXP 

    Field Trip Goals of good curriculum design:  learning science, learning about science, and 
learning how to do science.  “There is a direct link between self-driven learning 
in museums and practical learning of science.” 

Rennie & 
Stocklmayer 

2003 SC 
CON 

    PUS & 
FCL 

“Research must take into account attributes of both the institution and the 
visitor.”… “The deficit model of public understanding of science had little value 
because the ‘public’ simply do not understand science on science’s terms, but on 
their own terms.”   

Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
Rennie, 
Feher,  
Dierking, & 
Falk 

2003 SC 
CML 

    out of 
school 
learning 

“The very nature of informal learning requires multiple creative methods for 
assessing it in a variety of ways under a variety of circumstances.  Thus, 
innovative research designs, methods, and analyses are critical.” 

Science Education 
Allen 2004 CON     Exhibits “Cognitive overload is a huge problem in hands-on science museums.  Consider 

the challenge:  visitors are faced with a gyrating landscape of hundreds of 
exhibits, none of which they have probably seen before, and one of which has 
standardized controls, mechanisms, or explanations.”…“visitors will only 
engage in a challenge if they are comfortable and oriented.”  User centered 
design is crucial to the difficult task of designing intellectually challenging and 
fun exhibits. 

Ellenbogen, 
Luke & 
Dierking 

2004 SC DA, INT, 
WR, 
CMP  

Q disciplinar
y matrix 

It is largely through discourse that we come to identify ourselves as part of a 
community.” The family is a central learning unit in museums, and families co-
construct meaning through conversation. 
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Theoretical Papers (cont.) 
Science Education (cont.) 

Authors Year CF DC DA Subject Quotes and Definitions of Learning 
Falk 2004 CML 

SC 
QUAL & 
QUNT 

Q - 
DA, 
ST - P 
-D, C, 
Q, DR 

needs of 
researchers 

A longer view is needed to fully appreciate the influence of the personal context 
on learning.  “Motivation is a fundamental but historically under-appreciated 
part of learning.” 

Martin 2004 SC     MUS-SCH “The cultural practices related to learning are key for both children and adults in 
determining how they internalize information and what kinds of thinking they 
generate as a result." 

Rennie & 
Johnston 

2004 CML CMP 
PMM 

  Visitors “The extent to which visitors choose to engage with, and perhaps learn from, 
this curriculum is their decision... visitors need to feel welcome”… “Visitors 
must be involved in the research process, not simply observed from a distance, 
because there is a sizable inferential gap between observing and 
interpreting.”…“Any learning that occurred during the museum visit will fit 
with the weft and warp of the visitor’s other lifetime experiences.” 

Abbreviations: L = literature reviewCF = conceptual frameworks: BEH = behaviorist, CON = constructivist, SC = sociocultural, CML = contextual 
model of learning, EXP = experiential, PW = practical work, GEN = gender studies, PL = play.  Data Analysis: DA = discourse analysis, CMP = concept 
map, QUAL = qualitative methods, QUNT = quantitative methods, ST = statistics -P = predictive, - D = descriptive.  DC = Data Collection:  INT = 
interview, SUR = survey, OBS = observation, Ti = timing, C = coding, DR = drawing, WR = writing, P/P = pre/post, MUS-SCH = museum school 
partnerships.  IJSE = Int'l Jour. of Sci. Ed. SE = Science  Education, JRST = Jour. of Res. in Sci. Teaching 
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INCORPORATING HANDHELD COMPUTERS INTO A PUBLIC SCIENCE 
CENTER:  A DESIGN RESEARCH STUDY 

 
As part of exploring the feasibility of using handheld computers in 
a science center to customize learning, opportunities, 68 visitor 
groups to a small interactive science museum and aquarium 
participated in a design research process. We discuss the iterations 
of the research process, reasons given for both using and not using 
the handheld computers, findings related to participants’ prior use 
of handheld computers, and their perception of the effects of using 
the device on their visit. We discuss the findings in light of current 
research on visitor motivations and identities, and models of 
customization.  Recommendations for practitioners interested in 
implementing similar programs and researchers are included. 
 

Molly Phipps, Department of Science and Math Education 239 Weniger Hall, Oregon 
State University, Corvallis, OR, USA 97331 molly.phipps@science.oregonstate.edu 

Shawn Rowe, Oregon Sea Grant, Oregon State University, 2030 SE Marine Science 
Dr, Newport, OR, USA 97365 shawn.rowe@oregonstate.edu 

Joseph Cone, Oregon Sea Grant, Oregon State University, 322 Kerr Administration 
Building, Corvallis, OR, USA 97331 joe.cone@oregonstate.edu 

Introduction 
Museums4 are transitioning from repositories of artifacts and knowledge to 

centers for individuals to have interactive experiences with authentic artifacts and to 

negotiate one’s own knowledge.  As museums change, contemporary visitors have 

come to expect a more participatory experience than visitors of the past (Evans & 

Sterry, 1999).  Incorporating handheld computers into the visiting experience could 

meet this need for some visitors.  Handheld computers include any handheld 

                                                
4 Following conventional practice, we use the word museum as a general term to refer 

to a wide variety of learning institutions like museums, science centers, zoos, 

aquariums, botanical gardens, etc. 
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technological device that can play video or audio content; some examples are Personal 

Digital Assistants (PDAs), cell phones, internet capable cell phones (e.g. BlackBerry), 

iPods and other players of digital audio and video files.  These computers offer the 

possibility of providing visitors with more specialized content like a customizable 

tour, extra information, or access to restricted areas or resources.  However, the 

conditions that make them widely accessible needed to be established.  This paper 

details the early phases of a design research study into implementing handheld 

computers into a marine science center. 

This transition in museums is not occurring in isolation, but is a part of the 

broad cultural shift from a focus on industry and production to a focus on information 

or knowledge (e.g. Falk & Shepard, 2006; Roberts, 1997).  The industrial model of 

“one-size-fits-all” is giving way to personalization and customization of knowledge 

and experiences. Pine and Gilmore (1999) describe this as a shift from a service-based 

economy to an experience-based economy where the very act of purchasing goods is 

transformed from a means to an end into an end product of its own:  think Starbucks.  

As Munley, et al. (2007) note, people are willing to pay more for the same product (a 

cup of coffee) if they perceive that it is made specifically to their wishes because the 

act of buying a cup of coffee has been transformed into an experience.  It is clear from 

the number of Starbucks that people are happy to pay 200-300% more for the 

experience of having a double latte with skim milk and caramel syrup made expressly 

for them instead of a cup of regular (one-size-fits-all) coffee with cream and sugar.  

Customization is the new imperative and is ubiquitous in current advertising.  While 
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the present incarnation of customization is a far cry from true personalization, such 

mass customization is a cost effective way to create the appearance of personalization 

at a fraction of the cost (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). 

Personally owned handheld technology with the capability of downloading and 

offering interaction with multi-media content is quickly becoming widespread.  The 

new paradigm of ubiquitous technology that can store and or download vast amounts 

of audio, text, and video (cell phones, PDAs, and digital players like the iPod) is 

changing the way people expect to interact with information.  For the last decade or 

so, informal education institutions that offer free-choice learning opportunities have 

been researching the use of PDAs as virtual tour guides, but there has been little 

published research on the use of new generations of video capable handheld 

computers to serve a similar purpose.  While audio cell phone tours are available at 

some institutions, and Apple now has museum podcasts available for download from 

its iTunes store, research into the effectiveness and impacts of such technologies is 

scant.  Most of the research that has been published, including this study, focuses on 

institutionally-provided handheld technology. 

Implementation of handheld computers into free-choice learning experiences 

has had a variety of goals.  The Tate Modern Art Museum in London developed an 

interactive program using PDAs to appeal to teenaged and young adult audiences who 

are not historically avid museum visitors (Proctor & Tellis, 2003).  The National 

Space Centre in Leister, UK used multimedia content on PDAs to enliven a static 

gallery (Jarvis 2007).  Hsi (2004) examined the ability of content delivered via PDA to 
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deepen visitors’ experiences at the Exploratorium; and Bellotti, Berta, de Gloria, and 

Margarone (2000) evaluated a PDA program designed to augment visits to the Costa 

Aquarium, in Genoa, Italy.  While the use of handheld technology in museums is not 

new, the capacity to deliver interactive material and particularly videos via handheld 

technology opens a realm of possibilities previously unavailable.  Proctor and Tellis 

(2003) detail the history of tours delivered via handheld technology from the 

cumbersome reel-to-reel tapes of the 1970s to the digital revolution in the 1990s that 

allowed visitors more control of their visit, through the advantages of the more 

accessible interface of the PDAs in the late 1990s and continuing through the present.   

 Most research into using handheld computers (with the exception of 

calculators) in free-choice and formal learning environments has focused on PDAs 

(e.g. Hsi, 2004; Parr, Jones, & Songer, 2004; Bollen, Eimler, & Hoppe, 2004; Yau, 

Gupta, Karim, Ahamed, Wang, & Wang, 2003).  While more research on the use of 

handheld computers in formal settings exists, the results are not especially suited for 

transfer into free-choice learning settings because the purpose of using handheld 

computers is rather different.  In formal settings handheld computers are used to 

increase collaboration (Parr et al., 2004) or to facilitate equitable student participation 

(Truong et al., 2002; Ratto Shapiro, Truong, & Griswold, 2003).  These studies 

examine handheld computers as a way to monitor class progress and to ensure that all 

students are learning at the same level.  These are not the goals of incorporating 

handheld computers into informal settings for use by audiences learning by free-

choice.  In these settings handheld computers are used to augment the experience of 
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those visitors who are looking for something extra or in a different format and to thus 

offer a greater degree of personal customization of the visiting experience.  Munley, et 

al. (2007) build on Pine and Gilmore (1999) detailing four different models of 

customization: Collaborative, adaptive, cosmetic and transparent customization (p. 

82).  The Center where this work was carried out is already committed to the types of 

formative evaluation and needs assessment that Munley, et al. (2007) describe as types 

of collaborative customization in the museum world – working with visitors (and 

stakeholders together c.f., Smith 2008) to create exhibits and programs that are 

customized to their needs, knowledge, uses and interests.  We became interested in 

what ways handheld computers could become part of a program embracing an 

adaptive model of customization.   

 As handheld computers like cell phones, PDAs, iPods and other digital players 

with wireless network access become increasingly ubiquitous more museum visitors 

will be primed to use this technology to augment their visits.  This report details the 

implementation of a supplemental program using handheld computers at a science 

center where we set out to introduce a new technology that we believed would help 

customize or personalize the visit to the center in an adaptive way. We were conscious 

of some of the existing literature reviewed above that warned against technology as a 

heads-down, hands-off kind of experience. We were interested in if that would be true 

for our visitors and if we could engineer situations that would support social and 

meaningful uses.  To answer these questions we adopted some features of design 

research into our existing formative evaluation process. 
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Method 

Research Design – Design Research 
The framework of design research guides this study, as it does the works of 

Bellotti et al. (2002) and Hsi (2004).  Design research is a fruitful approach to early 

investigations into programs designed for learning.  Brown (1992) argues for a strong 

connection between design research and more formalized research in an iterative 

process.  Since design research focuses on creating a system that works, it affords 

substantial weight to prototyping and piloting that build practical and theoretical 

knowledge.  The substantial costs associated with implementing a thorough, large 

scale, handheld multimedia program make an iterative process where design research 

techniques are mixed with more traditional formative evaluation tools ideal for this 

type of endeavor.  Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, and Schauble (2003) stress the 

importance of design experiments where there is little prior research as is the case with 

the use of iPods as tools for learning in interactive science centers and aquariums.  

 Rooted in engineering, design research strives to design a system or 

environment optimally tuned to its intended use.  Brown (1992) pioneered the 

application of these principles in educational settings as researchers began to conduct 

research outside of the laboratory.  The move into more ecologically valid contexts 

like classrooms to investigate learning represents a fundamental change in the 

perception of what learning actually is and what appropriate methods to study learning 

are.  In a design experiment many aspects of the system (mechanical or educational) 

are considered, and the effect of each incremental change on the system as a whole is 

examined (Brown, 1992).  This type of research is interchangeably called design-
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based research (Baumgartner et al., 2003), design experiment (Cobb et al., 2003), and 

design research (Lesh, Kelley, & Baek, in press).  The iterative process of making 

changes in the protocols and tools is as crucial to the research as the final outcome.  

Cobb et al. (2003) argue that design experiments allow researchers to better 

understand learning holistically by considering multiple variables instead of trying to 

control for them artificially. 

 Design research has been classified as mixed method research, or as 

prototyping, but many practitioners argue that it is a new method outside the realm of 

the traditional quantitative-qualitative spectrum.  Lesh (R. Lesh, personal 

communication 7/07) insists that what makes design research different is that it is an 

assessment FOR learning, not an assessment OF learning.  Thus the goal of design 

research is not to evaluate a learning environment, but to determine ways to make an 

environment more conducive to learning through assessment.  In this sense, design 

research is not fundamentally different from the formative evaluation or usability 

studies that many museums currently conduct.  We see it, in fact, as a stage in 

evaluation – a way of identifying what features of the system are worth spending 

money and time on in significant formative evaluations.  

 In the remainder of this paper, we focus not only on our findings from surveys 

and informal interviews, but also on the initial iterative phases we went through in 

setting up the study and recruiting participants.  Design research focuses on the early 

stages of the research cycle that are often ignored in presentations of research 

(Phillips, 2006).  Much as Vygotsky (1987) examined how learners learned how to do 
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a task while his contemporaries taught learners a task and then measured their 

performance, design research focuses on the initial phases of a project.  

Setting 
 This study was conducted at Oregon State University’s Hatfield Marine 

Science Center Visitor Center (The Center) in Newport, Oregon, in the summer of 

2006. Newport is a tourist destination on the rugged Oregon Coast with about 10,000 

residents who are primarily involved in fishing, logging, and tourism.  The Center is a 

small (approximately 2,500 sq. ft.) donations-only center dedicated to showcasing the 

scientific research that occurs elsewhere in the Hatfield Marine Science Center, a 

marine research complex that is home to university, state, and federal researchers.  

Exhibits highlight the scientific process as well as the work of individual researchers 

who work at The Center, the university and around the Pacific Northwest.  The Center 

attracts about 150,000 visitors annually.   

Participants 
Sixty-eight participant groups agreed to participate in the research from the 

summertime general public audience.  A table advertising the iPods was set up near 

the entrance, and each visiting group that passed this station when the iPods were 

available during the time of the study was asked if they would like to use the iPods 

and answer some questions about them.  About 50% of visitors approached to 

participate declined, and their reasons will be discussed below.  Participants’ 

demographic make-up is similar to The Center’s general visiting population (W. 

Hanshumaker, personal communication), with the exception of families with children 
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aged approximately 2 to 4.  Parents with children in this age group often declined to 

participate, citing the need to pay attention to their children.  Participants ranged in 

age from 7-74, and both male and female participants were equally represented (50% 

male, 50% female). 

Research Protocol 
 In the summer of 2006 we employed two iPods equipped with headphones 

with 10 video clips (35 seconds to 2:30 minutes, average 51 seconds), and 10 audio 

clips (23 seconds to 2 minutes long, average 1:30 minutes) (Table 1).  Early in the 

study two older PDAs (a PalmOne TungstenE2, and a PalmOne Zire 72) were also 

used, but significant problems with playback speed and memory capacity led us to 

abandon these devices.  As part of our attempt to make the iPods socially mediating 

tools, headphone splitters and later “one-eared” clip-on style headphones were made 

available to allow for multiple visitors to use the device at the same time and to 

encourage group interaction (Figure 1).  Some of the video and audio clips5were 

repurposed from other projects and some were created specifically to test assumptions 

about types of video treatments of exhibits and ways of using The Center and its 

exhibits.  Videos consisted of information on what happens behind the scenes at the 

visitors center, supplementary information on exhibits in the center, interviews with 

                                                
5 The clips can be downloaded from The Center’s website at 

http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/visitors (follow the link for the iPod to access the content).  

More videos have been added since this study so some of the videos that are available 

for download were not available at the time of this study. 
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scientific researchers affiliated with the center, information on the surrounding 

ecosystem, and other information about the visitors center. 

Video and Audio Clip Titles and Lengths 
Video Clip Duration Audio Clip Duration 

Intro:  iPods in the Visitor Center 0:39 Sen. Hatfield Welcome 1:02 

Virtual Aquarium 0:35 Visitor Center Mission 0:43 

Behind the Scenes:  Animal Care 1:20 About HMSC Environs 0:34 

Behind the Scenes:  Seawater 1:06 Center Seasonal Events 0:33 

Bruce Mate, Whale Researcher 2:11 Whale Watch Week 0:55 

Chaos Wheel: A Scientist’s Description 1:22 Yaquina Bay Estuary 2:03 

Chaos Wheel: A Volunteer’s Description 1:50 Newport Background 0:58 

Chaos Wheel: An Educator’s 
Description 1:54 Research ship Wecoma 0:38 

Exhibit:  The Rumbleometer 1:39 How Donations are Used 0:23 

Exhibit:  Habitat Snatchers! 2:21 Whale Research 0:45 

Table 1:  Video and audio clips available on the iPods for the 2006 season and their 
durations. 

 
Visitors who agreed to participate, were informed at the start of the voluntary 

survey that they could complete when they were done.  Because the science center is a 

donations-only center and building security is virtually non-existent an appropriate 

security system for the devices had to be developed.  This turned out to be a critical 

step in the design research process.  People were willing to use the iPods, but often not 

willing to part with car keys or credit cards as “security”; in the end, we settled on 

drivers licenses accompanied with a sign-out sheet.  On the sign-out sheet the visitor 

acknowledged that they were checking out an iPod and that if they left the center with 

the device it would be reported stolen, but that if it was damaged in any way it was not 
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their responsibility to replace it.  In the case of participants who were under 18, a 

parent or guardian’s signature and drivers license was used to ensure parental consent 

and accountability.  After we established this sign-out system, a smaller number of 

visitors declined to participate.  

 

Equipment Used in This Study 

 

Figure 1: This image shows the equipment used in the study.  From left to right – one-
eared headphones, traditional two-eared headphones, two types of headphone splitters 
used, iPod with the attached map and lanyard so people can wear the iPod around their 
neck leaving their hands free to do other things. 

 
Once the sign-out procedure was completed, participants were asked if they 

had used an iPod before, and if they wanted help.  In the beginning researchers 

physically demonstrated how to use an iPod.  Later, a small instruction sheet attached 

to the iPod was created, but most visitors unfamiliar with iPods still opted for a 

personal tutorial from the researchers.  Given the non-standard controls on iPods the 

desire for a personal demonstration was not surprising.  Researchers noted observable 

information about participants such as demographic data, made observations of 
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participants using the iPods, and recorded conversations between researchers and 

participants.  While soliciting participants, researchers made observations of potential 

design changes to the research protocol, and subsequently implemented changes 

throughout the research process, per the practice of design research.  Reasons visitors 

offered for declining to participate were also noted. 

When participants returned the iPods, we gave back their licenses and asked if 

they would like to complete the survey (Appendix).  The survey includes Likert-scale 

questions about their reactions to the device and the content and questions pertaining 

to the participants’ prior technology use.  Many participants also debriefed their 

experience with the researchers as they were returning the iPods.  These unsolicited 

comments were invaluable to refining the research protocol and to engineering an 

environment that is more conducive to using the iPod as an effective learning tool in 

The Center. 

Results 
 One of the goals of educational design research is to create environments that 

are highly conducive to learning; as such the impact of each component must be 

systematically investigated.  Thus changes to the research protocol and their affect on 

the learning environment are crucial results in this study.  Because there has been very 

little research into the use of iPods as learning tools in free-choice learning 

environments, refinements of the research protocol are a significant contribution in 

this fledgling field.  Results of the surveys, and a discussion of reported reasons for 

participating or not participating are also discussed. 
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Refinement of the Research Protocol 
Each refinement of the research protocol represents a cycle in the iterative 

process of design research.  Early in the study we got a large number of requests for 

The (authority sanctioned) correct order in which to watch the videos.  This surprised 

us, as one of the motivations for this project was to offer more visitors a more 

adaptively customized learning experience.  Instead of providing participants with The 

order, we attached maps to the iPods; operating instructions were included on the back 

of the map.  Exhibits with extra content on the iPods were indicated with stars, and we 

added signs at the exhibits indicating that extra content was available on the iPods.  

Once the map and the signs were in place, requests for The order virtually ceased. 

People were more likely to use the iPods if a variety of types of headphones 

were available.  Many users reported feeling that the traditional “over the head” 

earphones with which we began the study limited their ability to communicate with 

other group members.  Clip-on type headphones that can be worn over one ear were 

more popular with visitors in groups, perhaps because they left one ear open and users 

could hear both their group members and their own voice. 

Visitor Responses 
The response of visitors who used the iPods was largely positive and will be 

discussed in detail later in the paper, yet approximately half of the visitors asked to 

participate in the study declined the offer.  While high rates of refusal are to be 

expected in non-obligatory learning environments, this high rate of refusal needs to be 

thoroughly examined.  Since a large percentage of visitors are not interested in this 
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type of learning tool, it is clear that handheld computers cannot be seen as a 

replacement of other learning materials in museums.   

Non-Participants 

 By examining demographic characteristics and reasons offered by non-

participating visitors we can get a better understanding of who this type of experience 

is well suited for, and for whom it is not appealing.  According to Falk and 

Storksdieck (2005) visitors do not see museum researchers as authority figures meant 

to be obeyed as they might in other research settings like schools or laboratories, so 

people feel freer to refuse to participate if they are not truly interested.  People 

participate in free-choice learning experiences in their free time because they want to, 

so they are less likely to participate in activities that resemble testing and assessment 

than in other learning environments where assessment is more expected.   

In addition, novel electronic devices like iPods are not appealing to all 

members of the visiting population, and use by 100% of the visitors is an unrealistic 

goal.  Just as different visitors visit different exhibits based on their prior knowledge 

and interests (e.g. Falk & Storksdiek, 2005) only certain visitors will want to augment 

their visits with iPods or other handheld computers.  A handheld computer may be an 

excellent learning tool for some, but more of a distraction from learning for others.  

Visitors offered a variety of reasons for declining to participate in the study or 

returning iPods shortly after taking them.  These included physical reasons (not 

hearing or seeing well), and reasons related to the perceived value of authentic shared 

experience over broadcast experience (“I’m here for the real experience, not a canned 
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recording.”; “We watch enough TV, we’re here to get away from that sort of thing.”; 

“We already have trouble talking to each other.”).  Other reasons related to the 

perceived learning curve of the technology (“I don’t know how to use one of those, 

and I’m not interested in learning how to here.”), and reasons related to time budgets 

(“We don’t have the time.”; “No thanks.  It sounds great, but we’re hungry and on our 

way out.”).  Lastly, some visitors questioned the research’s purpose or procedure (“I 

don’t understand the point of doing this.”; “I don’t feel comfortable leaving my 

license.”).  Other reasons given for not participating were the presence of young 

children in the visiting group, or the perception that the research was not academic 

research, but market research or advertising. 

A number of visitors initially agreed to participate, but returned the iPods 

within a few minutes.  Some of their stated reasons had to do with personal feelings 

(“I’m just not feeling like it today.”; “This is not for us.”), and learning style or 

preferences (“I’m more of a hands on learner, I feel like I’m missing stuff with the 

headphones on.”).  Finally, feelings that the iPod itself somehow distracted from the 

other aspects of the experience (“I’d like to come back some other time when I can 

just sit and watch the videos.”; “There’s too much going on to concentrate on it.”) 

caused some visitors to quickly return the iPods.   

Some elderly visitors opined that they were not “technologically savvy 

enough” to use the iPods when they returned the units soon after taking them.  Other 

groups who did not keep them for very long had competing levels of interest among 

group members.  In particular, one member might be keenly interested in using the 
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device, while others in the group were not.  This resistance from some group members 

either resulted in the group splitting up into subgroups, or in the person interested in 

using the iPod being “out-voted” and returning the device.  As mentioned earlier, 

parents with children aged 2 to 4 often declined because of the attention children this 

age need. 

Participants 

Of the visitors who used the iPods, 76% responded that it enhanced their visit, 

provided new information in an engaging way, and made their experience more 

meaningful (Table 2).  Only 10% of the participants reported not finding the 

experience enriching in any meaningful way, and no participants felt that the 

experience was strongly negative.  One of the users who reported having a negative 

experience added that he liked the content, but would rather have watched the videos 

on larger screens fixed at the relevant exhibits.  More than half of the visitors reported 

that the experience made them want to own a ‘video’ iPod.  

Affective Responses to the iPod 
USING THE iPOD TODAY 

Responses 
to Survey 

(%) 

...enhanced 
my visit to 
the Center 

...provided new 
information in an 

engaging way 

... made 
exhibits more 
meaningful 

... made me want 
to own a video 

iPod 

Positive 
Responses 76 82 71 56 

Negative 
Response 10 4 9 10 

Neutral 10 13 18 31 

Table 2: Participants survey responses on their experience with the iPod. 
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Visitors were also comfortable with the physical aspects of using the iPod: 

approximately 80% of participants found the devices relatively easy and convenient to 

use, while only 10% did not.  Moreover, most participants were not worried about 

breaking or damaging the iPods, possibly because they knew that they would not be 

held responsible for replacing them if they broke.  All respondents were satisfied with 

the video quality, but opinions were more mixed for the audio quality and the 

headphones.  Even so, most participants did not mind using the headphones, in 

contrast to Woodruff, Szymanski, Aoki, and Hurst’s (2001) finding that participants 

preferred handheld speakers to headsets when offered in a laboratory setting.  

Following the advice of Grinter and Woodruff (2002) we experimented with a single-

ear, clip-on ear pad headphone that allows visitors to stay more connected with their 

surroundings and their group (Figure 1).  The single-ear headphones were added late 

in the study; after their addition all participants chose them over the more traditional 

two-eared variety.  The single-ear headphones alleviate one of the major criticisms of 

handheld technology:  that it isolates people in an inherently social environment. 

As already touched on, an unexpected finding early in the study was that many 

visitors reported that they would have liked the segments arranged in a more linear 

way so that they could follow The correct path through The Center.  Interestingly, 

Rayward and Twidale (1999), Evans and Sterry (1999), Proctor and Tellis (2003) and 

many others suggest that a main advantage of digital technology is that it can provide 

a learner-driven curriculum (adaptive customization) where visitors choose to learn 

what they are most interested in and motivated to learn.  Once the maps were included 
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with the iPods this complaint virtually vanished from the participants’ comments.  

Falk and Storksdeik (2005) suggest that learners must be able to confidently navigate 

within the museum space in order to be able to learn from the materials in the space.  

Without maps to guide them to where the iPod content would be most relevant, 

orientation may have become the most pressing aspect of the activity.  This relegates 

the use of the technology itself to secondary activity. 

Another surprising finding surrounded the behind-the-scenes videos (“Taking 

Care of the Animals” and “Behind the Scenes:  Seawater System”). These were 

included to test the assumption that visitors would be interested in learning about what 

they otherwise cannot see – the backstage world of a science center/aquarium.  They 

were the most well received videos (rated excellent or good by 66% and 57% of 

participants respectively), yet when asked if they would like to see more behind the 

scenes videos 38% of participants disagreed strongly.  No other question received such 

a strong negative response.  A possible explanation for this incongruous result is that 

participants were satisfied that the two behind-the-scenes videos covered everything 

there was to cover; that is, taking care of the animals and the seawater system might be 

seen as encompassing the entirety of The Center’s behind-the-scenes activity. 

There appeared to be no significant effect of prior iPod use in acceptance of 

the iPod as a learning tool in The Center.  The majority of the participants had never 

used an iPod, with or without video capability, before participating in this study (Table 

3).  Although experience with the technology did not appear to be a barrier to 

participating, experienced iPod users were more likely to watch all of the video 
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segments and listen to the audio-only content.  Most first time users did not listen to 

the audio-only content, possibly because the audio tracks were listed in a separate 

menu from the video tracks.  New users may not have known how to find the audio 

clips (in the “songs” menu), even after the researchers explicitly showed them where 

the audio clips were located on the iPod.  Another possible reason that the majority of 

participants (62%) did not listen to the audio only clips could be their content.  While 

the video clips were specifically created for this project and connected explicitly to 

The Center, the audio clips were re-purposed from an earlier audio tour of the 

surrounding environment (e.g. the estuary near The Center) and therefore not as 

closely related to The Center experience.  Most respondents did not watch all of the 

videos, but there is no clear pattern in which ones participants chose to watch.  Many 

participants suggested other clips that they would like to see and many wished that 

there were more clips available to watch. 

Prior iPod Use 
Have you ever used an iPod before? 

No  Yes, without video capability  Yes, with video capability 

56%  16%  28% 

Table 3: Participants’ prior exposure to iPods with and without video capability 

 

Discussion 

Customization and Personalization in the Knowledge Age 
 There is a widespread interest in incorporating new technologies into the 

museum experience, often as a way to connect to younger visitors (e.g Proctor & 

Tellis, 2003) or to personalize and customize the experience.  As video iPods and 
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other similar technology become more prevalent in society, use in museums and other 

free-choice learning environments is likely to gain in popularity.  As of the summer of 

2007, visitors can download the video and audio clips used in this study as podcasts to 

their own computers (portable or otherwise) to watch prior to, during, or after their 

visit as a souvenir – business cards with the url for the podcasts are available at the 

information desk.  However, because iPods come set to automatically “synch” with 

any computer they are connected to (thus erasing all the visitor’s files) the clips are 

not available for download at The Center.  This feature can be disabled, but we 

decided not to risk the possibility of deleting the entire contents of a participant’s iPod.  

Such a possibility of taking home part of the experience is part of what Hermann and 

Plude (1995) discuss as embedding a museum visit within the larger context of a 

visitor’s life increases the likeliness of a visitor developing a lasting memory of the 

experience.  They also suggest that creating personalized take-home pamphlets can 

help visitors remember their visits and thus increase visitors’ long-term learning.  We 

believe that digital content streamed over the web or made available on handheld 

computers may serve a similar purpose, helping to tie visitors’ fleeting museum 

experience to other contexts of their lives.   

Helping Visitors Learn 
Beyond offering extra content for especially interested visitors, computers 

(large and small) could be used more broadly to help visitors learn content in a 

customized way.  One potentially powerful application would be to use computers to 

reduce the printed text surrounding exhibits.  While some visitors are interested in the 
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additional content, studies have shown again and again that too much text can be a 

deterrent to many visitors.  Falk (1997) found that most visitors did not recognize 

institution’s overarching themes unless they were boldly and explicitly presented.  

Many occasional visitors become overwhelmed by the novelty of the stimulating 

physical environment of museums and devote enormous amounts of cognitive energy 

to navigation.  In this type of setting, fatigue can set in quickly.  Reducing the visual 

stimulation and offering more specialized content via computers can alleviate some of 

the fatiguing elements of museums.  Handheld technology can serve as a navigational 

aid allowing visitors to concentrate more on the content of exhibits and less the 

physical space.  In addition, Serrell (1996) suggests that “learning is enhanced when 

the eyes and ears are involved at the same time.”  Making content available in multiple 

modes may also help stave off museum fatigue and make museums more conducive to 

meaningful learning for a wider range of visitors. 

Reaching Broader Audiences 
 Museums in the USA have historically been frequented disproportionately by 

well-educated, upper-middle class and upper class white people.  Handheld devices 

may be one way to attract a more diverse visitor population because they can provide 

information in multiple modes, or in multiple languages.  Jarvis (2007) found that 

content on PDAs offered in Gujuratti (an Indic language) for the major non-English 

population of the area was well received by participants, but could not be a direct 

translation of the content offered in English for a variety of reasons.  The virtually 

limitless storage capacity of computers opens the possibility of providing different 
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visitors with more appropriate content whether it is in another language, uses 

culturally sensitive analogies and examples, or uses language and content that is age 

appropriate.  The possibilities of adapting the museum experience using computers are 

vast and relatively untested.  Digital picture frames are currently being used in an 

exhibit at The Center about oyster aquaculture to present information in both English 

and Spanish (Smith, 2008).  This has been very popular with the Spanish-speaking 

oyster farmers who live and work in the area.  Other exhibit content could be 

interpreted into Spanish and available via an iPod or other handheld computer. 

Further Research 
 The lessons learned from this phase of the research are promising.  A 

significant portion of the visiting population is interested in using iPods to enhance 

their visits.  In the Knowledge Age, reaching all of visitors with all of the exhibits or 

programs in the same way in a museum is not the goal.  Satisfying the needs of 

different visitors with different exhibits or presentations has the potential to help make 

the museum experience more appealing to a wider audience.  iPods appear to be an 

acceptable device to a variety of visitors including those who have never used an iPod 

before. 

The positive response from participants warrants further exploration into the 

learning potential of iPods. We see design research as a highly suitable methodology 

especially when it is partnered with on-going formative evaluation and naturalistic 

inquiry. Design research provides a framework that embraces the dynamic nature of 

authentic learning while attending to theoretical and practical outcomes and concerns. 
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Although it is apparent that select visitors will use handheld computers in this 

setting, certain conditions needed to be met.  Some of these conditions will be 

universal, while others will be unique to each institution.  For example in museums 

with more robust security and the ability to charge a fee, the sign out procedure we 

developed might be unnecessary.  Elements like marketing the availability of the 

program, posting signs at exhibits, including a navigation aide, and having a devoted 

staff member dedicated to the sign-in/sign-out process are universal.  In the first 

iteration of this study, many participants requested more content at more of the 

exhibits to make the experience more of a self-guided tour of The Center.  Before the 

map was added many participants wanted the videos to be arranged in a linear order so 

that they could “follow along” as they went through the center.  This request virtually 

vanished after we attached a small map to the iPod with the exhibits with iPod content 

indicated by a star.  Visitors, especially those new to The Center, need help orienting 

themselves in the physical context of the center.  By explicitly indicating where the 

iPods could be used, visitors could concentrate on interacting with the exhibits and 

using the iPods, not about finding the appropriate exhibits to connect to the iPod 

content.   

Visiting groups used the iPod in a variety of ways:  alone and with others, 

watching all of the videos or just a select few, watching the videos at the exhibits or 

sitting in a quiet spot to watch them all at once.  Different ways of using the iPod may 

be tied to participants’ situated museum identities.  Falk (2006) identifies five major 

museum visiting motivations or identities (explorer, facilitator, professional/hobbyist, 
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experience seeker, and spiritual pilgrim) each driven by a different set of desires, 

expectations, and responsibilities.  These situated identities are fluid and are 

influenced by the specific context of the visiting situation.  For instance, in this study, 

many parents visiting with their young children expressed interest in the iPods, but 

declined to use them explicitly because they felt that it would take too much of their 

attention away from their children.  Some even told us that under different 

circumstances, when they were operating under a different situated museum identity, 

that they would have been interested.  Future content could be designed explicitly to 

meet the needs of these five visiting types.   

Falk and Dierking (2000) and Griffin and Symington (1997) emphasize the 

importance of individual agency during a museum visit to ensure an enjoyable 

experience that is conducive to meaningful learning.  Choice is clearly important to 

visitors, but presenting visitors with volumes of videos to navigate through would be 

overwhelming.  Methods for cataloging and presenting content on handheld 

technology need to be explored.  Potentially, computer-based predictive systems could 

be developed akin to those used by Amazon and Netflix that allow visitors to view, 

rate, and choose videos (or exhibits to see for instance) based on tags, similar interests, 

etc.  Such methods are extraordinarily expensive to develop and maintain, but on the 

other end of the spectrum a short, inexpensive computer-based questionnaire like that 

used in Falk, et al. (2008) could be developed to recommend content based on visiting 

motivations or situated identities.  Such methods raise potentially thorny issues about 

the actual amount and types of choice and control afforded visitors.  
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By being flexible to change, and open to suggestions from participants, we 

were able to optimize the implementation of the program using handheld computers.  

Some adaptations were procedural like developing a sign-out procedure that afforded 

security for the devices and comfort for participants, while others were physical like 

attaching a small map and set of instructions to each device, and putting signs at all 

exhibits with connecting content.  Additionally, the study began using iPods and 

similarly priced PDAs (personal digital assistants), but the low-cost PDAs were 

eliminated from the study early on due to problems with slow processor speeds and 

limited memory capacity. Another finding from this research that warrants further 

study was that visitors were more likely to participate in the program on days when 

there were two researchers present.  Overall participants enjoyed their experience with 

the iPods and felt that the experience made their experience more meaningful.  We 

found some visitors are interested in using handheld computers to enhance their 

museum visit under certain conditions, but that much still must be done if handheld 

computers are to help customized museum going experiences for large numbers of 

visitors.   

Notes:  An earlier version of this paper was presented at the National Association of 
Research in Science Teaching 2007 Annual Meeting in New Orleans, LA, USA. 
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APPENDIX:  IPOD SURVEY 
Q1.  Have you ever used an iPod before? 
       Yes, one with video capability Yes, but not with video capability  No 
 
Q2.  If you have used an iPod before, how familiar are you with using it?  
     I can make it play      I can load music/other media  I  can create content for it 
 
Q3.  What have you used an iPod for in the past? (circle all that apply) 
 Music/Audio   Video  Calendar Data Storage or transfer 

Other (please specify)___________________________________________ 
 

Q4.  Please think about your use of the iPod today and react to each of the 
completed statements below.  Using the iPod… 
a) … enhanced my visit to the HMSC Visitor Center 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
b) … provided new information in an engaging way 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
c) … made the exhibits more meaningful 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
d) … made me want to own a video iPod 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
 

Q5.  Please rate the following statements about using the iPod 
a) It was relatively easy and convenient to use the iPod. 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
b) The instruction sheet was helpful to me and to my group. 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
c) The video quality was good. 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
d) The audio quality was good. 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
e) The headphones were good. 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
f) I would prefer to not have to use headphones. 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
g) I was worried about breaking or damaging the iPod 

Agree Strongly Agree Neutral     Disagree Disagree Strongly 
 

Q6.  Please rate each of the following videos in terms of its informational value: 
a) Taking care of the animals  
 Excellent Good   Fair   Poor         Didn’t Watch     Don’t remember 
b)  Behind the Scenes: The Seawater System 
 Excellent Good   Fair   Poor         Didn’t Watch     Don’t remember  
c) Chaos Wheel (male scientist: George Mpitsos) 
 Excellent Good   Fair   Poor         Didn’t Watch     Don’t remember 
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d) Chaos Wheel (male educator: Bill Hanshumaker) 
 Excellent Good   Fair   Poor         Didn’t Watch     Don’t remember 
e) Chaos Wheel (female volunteer: Ruth Kistler) 
 Excellent Good   Fair   Poor         Didn’t Watch     Don’t remember 
 
f) Exhibit:  Invasion of the Habitat Snatchers! 
 Excellent Good   Fair   Poor         Didn’t Watch     Don’t remember 
g) Exhibit:  The Rumbleometer 
 Excellent Good   Fair   Poor         Didn’t Watch     Don’t remember 
h) I wanted to see more video clips about other exhibits. 
 Agree Strongly Agree Neutral  Disagree Disagree Strongly 
i) I wanted to see more video clips about behind the scenes at HMSC 
 Agree Strongly Agree Neutral  Disagree Disagree Strongly 
Q7.  I listened to the audio-only segments on the iPod and I rate their 
informational value: 
Excellent Good    Fair   Poor     Didn’t Listen  Don’t remember 
 

8.  Tell us a bit about yourself 
and your group so we can 
group your responses with 
other similar visitors 
a) your age:_______ 

b) age of youngest group 
member:_______ 
c) gender:__________ 

d) zip code:_________ 

e) education 
completed:____________ 

Any other comments?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This survey has been altered from its original form to facilitate inclusion in this 
dissertation.  I have decreased the font size, increased the margin sizes, and decreased 
space provided for responding. 
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CONNECTING TO CHAOS:  EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF A PROGRAM 
USING IPODS AT AN EXHIBIT ON SCIENTIFIC CHAOS 

Abstract 
This study examines the impact of a program using iPods on visitors’ 
understanding of and activity surrounding an exhibit on scientific 
chaos.  Following a naturalistic inquiry process with iterative coding 
cycles I developed four “situation definitions” (Goffman, 1959) under 
which visitors interact with the exhibit.  I used these situation 
definitions to analyze video recordings of participants using the iPods 
at the exhibit.  Additionally I examined changes in participants’ 
concepts of chaos in interviews before and after using the iPods and the 
exhibit.  As shown through concept maps I created from the interviews, 
the combination of the iPods and their accompanying content and using 
the exhibit, participants changed their conceptual understanding of 
chaos.  This study concludes with recommendations for further 
exploration of using iPods for learning tools in science centers to make 
centers and their exhibits more accessible to a wider range of visitors. 

Introduction 
As museums have shifted from collections of objects into institutions for 

learning, researchers’ criteria for examining the impact of a museum experience on 

visitors is also changing.  Traditional methods of museum research focus on the ability 

of an exhibit to attract and hold visitors’ attention quantified as holding time (or 

holding power) and attraction power (e.g. Boisvert & Slez, 1995; Sandifer, 1997, 

2003).  These methods are supported by the behaviorist notion that learning is a linear, 

time dependent, and step-by-step process that occurs as the response to a particular 

stimulus, in this case an exhibit.  Serrell (1997) and other researchers who use these 

methods for evaluating exhibits support their use because they are unobtrusive 

measures, are easily quantifiable, and answer questions paramount to exhibit gallery 

managers – which exhibits are most popular and most used.  While holding time and 

attracting power can answer questions about the time spent at and an exhibit and 
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possibly whether or not an exhibit should remain on the floor, they do not account for 

how visitors interact with the exhibit or with other visitors while using the exhibit and 

how this shapes meaning making. 

While Serrell (1997) quipped that visitors don’t have eyes in the backs of their 

heads, so if you do not see them paying attention, it is unlikely that learning is taking 

place.   However, “paying attention” to an exhibit (or looking at it) does not equal the 

totality of learning.  From a sociocultural perspective, visitors continue to learn about 

an exhibit in relaying their experience with others as shown by Ellenbogen (2002) and 

Allen (2002).  Both of these studies found that visitors often debrief their visit with 

other family members while walking between exhibits, or over lunch in the museum 

café, or on the car ride home.  These conversations represent an important part of the 

learning process, as one individual recreates a learning experience for another and 

negotiates one’s own meaning in the process. 

The exhibit examined in this study also calls into question the assumption that 

time spent at an exhibit is a good proxy for learning.  The “Chaos Wheel” (Figure 1) is 

a teaching model (Falcão et al., 2004) that is an “exemplar of a phenomenon (the 

patterns in chaos) disclosed by a sense-extending instrument (the graphs on the 

computer monitor)” (Afonso & Gilbert, 2006.)  While many visitors spend more than 

3 minutes at the exhibit, twice the reported average of 90 seconds spent at most 

interactive exhibits (Bell, Bareiss, & Beckwith, 1993/1994) observations suggest that 

most visitors do not use the exhibit as it was intended to be used. 
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The Chaos Wheel 

 

Figure 2:  Front, side and rear views of the Chaos Wheel exhibit.  The front view 
shows the compartmentalized front wheel, the angle reader, the audio kiosk (left 
corner), and the computer monitor that displays stop angle ratios to show the patterns 
in clockwork and chaos modes.  The side view shows the double wheel construction 
and the back wheel submerged in a water-filled brake tank.  The water level in the 
brake tank is what controls the mode (clock or chaos) of the exhibit.  The back view 
shows the flywheel that is partially submerged in the brake tank. 

 

This exhibit has been remediated by staff at the science center many times, 

which has made an extremely busy exhibit even busier.  This study takes a different 

approach – it uses an external device with supplementary content to help make the 

exhibit more accessible.  The additional content is delivered via handheld computers 

(iPods).  In order to understanding the influence of the iPods and their content (three 

video clips about how to interpret and use the exhibit) visitors are observed using the 

exhibit with and without iPods.  Additionally, participants who used the iPod were 

interviewed before and after their experience to document conceptual change as a 

result of using the iPods at the exhibit. 
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Background 
The Chaos Wheel is an exhibit that is an “exemplar of a phenomenon disclosed 

by detecting instruments” (Afonso & Gilbert, 2006).  This kind of exhibit “uses some 

sort of technological device to change the input stimulus in scale and/or time so that a 

phenomenon (the patterns in scientific chaos) can be perceived with the senses.” 

(p.1525)  According to Afonso and Gilbert (2006) this is one of the most difficult type 

of exhibit for visitors to interpret as exhibit designers intended.  While visitors enjoy 

this exhibit, and spend long periods of time using it, very few visitors interact with this 

exhibit as intended by the exhibit designers. 

Scientific Background – Chaos 
Not only is this exhibit a difficult type of exhibit to use as intended, it 

addresses is complex itself – scientific chaos.  In addition to having a name “chaos” 

that has different vernacular and scientific meanings, scientific chaos has many 

monikers:  chaos theory, complexity theory, and dynamic systems.  The word chaos 

first appeared in ancient Greek (χαοσ), and represented the primordial void from 

which the Greek Gods were birthed; the most common understanding today is that of 

randomness or disorder.   

The current vernacular meaning of chaos is orthogonal to scientific chaos; 

which describes the behavior of non-linear systems that change over time and are 

highly sensitive to initial conditions because of built in feedback loops.  The feedback 

loops have the power to change a system explosively, and are sensitive to myriad un-
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measurable forces.  This can make chaotic systems appear random at first inspection, 

however chaotic systems are not random and are actually predictable in the short term. 

Some examples of chaotic systems are:  weather and climate; the movement of 

schools of fish and flocks of birds; the shape of the coast line, plants, and snowflakes; 

the free market; the motion of the universe; heartbeats; the movement of the oceans; 

and a plethora of other natural phenomena.  While chaotic systems are everywhere, 

they challenge most humans’ understanding of how the world works and are often not 

considered as the chaotic systems they truly are. 

Yet ideas stemming from scientific chaos are present in the popular 

imagination.  Many people recognize the ideas of scientific chaos in the “butterfly 

effect” that states that the Earth’s weather system is so sensitive to small changes that 

a “butterfly flapping it’s wings in the Amazon can cause a hurricane in the Atlantic 

Ocean some days later.”  (e.g. Stewart, 1997).  Another popular expression of chaos 

theory are fractals, technically the exhibit it self is a fractal of a sort.  In addition to 

being attractive, and sometimes mesmerizing, pieces of psychedelic art, fractals are 

physical representations of non-linear (chaotic) equations (Figure 2).  Fractals are 

often used to model the natural world like the shape of coastlines, plants, or other 

complex dynamic phenomena. 

Fractals are created by evaluating a complex quadratic polynomial (containing 

real and imaginary parts) over the entire complex plane. Those coordinates that have 

bound solutions are part of a set, while those with infinite solutions are excluded, and 

the infinitely repeatable and reducible boundary between the bounded and unbounded 
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areas is the fractal.  One famous equation zn1 = zn2 + c (where z and c are complex 

numbers with a real and an imaginary component) defines the Mandlebrot Set (Figure 

2), named after Benoit Mandlebrot one of the first mathematicians to use computers to  

Detail of the Mandlebrot Set Fractal 

 

Figure 2:  One section of the fractal representing the Mandlebrot Set.  One distinction 
of fractals is the infinite repeatability of the general pattern at all scales.  This can be 
seen in the repetition of the shape in the center of the figure throughout the figure at 
different sizes.  This fractal was generated using the fractal generator available at 
http://www.utopiansky.com/labratory/fractals/).  The black areas are those with 
defined solutions, and the colors represent the speed to which the spot on the matrix 
tends toward ± infinity. 
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iterate these equations, and he created the word fractal to describe these graphic 

representations (for an excellent review of chaos and fractals see Stewart, 1997). 

Theoretical Background 
This study is grounded in the theoretical traditions of socioculturalism 

(Vygotsky, 1986, 1987; Wertsch, 1998) and constructivism (von Glasersfeld, 1995).  

Combining these two conceptual frameworks to investigate learning in informal 

science education environments is common (e.g. Jarman, 2005; Kisiel, 2006), but each 

mixture of frameworks is slightly different. 

Constructivism focuses on conceptual changes in individual learner’s mental 

models of how the world works, and on viable knowledge, not “The Truth” (von 

Glasersfeld, 1995).  Constructivists acknowledge that learning is non-linear and not 

necessarily time-dependent.  New phenomena and experiences are either assimilated 

into a learner’s already established mental model, or they cause the learner to 

construct a new mental model in light of their new experience. 

Constructivist principles guide the analysis of the exhibit and its content, the 

videos, and the participants’ understanding of scientific chaos.  Following Falcão et al. 

(2004), the exhibit is viewed as a teaching model of the (scientifically) consensual 

model of a scientific phenomenon (scientific chaos).  Teaching models are constructed 

to help learners understand a phenomenon through example or analogy.  From the 

constructivist point of view, such a model is only effective if it connects to and 

influences learners’ individual mental models.  As Falcão and colleagues did, this 

study utilizes models to facilitate comparison among different representations of 
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mental models (the exhibit, the videos, the participants interviews).  This study uses 

concept maps (see Novak & Gowin, 1984) as a way to create visual representations of 

different conceptual models of chaos as presented in different media. 

Sociocultural principles are also attended to in this study.  Following the 

sociocultural tradition (e.g. Ash, 2003), the activities and conversations of groups of 

visitors are examined for evidence of learning.  Not only are conversations viewed as 

negotiations of learning, they are seen as ways for more knowledgeable group 

members to help less knowledgeable group members think differently (Vygotsky, 

1978).  Because of this point of view, participants’ conceptual change is examined as a 

group activity. 

Socioculturalism also attends to the unique and intimate interplay between 

people and their tools (e.g. Wertsch, 1998).  This brings the focus of the study from 

the participants understanding of the exhibit to how the participants use the exhibit and 

the iPods to make meaning from their experience.   

This work also draws on Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical approach to social 

action, specifically his idea of the “definition of the situation”.  According to Goffman 

(1959), humans decide how to act in a given situation depending on how they interpret 

that situation.  As long as all parties involved implicitly agree on the definition of the 

situation, it is never consciously thought of or discussed.  Society is built upon many 

people operating as if others interpreted the world in the same way, and much strife 

and humor demonstrates what happens when all members of a group do not define the 

situation in the same way.  
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Ways of acting that are appropriate under one situation definition are totally 

inappropriate under another, and the same words and actions can have different 

meanings accordingly.  It became clear in preliminary analysis of the data that 

different visitors had interpreted the Chaos Wheel exhibit differently.  These different 

interpretations of the exhibit lead to different visitors defining the appropriate way to 

act at the exhibit differently.  However, these definitions are wholly implicit and are 

only formally defined by the researcher as a heuristic tool to make meaning of 

visitors’ actions. 

Methods 
The methods used in this study are guided by the principles of Naturalistic 

inquiry (e.g. Lincoln, & Guba, 1985; and Moschkovich & Brenner, 2000) by studying 

cognitive activity in context, and looking to the participants’ actions to develop coding 

schemes.  As such, the data for this study were gathered through unobtrusive 

observations, video-recordings, and semi-structured interviews in situ.  – observations 

and semi-structured interviews. observations and interviews will be used to examine 

how visitors actually use the iPods during their visits.  These observations will follow 

the sociological tradition of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967) by looking at how 

visitors use the iPods to make sense out of their visit (e.g. Patton, 2002, pg. 132). 

 To collect data on participants without iPods, I recorded observations by 

speaking into a hand-less microphone attached to a digital recorder.  As Bourn, 

Dritsas, Johnson, Peter, and Wagner (1998) did, I found this to be an unobtrusive 

method of observing that afforded me detailed observations.  I observed visitors who 
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approached the Chaos Wheel over a range of days of the week and times of day during 

the summer of 2007.  As in Allen (2002), I observed visitors, narrated their actions, 

repeated their talk, and noted demographic characteristics of the participants.  All 

segments longer than 24 seconds were analyzed; this cut-off was established because 

24 seconds was the shortest segment that contained some talk.  While the length of 

clips can be used as a rough indication of how long visitor groups spend at the exhibit 

it is not an exact measure.  Some segments are quick summaries of visitors’ actions, 

while others are “blow-by-blow” accounts of visitors’ talk and actions at the Chaos 

Wheel.  Due to the prevalence of hand-less microphones my presence, or my talking 

into a microphone did not seem out of the ordinary to most visitors. 

These recordings were transcribed, sorted and coded using an iterative oOpen 

coding scheme (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  – allowing the codes to come out of 

emerging themes from the data.  Data coded for observable actions and for the 

apparent definition of the situation for each observed group.  Repeating ideas were 

noted as representing emerging themes (Patton, 2002, Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003).  

These themes were then used to develop heuristic definitions of the situation as done 

in Rowe (2002).  These were used to develop a taxonomy of ways visitors use the 

Chaos Wheel exhibit and as a comparison for the participants who also used the iPods. 

In order to determine the impact of the iPod experience on using the Chaos 

Wheel exhibit, Cconcept maps as tools for facilitating analysis among the diverse data 

sets.  While using concept maps as an analytical tool is not new (e.g. Bledsoe, 2007), it 

is not their usual application.  John Novak and his colleagues developed concept maps 
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as a tool for learners to use, not as an analytical tool to be used by researchers. 

However, this alternate use of concept maps has proved fruitful in documenting 

participant groups’ conceptual change and in comparing among the exhibit, the videos, 

and the participants’ conversations.  Creating a concept map of the exhibit text 

(Figures 3 and 4) was an illustrative act in itself.  The wide range of disconnected 

ideas presented as a part of the exhibit helps illuminate some potential sources of 

difficulty for visitors in understanding the exhibit. 

Setting 
 This study took place at the Hatfield Marine Science Center Visitors Center 

(The Center), a small donations-only science center and aquarium located on the 

Oregon Coast.  Most exhibits at this center were designed in a remodel of the center in 

the 1990s that transformed it from a natural history museum with dioramas, complete 

with taxidermy animals, into an interactive center with live animals and exhibits 

showcasing the patterns inherent in world. Many of the exhibits at The Center 

showcase marine-based research done by scientists working in other departments of 

the facility.  The exhibit studied in detail in this paper has been in place since the 

remodeling of The Center.   

Participants 
 To determine how visitors use the exhibit, I observed 200 visiting groups using 

the Chaos Wheel.  Every third visiting group was selected to represent a random 

sampling of visiting groups.  The participants’ demographic characteristics are 

comparable to the characteristics of the summer visiting population.  For purposes of 
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exploratory analysis I sorted these visiting groups in a number of ways:  by the 

makeup of their group, by the types of actions they engaged in, and by the definition 

of the situation under which they operated.  χ2 analysis of the population shows no 

relationship between visiting group and definition of the situation or between 

definitions of the situation and actions.  Thus the observed participants can all be 

considered together. 

 For the more in-depth second phase of the study, I recruited participants before 

their visits because of the intrusive nature of the interviewing and video taping 

procedure associated with observing and documenting the influence of the iPods on 

visitors’ use of the Chaos Wheel.  The visitor center is small and many visitors spend 

less than two hours in the center; the researcher and The Center’s staff agreed that 

asking visitors to spend half an hour was too intrusive for randomly selected visitors.  

The participants in this study were selected to be representative of the visiting 

population.  SJA – a young family from Oregon, the parents are high school graduates, 

and the mother grew up coming to The Center with her family.  Their five year-old 

son joined them, but he did not engage with the iPod.  WEP – a retired couple visiting 

from another state in the Northwest.  They often visit museums and other cultural 

centers while on vacation, but had never visited The Center before.  He has a doctorate 

in science, and she has a background in mathematics and computer science.  The CTE 

groups were on a fieldtrip from a private elementary school in the Portland metro area.  

CTE-1 was a multigenerational group with two mothers with college degrees and three 

girls aged 10-12.  None of the members of CTE-1 had been to The Center before, but 
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all members had been to other museums.  CTE-2 was a peer group of five children 

(two girls and three boys) aged 9-12.  None of the members of CTE-2 had been to The 

Center before, but had all been to other museums.  CTE-3 was a peer group of five 

children (three girls and two boys) aged 10-13.  One member of CTE-3 had visited 

The Center before and all had visited other museums. 

The Exhibit 
The Chaos Wheel (Figure 1) is a computer-run double water wheel that 

regularly switches between clock and chaos mode depending on the level of water in a 

brake tank.  The Chaos Wheel is a teaching model (Falcão et al., 2004) that attempts to 

illustrate the patterns in a chaotic system, and the fine line separating a chaotic system 

and a clock-like system.  The front water wheel is split into quarters (creating four 

equal-sized triangular buckets – see Figure 1) that are constantly being filled with 

water from above.  The weight of the water in this top segment of the front wheel 

builds up the potential energy necessary to cause the wheel to tip.  The influence of 

this water is mediated by the resistance on the flywheel (back wheel) that is partially 

submerged in the brake tank.  When the water level in the brake tank is high, the 

system behaves regularly like a clock, but when the water level drops below a certain 

level, the system behaves chaotically.  Chaotic systems are extremely sensitive to 

initial conditions making them hard to predict very far in the future. 

There is a green line on the back brake tank that separates clock mode from 

chaos mode.  This line on the exhibit represents the fractal line between the bounded 

and predictable set (clock mode) from the non-linear set (chaos mode).  When the 
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water level in the back brake tank falls below the green line then the system becomes 

chaotic. 

Using the large angle reader (protractor) mounted in front of the wheel the 

current “stop angle” can be determined and used to predict the next stop angle in clock 

mode and in chaos mode.  Prediction of the next stop angle is simple in clock mode – 

the wheel turns approximately ninety degrees clockwise or counterclockwise each 

turn.  It is more complicated to predict the stop angle in chaos mode.  To determine the 

next probable stop angle in chaos mode, one must use the data displayed on the 

computer monitor.  The computer monitor displays three graphs – two scatter plots of 

the ratio of present stop angle to past stop angle, one for chaos mode and one for clock 

mode, and a line graph showing stop angle versus time for the current mode.  The 

scatter plot can be used to predict the next stop angle in chaos mode because of the 

inherent patterns in chaotic behavior. 

In chaos mode the pattern is a-periodic and the wheel does not necessarily turn in 

alternating directions every time.  Additionally, the amount of water that spills is 

different each time.  While it is usually still clear which direction the wheel will spin, 

the next stop angle is less apparent.  The data on the graphs are necessary to use the 

exhibit as intended in chaos mode. 

The exhibit text is displayed in six panels mounted on the Plexiglas tank, one 

kiosk, and around the base of the exhibit.  The text displayed on the kiosk is also 

available in audio form at the push of a button located on the kiosk.  Four of the six 
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 Concept Map of Exhibit’s Text on The Wheel 

 

Figure 3:  This concept map details the exhibit text directly addressing the exhibit and 
how it works.  All of this text was added through remediation of the exhibit to make it 
more accessible.  

 
text panels cite examples of chaotic systems (heartbeats, planetary motion, the stock 

market, and nature); one text panel introduces the idea of patterns within chaos; one 

discusses how the exhibit is a model of scientific chaos; the text on the kiosk details 

some history of scientific chaos and explains the nature of chaos; and the text around 

the base of the exhibit discusses snowflakes.  There are too many concepts introduced 

in the exhibit text for all the concepts to be displayed in one concept map.  Thus, the 

concepts introduced in the exhibit text are displayed in two concept maps: one 

showing the exhibit text about the exhibit (Figure 3), and one showing the exhibit text 

about scientific chaos (Figure 4). 
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Concept Map of Exhibit’s Text on Chaos 

Figure 4:  This concept map shows all the different examples of chaos presented in the 
text panels.  This extremely busy map has high levels of detail in each train of thought, 
but these ideas are not connected in any meaningful way. 

 

The iPod Videos 
In the latest remediation of the exhibit three videos7 were added as a part of a 

new program that offers extra content on exhibits and the science center via iPods.  

Each video has a different narrator (a science educator, a volunteer docent, and a 

                                                
7 The videos can be accessed via the science center’s podcast website 

http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/visitor/vcexhibits/podcasts.html follow the links to 

download the content.   
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research scientist) and discusses a different aspect of chaos and its relation to the 

exhibit (Table 1).  In an earlier investigation into visitor acceptance of the iPod 

program we found that many visitors watched all three videos on the Chaos Wheel and 

that all were well received (Phipps, Rowe, & Cone, in press). 

The Scientist 

The scientist, a marine biologist who studies molluscan genetics, was involved 

in the creation of the exhibit over a decade earlier.  His video is the shortest at 1:23 

and focuses on how the exhibit is a model and how scientists use models to understand 

large, complex phenomena.  He discusses the basic mechanism driving the Chaos 

Wheel without explicitly connecting the working of the wheel with chaos (Figure 5). 

In his view the water wheel is simple to understand. The scientist assumes that visitors 

are at least familiar with the scientific concept of a model and are comfortable with 

scatter plot graphs like the graphs on the computer monitor.  In observations of visitors 

without the aid of the iPod videos very few visitors even look at the monitor at all, let 

alone examine the graphs. The video contains three trains of thought: what a model is, 

the relation between stop angle and wheel state, and the relation between high and low 

resistance on the flywheel.  These three topics are not explicitly connected, and this 

video does not explain how to use the Chaos Wheel and the monitor to make 

predictions of the stop angle.   
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Concept Map of the Scientist’s Video 

 

Figure 5:  Concept of the scientist’s description of the Chaos Wheel and scientific 
chaos.  He does not explicitly connect the mechanisms of the Chaos Wheel and 
scientific chaos.  Note one of the text panels on the exhibit addresses the chaotic 
nature of human the heartbeat (see left corner of concept map). 
 
The Educator  

Like the scientist, the educator was part of the team that developed the Chaos 

Wheel exhibit.  However, unlike the scientist, the educator spent the intervening years 

working as a docent at The Center and explaining the Chaos Wheel to visitors, staff, 

and volunteers alike.  He has expressed his chagrin with the current state of the exhibit 

in many personal communications.  The educator’s explanation is pragmatic and 

suggests that visitors take action and look at the exhibit from the side (Figure 6).  The 
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educator explicitly addresses the word chaos and states that it has two meanings the 

colloquial definition of “random” and the scientific definition “a complex, a-periodic 

pattern.”  The “Patterns in Chaos” text (Figure 4) also touches on the notion that chaos  

Concept Map of The Educator’s Video 

 

Figure 6:  The concept map of the educator’s video.  This view of the exhibit and 
scientific chaos is more connected than the scientist’s presentation. 

 
has more than one definition.  The educator’s video answers the question “How does 

the wheel work?”  He shows the viewer that the Chaos Wheel is really comprised of 

two wheels that work together to spin the wheel.  The flywheel is semi-submerged in 

the brake tank, and the friction from the water in the brake tank modulates the 

spinning of the front wheel.  When the back brake tank is filled past a certain line, it 

regulates the spinning of the front wheel, but when it is less full than a critical point, it 
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becomes chaotic and a-periodic even though it still has a pattern.  He also points out 

the graphs on the computer monitor and suggests that the information in the graph can 

help predict the next stop angle of the wheel.  

After years of explaining different facets of the Chaos Wheel to different 

audiences, the educator used his prior knowledge of visitors to craft a segment that 

directly answers a key question “How does the wheel work?”  The explanation is clear 

and direct.  It also requires the viewers to explore the other dimensions and sides of 

the exhibit.  Even though multiple sides can easily be seen, and there is ample space to 

walk around the exhibit, few visitors without the iPods looked at the wheel other than 

from the front.  For the most part, unless visitors approach the exhibit from the side 

they rarely examine more than one side of the exhibit. 

The Volunteer 

The volunteer docent is a retired mathematician who is clearly comfortable 

with the idea of scientific chaos.  The concept map of her video is well connected, and 

she does the best job of making the connection between the exhibit and scientific 

chaos (Figure 7).  This explicit connection is recommended by Afonso and Gilbert 

(2006) to help visitors remember the content of exhibits.  She gestures to help direct 

the viewer’s attention to certain parts of the exhibit, especially the back brake tank and 

the graph of the stop angles on the monitor.  She makes the connection between water 

as potential energy in the top compartment of the front wheel and water as force of 

friction on the flywheel in the back tank.  She clearly shows that it is the interplay 

between the balance of the force of friction on the flywheel and the potential  
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Concept Map of The Volunteer’s Video 

 

Figure 7:  The concept map of the volunteer’s video.  This video has the most 
connected concept map of the three videos.  The volunteer connects the exhibit to 
chaos and explains how the exhibit demonstrates scientific chaos.  She contrasts 
chaotic patterns as different from clock-like patterns that are regular and comforting to 
us in some way. 

 
energy of the weight of the water coming into the top tank that makes the wheel work 

differently in different modes.  When the water in the flywheel brake tank is 

sufficiently low, there is too much sensitivity to conditions to be able to predict this 

chaotic system’s position ten turns into the future.  The volunteer continually connects 

the exhibit and the mechanisms that drive the exhibit and the idea of scientific chaos 

that the exhibit is modeling. 
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Analysis 
 Following the tradition of naturalistic inquiry, data are analyzed several times 

throughout the study in a cycle oscillating among four stages:  defining the research 

questions, designing the study, analyzing the data, and collecting the data 

Moschkovich & Brenner, 2000).  First concept maps of the videos and the exhibit 

were developed so I could be fully aware of the contents of each text panel.  This 

allowed me to properly attribute information from visitors’ conversations to the 

exhibit text as necessary.  While this was done before I transcribed and analyzed the 

observation data it was after I conducted the observations.  Honoring the constructivist 

notion of capturing the world as experienced by the learner, I did not want to impose 

the canonical model of chaos on my observations.   

The first codes that emerged were reading the text, talking, predicting, 

questioning, and pressing the button.  Although I attempted to assign age estimates to 

individual visitors while observing, demographic information was collapsed into five 

groups:  multigenerational groups with children, multigenerational adult groups, three 

generational groups, peer groups, and solo visitors.   

The first five codes (reading, talking, predicting, questioning, and pressing the 

button) described at least one feature of 80% of the observed groups.  A second round 

of analysis developed a second round of codes:  pointing at the exhibit, looking at the 

exhibit, pointing and looking at the text, and gesturing.  With the addition of these 

codes, at least one action was accounted for in over 95% of the observed groups.  

However, various permutations of comparisons among actions and groups showed no 

emerging correlations.  Visual comparisons of graphs were unimpressive, and χ2 
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analysis among conditions showed no significance.  Another mode of analysis was 

necessary to make meaning from these observations. 

 It was at this point in the cycle of inquiry that Goffman’s (1959) heuristic of 

situation definition became useful.  It is not the sum of types of actions visitors did at 

the exhibit that mattered, but how those actions belied the visitors’ interpretation of 

how to use the exhibit and the surrounding environment that is crucial.   

After observing visitors, transcribing my observations, and coding visitors’ 

actions, the most salient way to describe these encounters with the Chaos Wheel are 

through the notion of the definition of the situation (Goffman, 1959).  The situation 

definition can be thought of asis the underlying assumptions visitors people make in 

order to make sense of their interaction with the exhibitworld and with other people.  

People assume that other people in the same situation will have the same assumptions 

they do, and behave as if this were true (Goffman, 1959).  This collection of 

assumptions that allow interactions to be conducted smoothly can be thought of as 

people’s answers if they were asked “what are you doing?”  However, as Rommetviet 

(1974) stresses, this question only gets asked explicitly when something goes wrong in 

the interaction, even when members of the same group are operating under different 

apparent definitions of the situation.  Only when something goes wrong in an 

interaction does the situation definition come to the fore as participants aim to 

reestablish an inclusive definition of the situation. 

Depending on how the visitor has interpreted the contextual signals 

surrounding the exhibit, the visitor will define the appropriate mode of interacting with 
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the exhibit.  Visitors who experienced the exhibit displayed four basic definitions of 

the situation; which influenced the visitors’ actions at the exhibit.  Visitor actions at 

the wheel can be classified into The four basic definitions of the situation:  are “HOW 

DOES IT WORK?”, “WAITING FOR THE SPLASH”, “INTERACTING”, and 

“RESTING”.  As Rowe (2002) found, mMany visiting groups appear to be operating 

under multiple definitions of the situation simultaneously, and may spend at least part 

of their time negotiating which situation definition is foregrounded.  In order to 

facilitate understanding of each situation definition, Tables 1 and 2 cite examples of 

successful interactions (Table 1) and unsuccessful interactions (Table 2) based on each 

situation definition.  

WAITING FOR THE SPLASH 
Some visitors are WAITING FOR THE SPLASH, or waiting for the wheel to 

do something.  The water flowing, pumping, and spilling in this exhibit adds a 

significant amount of noise to the main gallery of The Center.  The sound of the splash 

attracts many visitors to the exhibit, and becomes a central part of the exhibit for some 

visitors.  Some children cheer when the wheel tips and the water splashes onto the 

Plexiglas tank.  Others watch the wheel from the side so that the water will spill 

towards them and enlist their parents to ensure that they are on the right side of the 

exhibit.  Other visitors will watch the exhibit until the wheel turns at least once, or 

once more before leaving the exhibit.  The regular or a-periodic tipping of the wheel 

and the splashing of the water is a clear action in a rather static exhibit, a punctuation 

of a slice of time.  It is clearly an event that signals to some visitors that they have 
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seen this exhibit and know what it is about.  Although these visitors look at and 

sometimes predict which direction the wheel will turn, they do not seem to deem 

correctly predicting the direction the wheel will turn as the goal, but as a part of a 

larger game of watching the water spill.  

Under this definition of the situation, some splashes are better than others.  

When the wheel is in chaos mode or in transition between clock and chaos modes, the 

wheel can get stuck at a point (around 45°) where it is too evenly balanced to tip in 

either way.  When this happens there is a built in mechanism to tip the wheel (always 

to the right) after a set amount of time.  Some visitors enjoy this position the most 

because it is stuck for a long time, and causes a big splash.  Some visitors become 

evidently worried that the exhibit is broken when it is stuck in this position, and show 

relief when it finally tips.  Many visitors seem to wait for one last splash before 

leaving.  For these visitors watching the exhibit turn and making the water splash 

marks a successful interaction.  This was especially true of those who wanted to see 

the wheel get stuck and then tip, making the biggest splash.  Some children become 

quite animated with each big spill, celebrating each large spill with dancing, cheering, 

chanting, clapping, and sometimes kissing the exhibit. 

Betting – a subset of WAITING FOR THE SPLASH 

As Rowe (2002) found with RACING at an interactive exhibit, some visitors 

interpret the situation as a betting game.  The idea of betting must be established and 

agreed upon by all the members of the group.  People bet by pointing their finger in 

one direction, tilting their head in one direction, or by stating which direction they 
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think the wheel will spill.  A shared situation definition is crucial here: the other 

members of the group must “buy into” the betting game for it to be a successful game.  

Sometimes bettors initiate the game with a reference to placing a wager (real or 

imagined).  In a game of betting visitors “win” by predicting correctly.  When one 

person wins the bet, it is acknowledged as is a lost bet.  Close to even stop angles 

encourage betting because the answer is not necessarily obvious. 

Although betting was not a common a situation definition, it was a one.  It 

occurs more often in chaos mode than in clock mode, because the wheel appears more 

erratic.  Betting could be encouraged by the association of chaos and a roulette wheel 

in the “How does a water wheel demonstrate chaos?” sign [the intent of the sign was 

to contrast chaotic patterns with a random roulette wheel, but the text reads as if it 

were equating the two phenomenon].(Figure, 4)  An incorrect bet can lead to a change 

in the situation definition towards HOW DOES IT WORK?.  

For visitors playing a betting game, it would be inappropriate to investigate the 

apparatus too closely.  Part of the game of betting is the element of chance.  To have a 

successful experience betting visitors must be able to successfully predict which 

direction the wheel will tip most of the time.  If it is too obvious, as in clock mode, 

there is no reason to bet.  People who bet may also have read the “Chaos in the Gold 

Market” text panel, since people sometimes call investing in the stock market “playing 

the market”. 
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HOW DOES IT WORK? 
Some Many visitors are interested in how ithe exhibit works.  These visitors 

read the signs, look at the monitor, point at the exhibit or text, or press the audio 

button to listen to the audio.  They often walk around to the back and sides, and look 

back and forth from the text to the exhibit.  These visitors “give off” some signs 

(Goffman, 1959) of reasoning by making “quizzical” expressions like furrowing their 

brows, holding their tongues between their teeth, cocking their heads to one side, or 

striking Rodin’s “The Thinker” pose.  Other actions that indicated a HOW DOES IT 

WORK situation definition include discussing the exhibit quietly with the visiting 

group, making gestures and pointing at the exhibit, and discussing and justifying 

predictions. Parents often quiz their children, asking them which way they think it will 

tip, cheering them on when they are right and asking them to clarify their logic when 

they are wrong.   

Some people operating under the HOW DOES IT WORK? situation definition 

visit the exhibit more than once.  There are many possible explanations for this 

phenomenon:  they could be returning to observe the wheel in another state, they could 

be checking to see if it is still the same, they could be returning to test a hypothesis 

they made while elsewhere in the center, or to check their understanding. 

These visitors are less animated and quieter than those betting or WAITING 

FOR THE SPLASH.  These groups engage in quiet discussion, as if people do not 

want to be wrong too loudly in a public place.  A successful interaction under this 

definition of the situation includes articulating the mechanism that separates clock 

mode form chaos mode [the level of water in the brake tank in the back], knowing that  
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Matrix of Successful Uses of the Chaos Wheel By Situation Definition 

I 

A man in his 60s approaches the exhibit he glances at the Patterns in Chaos and is now looking at How Does A Water Wheel Demonstrate Chaos now 
he's looking at the wheel [in clock mode] a woman comes up and presses the audio button.  Audio starts. They're looking at the wheel and appear to be 
listening to the audio. 

R
 &

 R
 A very small boy, maybe 3 or 4 years old, runs over to exhibit says "I wanna watch this," his mom 

sits down on the bench with him.  The mother plays with her cell phone and makes a call.  She is 
talking on the phone…she's texting.  

… The young boy turns his back to the exhibit, and 
the grandparents aren't looking a the exhibit any 
more and are eating snacks 

H
O

W
 D

O
E

S
 I

T
 W

O
R

K
? 

A family returns to the exhibit, they are talking to each other about the wheel.  The parents seem to 
be looking from the text to the wheel, the boy is predicting and the girl is making a seesawing 
motion with her hands to indicate the back and forth motion of the wheel.  The father asks "Which 
way is it going to go?" The boy points [correctly, the wheel is in clock mode] now he has his back 
the wheel and is sitting on the base, he turns around and looks up.  The boy says "now it's going to 
go the other way." motioning with his hands.  The boy and the mother walk away.  The girl starts to 
walk away.  The father is looking back and forth from the monitor to the wheel and is now looking 
at How Does A Water Wheel Demonstrate Chaos.  The boy is circling the exhibit and is looking 
from the other side.  The father is looking around the back and the rest of the family is gone.  He 
walks around again but doesn't seem to be reading the text, he presses the audio button and presses 
again before it starts up.  He hears where the audio is coming from and walks over there and is 
watching the wheel... he is still watching, he looks back at the monitor, [the wheel is switching 
modes] he looks around and is now looking at the monitor and then the tank in the back.  he's 
watching the wheel.  He's walking around to the side, the back... he's walking back around to the 
side, he's back watching it from the front... he's still watching it.  Now he sat down on the bench and 
is watching the wheel... his wife and daughter come back to join him, and he explains that the wheel 
has just switched to chaos mode and how it's the tank in the back that is doing it.  He says you can 
tell it's in chaos mode by looking in the back. 

The two men are watching the wheel [the audio is 
still playing] one man says "Oh, it get's a little bit 
more…" He makes a circular motion with his 
hands.  They're talking about the water brake and 
how far it goes.  He says "look where the water is, 
if it's above that green line in the tank it becomes 
pendulum, if it's below it's chaotic."  A woman 
joins them, the one guy has his arms crossed and 
he has one finger out, pointing to one side.  [a 
subtle prediction?]  The woman sits down to 
watch, the 2 men ponder... one says "It goes one 
side then the other." He points to the past angle 
and says "oh, you can see it."  He says "oh, now 
it's chaotic."  The other man asks "What is chaos?"  
Another family walks up a father and a young boy, 
the father says "It's chaos theory, what's going to 
happen?"  He encourages the boy to push the 
button and listen to the audio.  The men say "it 
looks almost repeatable." 
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 …The older girl says "I'm watching it." and now the younger one comes over "it's going to do it 
again" she says, "I'm excited it looks like it's going to fill up all the way again."  ... The girls are 
watching wide-eyed and open jawed. "It's going to do it again." she says and repeats "it's going to 
do it again, do it again."  "it's broken" she says, then it dumps and she says 'whoa', then looks at the 
other girl who is smiling. "S. look, we could climb in and swim, it's in the middle." The older girl 
gets up and does a little dance in excitement.  They're very excited and wiggling around, doing 
dances (pumping their arms) "I hope it goes all the way to the top!" she puts her arms up like she's 
on a roller coaster "Whee!  Swimmy time!"  She's laying down on the bench and sits up as it 
dumps.  "It went that way I knew it!" predicting correctly. "Look at the waves in the bottom of the 
tank."  The girls to chant over and over "We want the middle" [so that the compartment fills up all 
the way and makes a big splash]   The mother asks "Are you watching water?"  The girls answer 
"Yeah, there are big ones and little ones."  They chant "We want middle!" They are shushed by 
their mother.  [it actually is in the middle.]  The older girl explains "High, high, high, and the water 
goes down, whee, whee, whee!" She's making swimming motions and walking in front of the tank.  
"Uh oh" she says, and is making silly noises and pretending to run in slow motion.  "There it goes" 
says the mother, and she points towards the direction it turns. The girls run up and crouch down 
and kiss the glass … 

A grandmother says to small granddaughter about 2 
years old "oh, look at the water splashing, lets go 
over here and watch that."  "There it splashes some 
more" she tells the girl to stay put, but the girl gets 
off the bench and goes up to the wheel.  "Oh boy, 
that's awesome" says grandmother.  [Now it's going 
to fill up pretty full it's at ~50/40] "Watch it fill up" 
the little girl is looking around, she looks back at 
exhibit and makes grunting noises.  A man says 
"you can't make it go any faster." repeats stressing 
"any."  "Still filling up, it's filling up pretty fast" 
says grandmother.  The girl responds.  "Which side 
do you think it's going to go?" asks the grandmother 

Table 1:  Table of successful uses as defined by the visitors’ situation.  (I = INTERACTING, R = RESTING).  Where there are two 
columns there are two successful examples, otherwise there is only one successful interaction representing that definition of the 
situation. 
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Matrix of Unsuccessful Uses of the Chaos Wheel By Situation Definition 

H
O

W
 D

O
E

S?
 A new family is at the exhibit, they approached while the last family was there.  This group is 2 parents and 3 children, 6,8, and 10.  The father walks 

around the wheel with one boy, the little girl is left watching in the front and the mother and the older son walk around the wheel [brake tank is draining].  
The adults are back in front.  He seems to be explaining what's going on to her, now he's reading How Does A Water Wheel Demonstrate Chaos  out loud 
and the girl leaves.  They're looking back as the tank drains.  He says "it's supposed to be in chaos mode" he points to the green line in the back.  They both 
sit and watch.  He says "wait a minute" he repeats this a few times.  "It's almost equal, that's more water than it usually does," another woman says "there's 
no real pattern." [the wheel tips]  The man comments "that was a lot of water that time" [it was, wheel is almost down to chaos mode]  The woman asks man 
"how long are you going to look?" She tells him that he can stay if he wants.  He's still watching and he says something to her, but she can't hear him. 

W
A

IT
  A small girl walks over drags man over with her, she really wanted to look at it. He was 

not interested, but she is, he is looking at something else.  She is insistent and points 
back at the wheel from behind the exhibit where he is looking at something else  

A girl is very close, touching the exhibit and looking up.  She 
said "I missed it" as the water spilled.  Her mother decides it is 
time to go and pulls the children away.  The girl kept saying "I 
missed it!  
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A 5 year old boy walks up to exhibit and says 'What's this?'   The rest of his family is at 
the touch tank and he seems to be talking to  no one in particular.  He's up way close to 
the tank, he's watching it fill and looking around.  He calls his father over and asks what 
the BUTTON does.  His father pushes the BUTTON and looks up toward the sound.  
They move closer to hear and the father is watching the monitor.  The boy makes a 
yapping motion with his hand and says "blah, blah, blah" and walks away.  His father 
calls him back and the boy runs over as the wheel spills, which he has missed because he 
walked away.  The father is looking at How Does A Water Wheel Demonstrate Chaos 
boy walks around to the side 

Another boy comes up and asks if he could have a try [at the 
button].  The other boys don't want him to.  They think that 
pushing the button makes the wheel tip.  One boy says "please 
don't push it now because it's filling up."  He asks his mom to 
tell the other boy not to push it while that boy gets pulled back 
and steps on someone else's toe... He's telling another boy "to 
wait till the wheel fills up to the top and then to press the button.'  
The mom's step in and decide it's time to move on and the boy is 
spoken to about pressing the button over and over and over 
again. 

R
 &

 R
 A woman about 60 is sitting at the wheel [it's in chaos mode] she's lounging on the bench watching.  She seems to be intently watching the wheel.  She 

looked around [maybe saw me] and quickly sat up on the side of the bench instead of reclining and then got up and left. 

Table 2:  Table of unsuccessful uses of the exhibit as defined by the visitors’ situation.  (R & R= RESTING, WAIT = WAITING FOR 
THE SPLASH, and HOW DOES? = HOW DOES IT WORK?).  Each cell represents an unsuccessful use of the Chaos Wheel in each 
definition of the situation. 
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scientific chaos is not random, recognizing that the wheel is in clock mode, or relating 

the exhibit to another chaotic system – such as “the butterfly effect”.  Few visitors in 

this group appear to have successfully interacted with the exhibit under this definition 

of the situation. 

INTERACTING 
Some visitors are operating under the INTERACTING situation definition.  

Although the Chaos Wheel is not a static exhibit, it is not interactive in any 

meaningful way.  The only interactive feature on the exhibit is a button that starts an 

audio recording.  There is a few second delay between pressing the button and the start 

of the audio; this may cause confusion for some visitors.  The audio button is mounted 

on a kiosk that displays a written version of the audio segment.  Although a sign on 

the kiosk indicates to “press button for audio” many visitors misinterpret the button’s 

function.  Visitors press the button while the audio is already running, or hold the 

button down, or press the button repeatedly.  Some of these visitors seem to mistake 

the button’s function, acting as if pressing the button caused the wheel to tip.  This 

was most evident in children, especially males.  Children talked and argued about 

pressing the button and having control of the button.  Parents often intervened in these 

situations, often telling children the actual function of the button changing the 

definition of the situation and often taking the children away from the exhibit.   

Other visitors interacted with the exhibit by touching it.  Some visitors sat on 

the ledge at the base of the exhibit, some pressed their faces up against the Plexiglas, 

some rested their arm on the monitor stand, and some pointed to or touched the text 
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panels.  Some children spoke of wanting to swim in the tank, suggesting that they 

wished for a more interactive, or fun experience.  Because this exhibit is really not 

interactive, there is no well-defined successful outcome associated with this situation 

definition.  Most visitors who press the button do not stay at the exhibit for the entire 

audio recording, whether they appear to understand the function of the button or not.  

The audio recording was so off putting to one young visitor that he made a disparaging 

remark and ran from the exhibit with his father in tow.  

RESTING 
Some visitors used this exhibit, and its surrounding space as a place to rest.  

The center is not large, but there are few spots to sit down and remain engaged with an 

exhibit.  This exhibit is one of the few exhibits in its gallery that has a bench in front 

of it.  Some people use this bench as a place to sit and eat snacks (not permitted in the 

center, but rarely enforced), to use their cell phones, or to sit or lounge on the bench.  

Some of these visitors did not visibly engage with the exhibit and were there purely 

for the seat or a place to regroup, or they were there in support of another family 

member.  Others in this group watched the wheel while lounging on the bench, or just 

sitting and watching without saying anything.  The wheel has the mesmerizing quality 

of a waterfall, and can be a bit hypnotizing, especially in clock mode.  Some visitors 

noted this calming quality of the exhibit with comments such as “this is mesmerizing, 

I could watch the water all day”.  For these visitors a successful interaction with the 

exhibit could be getting a place to rest and relax, and to be calmed or rejuvenated after 
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watching the exhibit.  For these visitors learning anything about the mechanism that 

controls the exhibit is beyond their motivations for interacting with the exhibit space. 

Multiple Situation Definitions 
 Many visiting groups operated under more than one situation definition 

throughout the course of their stay at the Chaos Wheel (Table 3).  The most common 

situations to co-occur are HOW DOES IT WORK? and WAITING FOR THE 

SPLASH and INTERACTING combined with HOW DOES IT WORK? and 

WAITING FOR THE SPLASH. 

Sometimes the two situation definitions co-occur with different members of 

the visiting group holding on to different situation definitions, sometimes causing 

strained interpersonal interactions.  In other instances there is a clear shift from one 

situation definition to another.  This often happened in the transition from watching 

the wheel to discussing how the exhibit works, frequently at an adult’s initiation.  

More children seemed content to watch the wheel without an explicit thought to the 

underlying science or mechanisms governing the exhibit, yet when asked, some of 

these visitors were able to articulate a viable idea of the exhibit.  In this case the 

viability of one’s mental model can measured by the ability to predict which direction 

the wheel will tip and the ability to justify one’s answer.  Although this is not exactly 

the intended outcome, many visitors measured the viability of their understanding of 

the exhibit through successful prediction of which direction the wheel will tip next.  
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Interacting Situation Definitions By Group Type 
 

HOW DOES IT WORK? and 
other SDs 

WAITING FOR 
THE SPLASH and 

other SDs 

INTERACT 
and other 

SDs 
Group WAITING 

FOR THE 
SPLASH 

INTERACT 
R and 

R 
INTERACT 

R and 
R 

R and R 

MK 19 9 1 11 2 1 
MA 3 3 2 1 1 1 
M3 3 6 0 3 0 1 
P 5 1 1 2 0 1 
S 1 8 1 0 1 0 

Table 3: This figure shows the interplay between different situation definitions, 
redundant cells have been omitted.  Some combinations of situation definitions are 
more common than others.   

  
HOW DOES IT WORK? and WAITING FOR THE SPLASH 

 The following two examples illustrate the interplay between figuring out how 

it works, and waiting for the water to splash.  In both examples the parents attempt to 

check their children’s understanding of how the exhibit works, while the children are 

trying to play a game.  In each example one situation definition is in italics, and one in 

plain print. 

A boy about 4 years old calls his father back to the exhibit, dad says 
“oh yeah, it’s going to spill, it’s about to spill, there it goes… whee.” 
The father asks “what do you think is going to happen when it gets so 
full of water?  Do you think it will come all the way up to here and spill 
out over the top?”  The boy says “yeah.”  The boy begins to climb on 
the exhibit and stops. Again the father asks “which way is it going to 
spin?”  The boy predicts [incorrectly].  The father says “oh, it’s going 
the other direction this time.”  The boy says “oooh.”  The father 
appears to be reading How Does a Water Wheel Demonstrate Chaos.  
The father says “it’s pretty fun to watch.” The boy says  “oh, it’s going 
this way.”  The father brings the kid around to the side of the exhibit 
and says “look, there’s more than one wheel.  There’s a bunch of 
wheels, there’s the wheel back here.”  They’re around the back, and 
the father’s explaining something.  
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This father and son switch back and forth from HOW DOES IT WORK? (in 

italics) and WAITING FOR THE SPLASH.  At first the father encourages the boy to 

watch the exhibit by focusing his talk on watching the wheel turn and the water spill.  

The boy did not engage in the father’s line of conversation and begins to climb on the 

exhibit.  The father attempted to get the boy to think about how the exhibit works, and 

in his next utterance he asked the boy to predict which way the wheel would spin.  The 

boy predicted incorrectly, and the father began to read the text explaining how the 

wheel works.  After reading he switches back to WAITING FOR THE SPLASH and 

commented on how it is fun to watch the wheel.  Then he shifted back to “HOW 

DOES IT WORK??” and brought his son around to the side and the back to show him 

the mechanism that controls the wheel.  He read the How Does a Water Wheel 

Demonstrate Chaos text panel and then used that information to explain how the 

exhibit works to his son. 

 The girls in the following excerpt have already spent a long time at the exhibit 

becoming extremely animated each time the wheel tipped and dumped a large volume 

of water. 

…“We want the middle” [so that the compartment fills up all the way 
and makes a big splash]  The mother asks “Are you watching water?”  
The girls answer “Yeah, there are big ones and little ones.”  They chant 
“We want middle!” They are shushed by their mother.  [it actually is in 
the middle.]  The older girl explains “High, high, high, and the water 
goes down, whee, whee, whee!” … “Come on, come on already, get to 
the middle,” she says to the exhibit.  The mother asks if she knows 
what’s going on and asks what’s going on.  “We’re learning how little 
or big the water goes,” the girl says.  The mother says, “It depends on 
which way it goes.  What happens when it’s in the middle?”  The girl 
says “it goes higher and higher and higher.”  “Do you know which way 
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it’s going to go?” The girl points.  The mother says “let’s see.”  The 
girl predicted incorrectly and she says “aww.”  Now she predicts it 
will go the other way. [I think she’s right, but the mother doesn’t think 
so.]  An other woman says “now which way?”  The girls say the other 
direction [it’s pretty close to the middle].  “Oh, wait it’s going up” the 
older girl says.  The mother asks “which way is it going to fall down?” 
again they point to the left.  The mother says, “lets see here” another 
girl about 12 years old joins them.  “How do you know which way it’s 
going to dump?” asked one mother.  The girl says “because it always 
goes one way unless it goes the other way.”  The mother says “you can 
tell if you look at it which way it’s going to go.”  She makes a back and 
forth motion with her hands toward the wheel.  The little girl suggests 
it’ll go to the right [it looks like it will], the mother asks.  “Why?”  The 
girl says “because it’s lopsided,” and she makes her hands in an angle 
formation like the top compartment of the wheel… 

 

These girls established a special game of “WAITING FOR THE SPLASH” 

where they favored a position where the wheel is almost balanced, which causes a big 

splash.  The girls chanted and cheered for the exhibit when it fell in the “middle” 

position.  Their rowdiness drew their mother back to the exhibit, and she attempted to 

change the definition of the situation and began to ask questions.  The girls resisted at 

first and continued to talk about the amount of water and not the stop angles.  Finally 

the mother got the girls to discuss the exhibit at a level she deemed appropriate.  The 

mother and the girls continued discussing how the exhibit works and what information 

they used to predict the direction the wheel will turn.   

This pattern of children defining the situation as some sort of game and parents 

moving the interaction to a situation that looks more like learning, or discussion of the 

mechanism behind the spilling was common.  A tension exists between children’s 

desires to have fun and the parent’s insistence on making sure that children focus on 

the science of the center. 
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INTERACTING and HOW DOES IT WORK? 

 Since there was no truly successful way to interact with the exhibit under the 

INTERACTING situation definition, some groups shifted into HOW DOES IT 

WORK?.  This shift in situation definition was often forceful and abrupt as in this 

example where INTERACTING is written in italics. 

A new group approaches:  a bunch of young kids and a man in his 30s 
in a wheel chair with a cast on one of his legs.  They’re there with the 
pregnant woman who was here before.  The little boy is climbing on 
the exhibit.  One of the boys presses the audio button.  The man calls 
the children over to him.  The older boy is intently listening the audio – 
he has his head as close as he can, even though the speaker is above his 
head.  They’re watching the wheel… another boy presses the audio 
BUTTON again.  The man says “hey, it says push for audio, it’s going.  
You don’t need to push it again.  Come on buddy.”  The boy replied,  “I 
didn’t read it.”  The father explains again that it says press the button 
for audio, “that’s what it’s for.”  The little boy sits down and then gets 
up and walks away. 
 

Many children, especially boys, seem to expect the exhibit to be interactive, yet the 

only interactive function on the exhibit is the button that starts the audio recording.  

Many boys choose to press the button over and over again.  Some of them believe that 

pressing the button makes the wheel tip, for others, as in the boy in this example, it is 

unclear what he thought the intended function of the button is.  After the boy pushes 

the button unnecessarily, his father jumped in and explained the button’s function.  At 

this point the situation changed for this boy from INTERACTING with the exhibit, to 

HOW DOES IT WORK?.  This shift in situation definition often proceeded causes 

children leaving the exhibit, possibly because the new definition of the situation holds 

no interest for them, or because they are actively resisting the adult definition. 
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 Examination of Where Visitors Look at the Chaos Wheel 

Total Stops at the 
Wheel 

Starts at a Side Total Side Look at the Back 

417 59 130 45 
100% 14% 31% 11% 

Table 4:  This table describes which parts of the exhibit were viewed by non-iPod 
using visitors.  This data was collected at different times and on different days to get a 
good sampling of visitors. 

 

The iPod users 
 Comparing the actions and situation definitions of iPod users with the actions 

and situation definitions of the other visitors reveals a preference among iPod users for 

a situation definition that closely resembles HOW DOES IT WORK?.  All of the iPod 

users walked around the exhibit and looked at all four sides.  Few visitors without the 

iPods looked at more than one side, and even fewer looked at all four sides (Table 4).  

Those visitors without iPods who did look at multiple sides more often than not were 

trying to figure out how the exhibit worked. 

Using the exhibit/understanding chaos 

While using the iPod made those participants more likely to focus on how the 

wheel works, they were not all successful in understanding the wheel.  For example 

one group (CTE-1) spent their time at the exhibit looking at the wheel from all sides, 

and using the monitor they were unable to identify the state the wheel was in shortly 

after their interaction (the wheel had been in clock mode).  While this group was able 

to discuss the nature of scientific chaos, and even recognized the pattern in the chaotic 

system from the monitor (Figure 8), they did not recognize that the wheel was in clock 

mode the entire time they were observing the exhibit. 
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CTE-1:  Concept Maps of Chaos Before and After Using the Exhibit and iPod 

 

Figure 8:  Concept map of chaos before and after using the exhibit and the iPods for 
the CTE-1 group.  Before their understanding of chaos suggests a shallow 
understanding and equating chaos to randomness.  After they clearly distinguish chaos 
and random and developed more developed concepts.  

 
For another group (SJA) the state of the wheel was clear, but they were unable 

to develop a viable definition of chaos after interacting with the exhibit and the iPods.  

Although a viable definition of chaos was not part of this group’s interaction, they did 

indicate a shift in their understanding of what chaos means.  Before watching the 

videos on the iPod and interacting with the exhibit, group SJA equated chaos with 

random.  However while at the exhibit one member of the group latched on to the 

phrase “variability in dynamic systems.”  He pointed to that phrase on the text panel 

and repeated it inquisitively.  In the post interaction interview when asked how he 

would now define chaos he repeated this phrase.  He indicated that he didn’t know 

exactly what it meant, but knew that it was an important phrase for describing chaos.  

A disquilibration event (Piaget, & Inhelder, 1972) was also experienced by 

some of the other participants who used the iPods.  Members of the CTE-1 and CTE-2 

groups indicated that their idea of chaos was changing, but they could not quite 
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articulate their new understanding (Figures 8 and 9).  One group member in CTE-1 

articulates a difference between random and out-of-order, but cannot fully flesh out 

this distinction beyond the idea that there is a difference and that chaos is out-of-order, 

not random.  A group member from CTE-2 posited that she used to think chaos was an 

adjective, but after the experience she sees it as a noun, or a thing. 

CTE-2:  Concept Maps of Chaos Before and After Using the Exhibit and iPod 

 

Figure 9:  Concept map of chaos before and after using the exhibit and the iPods for 
the CTE-2 group.  Their understanding of chaos has changed from before to after – it 
has focused on a few specific points that more closely resemble the consensual 
definition of chaos. 

 

 While these are not earth shattering changes in these visitors’ mental models of 

scientific chaos, they definitely show change in a positive direction.  In comparing the 

concept maps about chaos before and after a re-organization and refinement of their 

understanding of chaos is evident.  Each group begins with an “everyday” view of 

chaos that resembles a dandelion gone to seed.  After using the iPod and interacting 

with the exhibit the participants in groups CTE-1, 2, and 3 have a different notion of 
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chaos (Figure 10).  Their maps have fewer concepts that are more developed, their 

maps lost the dandelion gone to seed look as their understanding of chaos changed. 

CTE-3:  Concept Maps of Chaos Before and After Using the Exhibit and iPod 

 

Figure 10:  Concept map of chaos before and after using the exhibit and the iPods for 
the CTE-3 group.  This group’s definition of chaos show clear evolution from their 
understanding at first and their understanding after using the iPods and the exhibit. 

 

Unlike most visitors, one of the members of the fifth group (WEP) was 

familiar with the idea of scientific chaos.  He connected scientific chaos with an a-

periodic pattern that is influenced by initial conditions and mentioned the popular 

analogy to the “butterfly effect.”  He was not the only one to mention the butterfly 

effect.  A man without an iPod used “the butterfly effect” to explain the exhibit to his 

wife and two small children, and a physicist who studied chaos suggested 

incorporating the “butterfly effect” into the exhibit.   

The members of group WEP agreed on the scientific definition of chaos in the 

pre interview, but an alternate conception of the relationship between predicting the 
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state of a chaotic system and having more data to input became clear in the post 

interview.  The two group members were discussing chaos theory and the exhibit, and 

the group member less sure of her understanding of scientific chaos asked “If you 

can’t predict past the tenth turn, what is the point of studying chaotic systems?”  This 

is an excellent question about chaotic systems.  According to Stewart (1997) adding 

more data to a chaotic model will not appreciably improve the model’s predictive 

ability.  Also, this question is directly quoting the volunteer’s video that the heart of 

chaos is that it is predictable in the short term, but not predictable ten cycles later.  Her 

partner, a retired scientist, replied, “we just need to collect more data to input into the 

models to get a better idea of what’s happening.”  Although this is a common 

(positivist) approach to science and scientific models, it does not apply to chaotic 

systems.   

In the 1960s Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist, discovered the intense 

sensitivity of a chaotic (dynamic) system.  For years it has been known that it is 

impossible to accurately model any system with more than two inputs.  Once there are 

three objects in a system it is too complex to account for all the actions and 

interactions of the bodies.  The atmosphere, for example has a practically infinite 

number of inputs on a virtually infinite number of scales and directions that make 

long-term atmospheric prediction exceedingly difficult. 

Discussion 
The iPod and its content (the iPod program) appear to be influencing visitor’s 

experiences at the Chaos Wheel.  Visitors who used the iPods used the exhibit more 
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thoroughly and focused their interaction with the exhibit on examining how the exhibit 

worked.  The iPod program offered these visitors more information on how to use the 

exhibit and how the exhibit works in a novel way that was appealing to some visitors.  

However, in foregrounding the HOW DOES IT WORK? situation definition, the iPod 

program backgrounds other situation definitions.  This limitation of visitors’ choice 

may be the price of a greater level of scientific understanding.  The delicate balance 

between unfettered choice and highly structured learning environments is a 

fundamental concern for informal science researchers and professionals. 

Allen (2004) outlined some universal guidelines to creating exhibits that are 

successfully fun and interactive while being conducive to learning science.  She 

strongly argues for exhibits to be designed such that the purpose of the exhibit and its 

components are immediately apprehensible.  Buttons should be for pushing and their 

function should be obvious; text should help connect the exhibit to visitors’ prior 

experiences; and the science of the exhibit should be clear (Allen, 2004).  The current 

design of the Chaos Wheel does not follow these recommendations. 

 One limitation of this study is that the iPod and the videos were taken as a 

single gestalt unit.  The question of whether these videos would be just as effective 

displayed on a larger computer monitor mounted next to the exhibit cannot be 

answered directly.  However at another exhibit in the center, which was examined in a 

concurrent but unrelated study, very few visitors watched one 90-second video to 

completion (W. Hanshumaker personal communication, 08/10/08).  Many of the 

participants in this study watched all three videos, and all watched more than one of 
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the videos to the end.  This suggests that there is something different about watching 

the video on a personal iPod with headphones than watching it on a larger screen fixed 

at an exhibit.  The Chaos Wheel is already an over-crowded exhibit (see concept map 

Figures 4 & 5), so adding another computer monitor without taking things away from 

the exhibit is not advisable. 

 This study pushes the boundaries of the use of the situation definition heuristic 

as an analytic tool in settings that afford visitors high levels of choice in learning.  

Rowe (2002) and Humphrey and Gutwill (2005) demonstrated that situation 

definitions are useful ways to characterize activity at exhibits.  Further, Cole (1995) 

and Rowe (2002) documented how adults and children often successfully, 

simultaneously operate under different situation definitions in informal learning 

environments.  Additionally Rowe and Rowe (2005) demonstrated that exhibits can 

afford and constrain different situation definitions.  This study adds two new 

dimensions to the application of situation definition on research into learning in 

informal environments.  First, supplemental material delivered via handheld 

computers can influence visitors’ situation definition.  This influence of an external 

system on activity at an exhibit is similar to Rowe and Rowe’s (2005) finding about 

exhibits and exhibit characteristics influence on visitors’ definition of the situation.  

Secondly, the content delivered via iPod appears to help define the exhibit as a tool for 

learning and conceptual change.  Although children often resisted adults’ attempts to 

define the situation as a learning experience, the children who used the iPods did not 

resist this definition of how to use the exhibit.  This provides a potentially acceptable 
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way for Informal Science Education Institutions to help visitors engage in meaningful 

learning experiences that are also enjoyable. 

Further Research 
 As is to be expected in an investigation into a new area of research, this study 

generated more questions to pursue in the future than answers to pre-existing 

questions.  This section attends to some of these avenues of inquiry that could stem 

from this study. 

It would be fruitful at this stage to interview visitors who chose not to use the 

iPods.  By determining barriers to participation some of them can be explicitly 

addressed.  While it should not be expected that a program using handheld computers 

would ever appeal to all visitors, this insight would inform future signage, advertising, 

and content for such a program.  Along these lines, visitors’ situated museum-based 

identities (Falk, 2006) may influence visitors’ decisions whether or not to participate 

in a program using handheld computers in a science museum.  Examining the 

relationships between iPod use and situated identities (Falk, 2006) could prove 

fruitful. 

A related avenue of research would be to document the impact of the videos 

delivered via a larger screen video display fixed at the exhibit.  Participants in an 

earlier study (Phipps, Rowe, & Coneet al., in press) as well as participants in this study 

suggested this scenario.  This would be an excellent avenue for an experimental design 

study investigating the impact of the content delivered three ways:  via iPods or other 

handheld computers, via a monitor or television mounted at the exhibit with the sound 
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provided via speakers, and via a monitor or television mounted at the exhibit with 

multiple sets of headphones provided for the audio.  Headphones offer a degree of 

isolation from the rest of a noisy center that may help visitors concentrate and focus on 

the content. 

Another key research path would be investigating the interplay between 

docents and a new mode of providing learning experiences.  Many of The Center’s 

docents are vounteers and retirees were unfamiliar with iPods and did not feel 

comfortable offering or distributing them to visitors.  In Phipps et al. (in press) we 

found that most visitors would not ask to take the iPods, but would take them if 

offered, or suggested by docents or researchers.  For a program like this to be 

successful, staff and volunteers at all levels must embrace it.  Preliminary interviews 

with volunteer docents suggest that specific professional development would be 

necessary for all docents. 

For example, the Chaos Wheel exhibit is intimidating to many docents, who 

often avoid the area near the exhibit for fear of being asked a question they are unable 

to answer.  Just knowing about the videos available via the iPods and how to offer 

them to visitors could empower docents. 

 This investigation into the impact of a program using iPods to deliver video 

and audio content at a science museum demonstrated its potential to change visitors’ 

actions and understandings of an exhibit designed to demonstrate scientific chaos.  

This exhibit that is an exemplar of a phenomenon that relies on technology (Afonso & 

Gilbert, 2006) is used in four different ways by visitors without iPods: HOW DOES 
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IT WORK?, WAITING FOR THE SPLASH, INTERACTING, and RESTING, and 

only HOW DOES IT WORK? by iPod users.  While not all those who used the iPod 

developed a viable understanding of scientific chaos, many changed their 

understanding of scientific chaos.  Additionally, they all used the wheel in a way that 

is closest to the intended use of the exhibit.  If this is the desired outcome for such a 

project, then it can be considered somewhat successful.  However, this is not the only 

viable to interact with the exhibit as demonstrated by visitors who chose to use the 

exhibit as constrained by WAITING FOR THE SPLASH and RESTING.  If all three 

of these ways of using the exhibit are desired by staff at the museum then 

supplementary videos attending to these ways of using the Chaos Wheel exhibit must 

be added to the iPods. 
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CONCLUSION 

 This study, situated within the larger field of scholarly research into learning in 

settings that afford learners high levels of choice, examines the implementation and 

impact of a program using handheld computers in a science museum.  By connecting 

this study to a review of the literature I am situating this narrowly focused study 

within the broader context of the field.   

The field of Free-Choice Learning has been undergoing a transformation into a 

more scholarly and cohesive field, with a growing presence at national educational 

conferences and a growing number of articles published in leading science education 

journals included in mainstream issues as opposed to special or supplementary issues.  

Additionally the researchers in the field have worked together to develop and vet a 

model of learning in free-choice environments based on the traditions of 

constructivism and socioculturalism.  The Contextual Model of Learning (Falk & 

Dierking, 2000), a modification of an earlier model (Falk & Dierking, 1992), is a 

model of learning specifically developed to attend to FCL.  Applications of the CML 

are growing more common in the literature, but a larger suite of studies draws on a 

mixture of the sociocultural and constructivist perspectives. 

The published literature in FCL is in the midst of a shift to include more 

sociocultural measures and definitions of learning.  Over the last 10 years (1997-2007) 

there has been a significant increase in the number of articles using the sociocultural 

framework and the CML.  While the trend is not statistically significant, the increase 

of these two perspectives seems to be replacing strictly constructivist studies.  The 
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study reported on in this dissertation blends these two conceptual frameworks to 

examine the impact of handheld computers in a science museum. 

Ubiquitous computer use (iPods, PDAs, web-capable cell phones, other 

portable players of audio and video files) is on the rise in many nations around the 

globe, and these devices have the potential to become powerful learning tools 

especially in situations that encourage and facilitate choice in learning.  However, the 

means necessary to leverage the power of these devices designed for recreation or 

organization into tools for learning are not immediately apparent.  When a tool is 

transformed from one use to another, new considerations must be addressed (Wertsch, 

1998).  In the first phase of this research project I brought some repurposed ubiquitous 

computers into the field to determine the supporting factors necessary to successfully 

use ubiquitous computers for learning in a science museum. 

 The study started with a combination of iPods and PDAs (of comparable cost) 

with the capability to playback audio and video clips stored on the handheld computer.  

The PDAs chosen for this study did not have comparable processor speed or memory 

capacity to the iPods and were not viable for this particular application in this setting.  

This finding restricted the remainder of the study to the implementation of the iPod as 

a learning tool.  Some necessary factors for visitors to use the iPods are listed below: 

• Appropriate security system for the devices 
• Devices with adequate memory space and processor speed 
• Signs at exhibits with extra content and a map to these exhibits 
• Displaying an “attractor loop” on a larger screen as a preview 
• Offering options to increase social interaction 
• Having more than one person dedicated to distributing the devices 
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 This stage of the investigation followed the principles of design research 

(Brown, 1992) and focused on making and documenting changes in order to improve 

the learning potential of a program.  Design research is an iterative process, rooted in 

the traditions of engineering, that focuses on authentic contexts, theory building, and 

flexible methods (Barab & Squire, 2004). 

 Part of the initial research phase included a survey of participants’ opinions of 

the individual videos included on the iPods.  Three of the videos were focused on one 

exhibit – the Chaos Wheel.  Careful examination of participants’ responses revealed 

most participants watched and responded favorably to more than one of the videos on 

the Chaos Wheel.  This finding lead to the second phase of investigation. 

 The Chaos Wheel and how visitors use and make meaning from this exhibit are 

the focus of the second phase of the investigation.  The Chaos Wheel is a well-loved 

and often-visited exhibit at The Center, yet many visitors do not use the exhibit as 

intended or successfully make viable meaning from their encounter with the exhibit.  

The original exhibit text offered little guidance on how to use or interpret the exhibit 

as an “exemplar of a phenomenon using technology to display a concept or idea” 

(Afonso & Gilbert, 2006), or on how to use the exhibit in a successful way.  Two 

different remediations have been added to the exhibit, each of which attempted to 

attend to visitors’ needs for orientation to the exhibit and how to use it. However, 

visitors still interpreted the exhibit in alternate ways, some of which were 

unsuccessful. 
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 Visitors, without iPods, used the exhibit in distinct ways that demonstrated 

four broad “definitions of the situation” (Goffman, 1959; Rommetviet 1974):  HOW 

DOES IT WORK?, WAITING FOR THE SPLASH, INTERACTING, and RESTING.  

While three of these “situation definitions” could be appropriate interpretations of how 

to use the Chaos Wheel, INTERACTING generally was an inappropriate 

interpretation of the exhibit.  The Chaos Wheel is situated within a science center 

where the expectation of some visitors is that all exhibits are interactive in some 

meaningful way.  These visitors defined appropriate use of the Chaos Wheel exhibit as 

finding the interactive component and INTERACTING.   

The Chaos Wheel is not an interactive exhibit; it is a set of waterwheels – one 

split into four compartments with water constantly flowing in from the top, and a 

flywheel submerged in a tank of water.  The level in the tank of water switches 

between two states that demonstrate clock-like and chaotic behavior.  This action is 

governed by a computer, and visitors cannot influence the action of the wheels.  

However, there is a press button mounted to a kiosk installed in front of the exhibit (as 

a remediation) that begins an audio version of the text displayed on the kiosk.  Even 

though signage indicated the function of the button, many visitors did not immediately 

comprehend the button’s function.  These visitors, mostly male children, were 

determined that the exhibit was for INTERACTING, and they repeatedly pressed the 

button even as the audio recording played.  Some of these visitors asserted that they 

believed that the button controlled the wheel in some meaningful way. 
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While visitors who did not use the iPods defined the exhibit in a variety of 

different ways, the participants who used the iPods all appeared to be operating under 

HOW DOES IT WORK?  The videos on the iPod helped shape how the participants 

used the Chaos Wheel exhibit, and the participant groups changed their definition of 

chaos to varying degrees.  These outcomes are more in line with the intended 

outcomes for the exhibit, but using the iPod does seem to limit choice by constraining 

visitors use of the exhibit to one particular situation definition.   

Recommendations: 
 The recommendations that can be drawn from this work attend to research on 

FCL at a number of different levels.  Through reviewing FCL literature published in 

International Journal of Science Education, Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 

and Science Education I developed a broad base of understanding of the scope of 

published science-based literature on FCL.  While there has been a conscious effort to 

position research within theoretical traditions, a number of studies lack explicit 

grounding in a well-articulated conceptual framework or an operational definition of 

learning or what counts as a successful interaction.  In order to realize the vision of a 

more scholarly field as articulated by the conferees at the “Public Institutions for 

Personal Learning:  understanding the long-term impact of museums” in Annapolis, 

MD in 1994, authors must be explicit in their theoretical and methodological 

foundations.  Even exploratory research is guided by the researcher’s interests, which 

are often grounded in one’s theoretical position on learning and knowing.  Being 
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explicit about one’s theoretical position makes an article’s findings more applicable to 

other contexts. 

 Recommendations stemming from my second and third manuscripts fall into 

three broad categories:  implementation of programs using ubiquitous computers, 

further exploring the impact of iPods on the visiting experience, and redesigning the 

Chaos Wheel exhibit to make it more accessible to more visitors.  

 While the idea of using ubiquitous computers is understandably appealing to 

museums and other similar institutions, adapting these devices to be used as learning 

tools in a novel setting is not a straightforward endeavor.  In addition to developing 

high quality content and purchasing devices to loan to visitors, museums interested in 

developing a successful program utilizing personal ubiquitous computers must 

consider a wide range of logistical issues.  Some of these issues include dedicating 

staff to project, establishing a security protocol, providing docents personalized 

training, identifying exhibits well suited for this type of experience, identifying which 

visitors would be interested in the experience, and exploring different perspectives 

presented throughout the content.  Some of these issues will be specific to each 

museum, while others will prove universal.  By approaching a program using 

ubiquitous computers under the guidance of design research, the program can develop 

into a highly useable product and build theory in the field at the same time. 

 Another suite of recommendations focuses on research investigating the impact 

of iPods on the visiting experience.  In this study I examined the iPod and its content 

as a gestalt object, as a single cultural tool (Wertsch, 1998).  However, it would be 
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fruitful to tease out the influence of the content from the influence of the iPod.  Some 

participants offered that they did not understand the point of using the iPod to deliver 

the content; they suggested that the videos would be equally useful displayed on larger 

screens at the exhibits.  Other visitors clearly used an iPod at the museum because 

they lacked access to the technology outside of the setting.   

To examine this idea further I propose another iteration of the inquiry cycle 

incorporating principles of a more structured experimental design.  Given the findings 

of this study (and others from the same site) I would start with the hypothesis that 

there is a measurable difference in patterns of use of visitors who interact with the 

same content delivered via different means (iPod vs. larger display at the exhibit vs. a 

larger display at the exhibit with headphones).  While some visitors suggested 

presenting the content via a larger display mounted at the exhibit, another study at the 

same site, conducted at the same time, found that the majority of visitors did not watch 

one 90-second video to completion (Hanshumaker, personal communication, Aug, 

2007).  Yet participants using the iPods watched all three videos to completion, over 

five minutes of video.  This impromptu finding deserves a more careful investigation 

with large numbers of participants to facilitate meaningful statistical comparison 

among cases. 

The last set of recommendations center on the design of the Chaos Wheel 

exhibit.  This is an exhibit that attempts to tackle a complex and obtuse topic in a 

rather complex and obtuse way.  Many research studies and publications are devoted 

to disseminating best-practices and common pitfalls for exhibit design in an 
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environment designed for hands-on, minds-on learning experiences, and this exhibit 

does not seem to heed many of these suggestions.  Allen (2004) argues for greater 

adherence to principles of “universal design” (ref within Allen’s paper) in order to 

capitalize on common assumptions about interactivity – buttons are for pushing, knobs 

are for turning, etc.  The confusion regarding the one interactive feature of the Chaos 

Wheel highlights a mismatch between visitors’ assumptions of the function of a button 

(causing something to happen in the exhibit) versus the actual function of the button 

(starting an audio component of the exhibit).  Visitors clearly want to interact with this 

exhibit in a meaningful way; if this type of interaction is not possible, then this should 

be made abundantly clear.   

Novice users of cultural tools often do not use them to their fullest power (e.g. 

Cook, Carter, & Wiebe, 2006; Phipps & Rowe, in press), this exhibit is no exception.  

There are a number of factors adding to the inaccessibility of the Chaos Wheel:  the 

amount of text, the focus of the text, certain design features of the wheel, and the 

opacity of the topic of chaos itself.  In order to prepare for this research project I 

undertook an informal study of scientific chaos in order to better understand the 

exhibit and to interpret participants’ changing understandings of chaos.  I built my 

own understanding of chaos from available free-choice materials (Briggs, 1992; 

Center for nonlinear dynamics, n.d.; Cross, 2000; Drexel University, 2007; Elert, n.d.; 

Gleik, 1987; Harrington, n.d.; Jones, 2004; Joyce, 2003; Lilavois, n.d.; Slijkerman, 

2006; Snowflake Fractal, n.d.; Stewart, 1997; University of Maryland, 2007; The 
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Wheel of Chaos, n.d.; Wacker, 2005; and Wu, 2005).  I visited websites and read 

popular science books to build my own conceptual model of scientific chaos. 

Although I had never studied chaos theory explicitly in a formal setting, I had 

been immersed in it in my former career as a paleoclimatologist.  Paleoclimatologists 

use markers in the sediment (rock, ice, gas) to extrapolate about past conditions on the 

earth to understand the natural variability of the climate system.  However, weather 

and climate are chaotic systems making modeling and predicting the behavior of these 

systems infinitely complex.   

Since this exhibit is located in a marine science center, it was surprising to me 

that there is very little connection to the chaotic systems present in the marine realm.  

In redesigning the exhibit I would incorporate a heavier focus on chaos in marine 

systems like weather, climate, currents, ocean mixing, the shape of the coastline, 

shapes of organisms, etc.  I would also include much less text that is more focused on 

how to actually use and interpret the exhibit.   

Additionally I would follow Falk’s (1997) recommendations to make 

connections around an exhibition hall explicit.  The center was designed around the 

theme that science is the quest for patterns in a complex world.  This theme is subtly 

echoed throughout the museum, but is not apparent to most visitors, like the 

participants in Falk’s study.  He examined participants’ knowledge gains and ability to 

articulate the theme of a suite of exhibits after interacting with the exhibition under 

conditions.  Under the first condition, the signage connecting the related exhibits was 

subtle and in muted colors, while under the second condition, the connections among 
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the exhibits was made explicit with boldly colored signage and more direct 

connections in the label text.  Participants who experienced the second condition were 

more likely to be able to articulate the theme of the exhibition, and demonstrated 

higher knowledge gains than their counterparts who experienced the more muted 

version of the exhibition (Falk, 1997).  I would also include explicit questions in the 

labeling to get visitors thinking and to quickly define the scope and the goal of using 

the exhibit. 

Moreover I would alter some aspects of the Chaos Wheel’s design.  The Chaos 

Wheel exhibit has more parts than it needs adding to the visual complexity of the 

exhibit.  The front water wheel was initially designed to be bigger, but was segmented 

to make the front compartments smaller, so there is a void space in the exhibit that is 

distracting.  Another confusing part of the exhibit is that the line on the back tank that 

separates clock mode and chaos mode is green, and so is one of the lines separating 

two of the compartments on the front wheel.  While the lines are two different shades 

of green, the break tank is difficult to see from a standing position and is easily missed 

by many visitors.  This line should be a different color and somehow made more 

obvious to novice users.  Most importantly the exhibit does not have a title, or a good 

method to display the data crucial to being able to use the exhibit as intended.  I would 

include a title for the exhibit, and include brightly colored displays indicating the state 

of the wheel (clock or chaos) and the data on the past and present stop angle.  I would 

also include some connections to more popular representations of chaos like “the 

butterfly effect” and fractal images. 
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These changes would make the exhibit, and scientific chaos, more accessible to 

a wider range of visitors.  While scientific chaos seems obtuse and esoteric, 

understanding the basic principles of chaos theory is crucial to interpreting reports 

about climate change or any other chaotic system like the stock market.   

Using the iPods at the Chaos Wheel exhibit helped participants make sense of 

the exhibit, and together the iPod and the exhibit helped participants refine their 

understanding of chaos.  While more investigation into the interplay among the 

exhibit, the iPod, and the content of the videos needs to be undertaken, this study is 

promising to the incorporation of ubiquitous computers into the museum experience.  

Heath, vom Lehm, and Osborne (2005) expressed concern over repurposed computer 

technology used in museum settings.  They found visitors at computer-based exhibits 

actively excluding others from their experience, and Hsi (2004) mentioned widespread 

concern that handheld computers would be a “heads-down” not a “heads-up” activity.  

By taking these studies, and their related concerns into account, I explored ways to 

make the iPod experience an interactive, heads-up experience.  These studies lead to 

incorporating headphone splitters to allow for multiple users per iPod, and one-eared 

headphones to encourage social interaction.  These modifications successfully 

attended to prior criticisms on using ubiquitous computers for learning in a museum. 

The positive response of visitors and participants to the iPod program, and the 

growing presence of handheld computers in the USA is encouraging for this line of 

research.  Podcasting is one wave of the future as it affords much choice over content, 

time of use and depth of interaction, and many podcasts fit into the purview of free-
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choice learning.  There is much to be learned about this new form of learning, and this 

study began to scratch the surface.  At this early stage of research an iterative process 

of design research, naturalistic inquiry, and empirical design will be necessary to build 

a strong conceptual understanding of the use and potential of personal ubiquitous 

computers as a tool for free-choice learning. 

Implications 
The implications for the field of free-choice learning stemming from this 

dissertation are both methodological and conceptual, as mandated by the principles of 

design research.  This dissertation tackles some fundamental issues in the emerging 

scholarly field of studying learning that occurs in situations where learners are 

afforded a high degree of choice, namely the interplay between attending to visitors’ 

enjoyment and choice, and a museum’s educational mission; the influence of content 

delivered via ubiquitous handheld computers as a way of customizing the museum 

experience; and the development of ecologically valid methodologies and conceptual 

frameworks. 

This investigation relied on a distinct mix of socio-cultural and constructivist 

principles and methodologies to understand the impact of the iPod program on 

visitors’ use and understanding of an exhibit.  I employed sociocultural and 

sociological techniques to collect and analyze data on how visitors use the exhibit and 

the iPods, while I employed constructivist techniques to collect and analyze data on 

the conceptual impact of the iPod experience on participants’ understanding of chaos.  

By drawing on the strengths of both disciplines I was able to document changes in 
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visitors’ social activity and mental models as a result of their experience at the 

museum.  Taken alone, neither piece of the study adequately illuminates the impact of 

the iPod program on visitors.  Because learning involves changing how people interact 

with learning tools, and how these interactions change people’s mental models of the 

world, both must be attended to in order to meaningfully document learning.  

Combining two perspectives cannot be a disjointed heap of bits and pieces; it 

requires purposeful blending.  One way that I blended these two perspectives is in 

choosing the group as my unit of analysis, as socioculturalists do, yet I examined the 

group’s conceptual change, a constructivist concern.  Additionally, I am connecting 

visitors’ situation definition at the exhibit and evaluating them with regards to the 

construction of viable knowledge.  For example, if a group using the Chaos Wheel as 

if is acting under the WAITING FOR THE SPLASH situation definition, viable 

learning from the experience might be about the relationship between stop angles and 

the size of the splash. 

A major methodological advance stemming from this study is a novel 

application of concept maps as an analytical tool in a museum setting.  Although 

concept maps and personal meaning maps have been used in museums before, they 

have been used as assessment tools, not analytical tools (e.g. Anderson, Lucas & 

Ginns, 2000; Falk & Adelman, 2003).  In this study I used concept maps as a way to 

graphically represent conceptual models across a variety of media – text, video 

presentations, and group interviews.  Unlike other applications of concept maps where 

the learners fill out their own concept maps, the concept maps in this study were 
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created by the researcher.  I took this approach for a number of reasons, including 

resistance many people feel toward doing concept maps, and to ensure that the tool 

itself was not inhibiting data collection.  This approach was also taken by Bledsoe 

(2007) in examining college students’ understanding of electricity, but had not been 

taken in a museum setting.  This novel use of concept maps answer’s Novak and 

Canas (2007) call for using concept maps as research tools in addition to assessment 

tools. 

Another methodological advance for the field is in the use of design research 

as a part of a larger inquiry cycle.  Although design research has been used in 

museums (e.g. Hsi, 2004), and design research is similar to traditional ‘formative or 

front-end evaluations’ done at museums, this study is different in a few key ways.  

First, as Brown (1992) suggested the iterations of design research in this study 

provided the basis for a cycle of naturalistic inquiry that could lead to a third cycle of 

more formalized experimental design.  Hsi (2004) and Bellotti, Berta, and DeGloria 

(2003) use design research principles to investigate the impact of handheld technology 

on visitors, but did not take these studies through other iterations.   

The connections between design research and front-end evaluation are strong, 

and both pursuits may look similar to each other (c.f. Chapter 3 and Borun, et al., 

1998), there are some distinct differences that separate these two ends of a continuum.  

Major differences between design research and front-end evaluation are the scope and 

purpose of the endeavor.  Front-end evaluation is driven by programmatic concerns; 

design research is more global in scope and purpose.  While design research focuses 
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on generating research questions for further study; front-end evaluation focuses on 

creating an exhibit that works for the intended audiences. 

This study also illustrates the importance of participant input in research into 

learning in museums.  As researchers in the field strive to better understanding 

learning in museums and other informal science institutions, input from those doing 

the learning is crucial.  Many studies in the field are attempting to use novel 

approaches to document learning in these settings; in such untested endeavors, 

participants must be involved.   

Although many visitors are familiar with ubiquitous computers in their 

personal life, using the same tool in a museum is different, and the adaptation must be 

taken seriously.  This study showed not only that visitors enjoy using handheld 

computers, and use them in ways that afford social interaction, but that they can also 

afford conceptual change and change in modes of participation. 

Although the impact of this study can only be told by how it is used, it makes 

some significant advances toward pushing the field of free-choice learning in a more 

professional direction.  For the past decade or so, researchers in the field have been 

working toward a more theoretically-based research agenda (Falk & Dierking, 1995; 

Friedman, 1995; Falk, Dierking & Foust, 2008).  In addition to making conceptual and 

methodological contributions to the field, this dissertation represents the first 

dissertation officially in Free-Choice Learning, taking a crucial step toward 

Friedman’s (1995) vision of an academic center for such research. 
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